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CHAPTER 1: INTROD UCTION 

1. I	 Background 

1.1.1	 Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management India Pvt. Ltd. hereinafter referred as "CDCTM" founded 
in June, 2009, after Celebi Hava Servisi A.S. was awarded the concession by Delhi International 
Airport Limited (DIAL) in April, 2009 for providing cargo handling services at Indira Gandhi 
International Airport (IGIA), Delhi. As per the concession, CDCTM was entrusted to develop, finance 

and modernize the existing cargo terminal for a period of 25 years . 

1.1.2 CDCTM has been operating the brownfield cargo terminal for more than 13 years with a clientele base 
of around 46 international and one major domestic scheduled carrier namely Indigo, thereby holding 
around 60% of market share in International Cargo & 37% in Domestic Cargo. 

1.1.3 Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) has granted security clearance to CDCTM on 22.07.2020. 
The Security clearance is valid for a period of 5 years from the date of issue of security clearance or 

the period of validity of contract with the Airport Operator, whichever is earlier. 

1.1.4 The shareholding structure of the CDCTM is given as below: 

Table-I: Summary of Shareholding Structure of CDCTM 

Name of Shareholder Equity Holding (%) 

Celebi Hava Servisi A.S. 74 

Delhi International Airport Limited 26 

TOTAL 100 

1.2	 Brief on past Tariff approvals: 

1.2.1	 The Authority, vide Order no. 24/2015-16 dated 24.06.2015 determined Tariff for the last two years 
of the First Control Period (FY 2014-15 to FY 2015-16) for CDCTM in respect of cargo handling 
services provided by it at Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi. 

1.2.2 The Authority, vide Order no. 03/2019-20 dated 22.04.2019, determined Tariff for CDCTM pertaining 
to the Second Control Period (FY 2016-17 to FY 2020-21) for its cargo handling services at IGIA, 
Delhi. 

1.2.3 The Authority, vide Order no. 67/2020-21 dated 25.03.2021, extended the then prevail ing Tariff as on 
31.03.2021 for the period up to 30.09.2021. Subsequently, vide Order no. 18/2021-22 dated 
15.09.2021, the Authority extended the prevailing Tariff (as on 30.09.21) for the period up to 
31.03.2022. 

1.2.4 The Authority, vide Order	 no. 46/2021 -22 dated 17.03.2022 extended the Tariff prevailing as on 
31.03.2022 for the period up to 30.09.2022. Thereafter, the Authority, vide Order no. 24/2022-23 dated 

23.09.2022 further extended the Tariff prevailing as on 30.09.2022 for the period up to 31.03.2023, or, 
till the determination of regular Tariff, whichever is earlier. 
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1.3 MYTP Submission: 

1.3.1 As per the provisions of the Cargo Facility, Ground Handling and Supply of Fuel to the Aircraft (CGF) 
Guidelines, 20 II, CDCTM has submitted the Multi Year Tariff Proposal ('MYTP') on 26.08.2022 for 
the Third Control Period (FY 2021 -22 to FY 2025-26) for determ ination ofTariff in respect of Cargo 
Handling Services, including the proposal for Cargo to be received in the form of BUP/ ULD from 
authorized AFS, being provided at Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi. After examining the 
MYTP submitted by the CDCTM, various clarifications/ additional information relating to regulatory 
building blocks etc. were sought from the Cargo Operator, from time to time. The ISP considering 
AERA observations on MYTP and discussions thereon, submitted revised MYTP vide email dated 
27. 10.2022. 

1.3.2 As per the MYTP submission, CDCTM has proposed the following % age Tariff increase for Third 
Control Period: 

• 12% increase in Tariff for FY 2022-23 

• 6% increase in Tariff for FY 2023-2t1 

• 7% increase in Tariff for FY 2024-25 

• 6% increase in Tariff for FY 2025-26 

1.4 The Authority carefully examined the MYTP for the Third Control Period submitted by CDCTM for 
Cargo Handling Services provided at IGIA, Delhi and issued its Consultation Paper (CP) No. 12/2022

23 dated 15.11 .2022, inviting suggestions/comments from the Stakeholders on the various proposals 
of the Authority contained in the CP with the following timelines: 

• Date of Issue of the Consultation Paper: 151h November, 2022. 

• Date for submission of written comments by Stakeholders: 5th December, 2022. 

• Date for submission of counter comments: 14th December, 2022. 

1.5 Pursuant to issuance of CP no. 12/2022-23 dated 15.11.2022, following Stakeholders submitted their 
comments to the Authority within the stipulated period: 

a) M/s Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management India Pvt. Ltd. (CDCTM) 

b) M/s Continental Carriers Pvt. Ltd. (CCPL) 

c) M/s SpiceJet Ltd. 

d) Domestic Air Cargo Agents Association of India (DACAAI) 

e) The Air Cargo Agents Association of India (ACAAJ) 

f) VAFA Fresh Vegetables & Fruits Exporters Association (VAFA) 

g) Federation on Freight Forwarders' Association in India (FFFAI) 

h) Board of Airlines (India)- Northern Region 
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The comments received from the above stakeholders were uploaded on the AERA's website vide 
Public Notice no. 19/2022-23 dated 06.12.2022. The Authority, in response to Public Notice no. 
19/2022-23 dated 06.12.2022, received counter comments from CDCTM on 14.12.2022. 
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No comments were received from the MoCA on the subject Consultation Paper issued by the Authority. 

The Authority, after examining the comments of Stakeholders & counter comments of CDCTM, and 
after considering all the relevant aspects ofeach of the regulatory building block has finali zed this Tariff 
Order. 

Stakeholders Comments 

1.6	 MIs SpiceJet's comments regarding economic oversight of Airports & Air Navigation Services 
as per International Civil Aviation Organi zation principles (lCAO Doc 9082) and review of 
tendering process: 

"Authority may kindly note that "guiding principles issued by the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO) on charges/or Airports and Air Navigation Services (ICAO DoC 9082) , which 

lays down the main purpose 0..(economic oversight which is to achieve a balance between the interest 

0..( Airports and the Airport Users. This policy document categorically specifies "that caution be 

exercised when attempting to compensate for shortfalls in revenue considering its effects ofincreased 

charges on aircraft operators and end users . " The saidpolicy document also emphasizes on balancing 

the interests of airports on one hand and aircraft operators. end users on the other. in view of the 

importance of the air transport system to States. This should be applied particularly during periods of 

economic difficulty . Theref ore. the policy document recommends that States encourage increased 

cooperation between airports and aircraft operators to ensure that the economic diffi culties facing 

them all are shared in a reasonable manner. " 

It is general perception service providers has no incentive to reduce its expenses as any such increase 

will be passed on to the airlines through tariffdetermination mechanism process and indirectly airlines 

will be forced to bear these additional costs. There needs to be a mechanism for incentivizing the 

parties for increasing effi ciencies and cost savings and not for increasing the royalty for the airport 
operator. 

As this is particularly a period 0..(economic difficultyfor airlines. AERA is humbly requested to ensure 

that A irport Operator does not take the decision to award concession agreements solely on the revenue 

share being offered. Basing decisions solely on highest revenue share being offered breeds 

inefficiencies and tends to disproportionately increase the cost, as envisioned in the abovementioned 

guiding principle." 

1.7	 CDCTM response to MIs SpiceJet's aforesaid comments: 

The ISP did not offer its views on the comments of MIs SpiceJet and stated that "Notfor us to comment. 

as not in our scope ". 

1.8	 Authority's Analysis on the Stakeholders' Comments relating to ICAO's principles on Charges 
for Airpor t Services and award of Concession by the Airport Operators on Revenue Share basis: 

The Authority notes the comments of MIs SpiceJet 's regarding economic oversight of Airports & 

ANS services as per ICAO's guiding principles (lCAO doc 9082) and award of concession by airport 
operator on revenue sharing basis. 

In this regard, the Authority observes that ICAO guiding principles for charges for Airport Services, 
encourages States to incorporate four key principles of non-discrimination, cost relatedness, 
transparency and consultation with users. It is.stated that the Authority's regulatory approach for 
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economic oversight of airports relating to Tariff determination of Aeronautical Services at Major 

Airports is compliant with ICAO's guiding principles for charges for Airport Servi ces and is in 

accordance with the mandate g iven to the Authority as per the AERA Act , 2008. 

In respect of stakeho lder' s comment regarding award of Concessions by the Airport Op erator on the 

basis of Revenue Share, the Authority notes that Concession Feel Revenue Share paid by the ISP to 

Airport Operator is in accordance with the concession agreement executed between the Service 

Provider and the Airport Operator. Further, the Authority is of the view that bidding process to award 

such contracts, based on which ISP pays Revenue Share to Airport Operator, is a non-regulatory issue 

and such matt ers may be dealt bet ween the stakeholders at the appropriate forum. 
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CHAPTER 2: PRI NCIPLES FO R DETERMINATION OF "AERONAUTICAL TARIFF"
 

2.1	 The Authority vide Order No. 12/20 I0-1 I dated 10.01.20II and Direction No. 04/20 I0-1 I issued on 
10.01 .2011 finalized its approach in the matter of Regulatory Philosophy and Approach in Economic 
Regulation of the Services provided for Cargo Facility, Ground Handling and Supply of Fuel to the 
Aircraft at the major airports. Accordingly, the Authority issued the Airports Economic Regulatory 
Authority of India (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Tariff for Services provided for Cargo 
Facility, Ground Handling and supply of Fuel to the Aircraft) Guidelines, 20 II ("the Guidelines"). 

2.2	 Stage I: Materiality Assessment: 

In accordance with the above mentioned AERA Guidelines and Directions, the following procedure 
is adopted for determination of Materiality Index of Regulated Service: 

Cargo Volume at Delhi Airport
Materiality Index (MI ) = . x 100 

C Total Cargo Volume at all Major Airports 

The Materiality Index for Delhi Airport = 955858/3 228862 x 100 

= 29.60% 

The percentage share of Cargo Handling for Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi for the FY 
20 I9-20 is 29.60%, which is higher than Materiality Index (MIc) of2. 5% for the above subject service. 
Hence, the regulated service is deemed "Material" for the Third Control Period. 

2.3	 Stage II: Competition Assessment: 

As per clause 5.1 of the abovesaid Guidelines, if Regulated Service is provided at a Major Airport by 
two or more Service Providers, it shall be deemed "Competitive" at that airport, 

It is observed from Form Fl (b) (Competition Assessment) submitted by CDCTM that Mis Delhi 
Cargo Service Centre Pvt. Ltd. (DCSC) is also rendering similar services at IGIA, Delhi. Hence in the 
instant case the regulated service is deemed "Competitive". 

2.4	 As per Clause 3.2 (ii) of the Guidelines, wherever the Regulated Service provided is 'Material but 
Competitive' , the Authority shall determine Tariff(s) for Service Provider(s) based on a 'Light Touch 
Approach' for the duration of the Control Period, as per the provisions of chapter V of the Guidelines. 
However, the Authority reserves the right to review materiality assessments, competition assessments 
and the reasonableness of the User Agreements within the Control period and issue such direction or 
make such orders as it may consider necessary. 

2.5	 As per clause 11.2 of the CGF Guidelines, 201 I, the ATP is required to be submitted in the manner 
and form provided in AI 8.2 of Appendix-I to the guidelines and should be supported by the following: 

a) Form B and Form 14 (b) (Proposed Tariff Card);
 
b) Details of Consultation with Stakeholders;
 
c) Evidence of User Agreement(s), if any, between the Service Provider and the User of Regulated
 

Service(s) clearly indicating the Tariff proposed by the Service Provider. 

2.6	 After issuance of CP no. 12/2022-23 dated 05.11.2022 by the Authority, the ISP vide email dated 
19.12.2022 submitted a copy of minutes of stakeholders' consultation meeting conducted by the 
CDCTM on 01.09.2022, wherein the representatives of ACAAI, DACAAI, Delhi Customs Brokers 
Association (DCBA) and FFFAI participated. The ~hor i ty from the ' Minutes' notes that some of the 
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stakeholders during consultation meeting raised issues connected with cargo handling, service quality, 
congestion at domestic cargo terminals, investments planned etc. and same were c1arifiedl responded 
to by the CDCTM. The Authority advises the ISP to hold periodic consultations with the concerned 
stakeholders to resolve the pending issues, ifany, connected with Cargo Handling Services provided 
by it at its Cargo Terminal. 

2.7	 Stakeholders' Comments: 

2.7.1	 DACAAl's Comments on Tariff Determination Principles: DACAAI has submitted its comments 
on Consultation Paper No. 12/2022-23 W.r.t. Tariff Determination Principles as follows: 

"As per clause 5.1 ofAERA Guidelines. "if Regulated Service is provided at a Major Airport by two 
or more Service Providers, it shall be deemed "Competitive" at that airport. " However. the two 
terminals at Delhi Airport are absolute monopolies. DACAAI urges that AERA must review the 

competition assessments since there is no competition in specific terms (the airlines and terminals are 
fixed and a shipper cannot just about take his cargo to any terminal/airline). Further the entire 
processing has no service level Agreements (SLAs) between users and CTOs, neither there is any 
service monitoring mechanism in place. This has resulted in increased processing times both for 

outbound and inbound cargo. 

Under 2. 7 ofAERA Guidelines, authority has considered the services as Material and competitive and 
hence adopting a 'Light Touch approach '. In view of DA CAAI's stated position. the light touch 
approach gives the C l 'Os unchecked .freedom to get tariffs enhanced without being responsible f or 
service quality in the absence ofSLAs and monitoring. It does not benefit to the users. There are no 

User agr eements with the clients by the CTO either. 

As per 2.6 of CP 12/2022-23 the authority has stated that CDCTM submitted all the documents in 
accordance with CGF Guidelines, except the minutes ofStakeholders 'Consultation Meeting. DACAAI 
has to state that Celebi conducted as a formal user SH meeting on 1st September, where DACAAI has 
voiced their service level inefficiencies. high terminal charges which constitute 17%-20% of the 
airfreight making the air cargo unviable. There has been no additions or capital investments to the 
CUT space since inception and Celebi handled almost 3 time the cargofrom the same space. It also 
got enhanced terminal handling charges for all the previous years. The MoMforwarded by Celebi on 

26 September 2022 did not reflect DACAAI's objections and concerns voiced during the meeting. 

Besides. we had asked Celebi several missing information and queries so as to objectively compare 
and assess the MYTP but information is yet to be supplied by Celebi to DACAAI. That Celebi MYTP 

are not acceptable to DACAAI and this has been informed to Celebi vide our letters dated 6th 
September. 2022 and subsequent response vide our letter dated 19 November, 2022 in response to the 
MoM ofCelebi stakeholder consultation meeting held on l st September. 2022. " 

2.7.2	 ACAAI's Comments on Tariff Determination Principles: 

"Delhi Airport Cargo operates through 2 CTOs with airlines divided amongst them. The users at the 

front end namely the importers/exporters do not have the choice to use the terminal they want and are 

dependent on the airline choice of terminal. Thus. the Cargo Handling Service may be termed as 

"Material" but is not truly "Competitive ". " 

2.7.3	 CDCTM's response to the comments of DACAAI on principles for Tariff determination: 

The ISP in its counter comments submitted that "As per industry practice, the shipper doesn't choose 

the terminal operator but chases the Airlines for their transportation based on commercial & 
operational terms. Airlines chose their terminal operators based on their commercial. infrastructure, 
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service level. quality, saf ety etc. considerations and this is a universal practice. Terminal operators 

are awarded concess ions by Airport operators based on qualification , technical & financial 

parameters as per approved procedures & regulations and this is similar in all airports across India. 

Number ofplayers a,re determined considering various elements such as air cargo demand, investm ent , 

infrastr ucture req uirement (capex) . integrated operations. regulatory approvals etc. Delhi Airport 

Cargo operates in a similar environment as the rest of the country and doesn't have any 

different/unique position. '. 

2.7.4	 CDCTM's response to the comments of ACAAI on principles for Tariff det er mination: 

The ISP in its counter comments submitted that "The users at front end don't chose the terminal 

operators but chose the Airlines for their transportation based on commercial & operational terms. 

Airlines chose the terminal operators based on their commercial, infrastructure, service level. quality. 

safety etc. considerations and this is a universal practice. Terminal operators are awarded concessions 

by Airport operators based on qualification, technical & financial parameters as per approved 

procedures & regulations and this is similar in all airp orts across India . 

Number ofplayers are determined considering various elements such as air cargo demand. investment. 

infrastructure requirement (CAPEX) . integrated operations. regulatory approvals etc. 

At Delhi Airport. Cargo handling operat es in a similar environment as the rest of the COUIll/Y . .. 

2.8	 Authority's Analysis on the Stakeholders' comments regarding principles for Tariff 
determination: 

The Authority noted the comments ofDACAAI & ACAAI and response of lSP thereon on the matt er 

relating to application of Tariff determination principles. 

2.8.1	 As regard to comments of DACAAI and ACAAI on the principles for determination of Tariff for 

regulated service as per the AERA's CGF Guidelines, 20 I I , the Authority notes from the response of 

ISP (indicated above) that as per the industry practice, Shippers / Cargo Agents have choice of 

selecting Airline(s) for transportation of their cargo and Airlines, in turn, select Cargo Terminal 

Operator for their Cargo Operations. The Airlines must be doing due diligence for selection of Cargo 

Terminal Operator, based on operational & commercial parameters, such as Cargo Handling 

Infrastructure & facilities offered by Cargo Operators, Service Quality level, Commercial terms etc., 

the same way as the Users at front end may be doing theirs while choosing the airline(s) . 

2.8.2	 The Authority feels that Shippers/Agents are already aware about the Airlines alliance with Cargo 

Terminal Operators. Since, at lGI Airport, there are two Cargo Terminal Operators, Agents/Shippers 

have option of indirectly choosing their preferred Cargo Terminal Operator, through airline(s), which 

have contractual arrangement with their preferred Cargo Terminal Operator. 

2.8.3	 The Authority, in the instant case, notes that Cargo Handling Services provided by the ISP at IGIA , 

Delhi is " Material" and as there are two Service Providers rendering similar services; therefore, the 

regulated services provided by CDCTM for the Third Control Period is considered as "Competitive" . 

Accordingly, considering that the services provided by the CDCTM at IGI Airport for the Third 

Control Period is " Materia l but Competitive"; hence, in accordance with AERA's CGF Guidelines, 

2011, the Authority decides to adopt "Light Touch Approach" in respect of CTCTM for the 

determination of Tariff for Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period. It is clarified that 

even under Light Touch Approach, the Authority examines all the regulatory building blocks of the 
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ISP's proposal as per AERA's guidelines to ensure that Stakeholders /Airport Users are not 
overburdened with any exorbitant User Charges. 

2.8.4	 As regard to stakeholder's other comments relating to Service Quality level & lack of investment by 
CDCTM in its Domestic Terminal, the Author ity notes that ISP had held a detailed discussion on 
various operational & other issues highlighted by DACAAI during the visit of delegation representing 
DACAAI to the ISP's Cargo Terminal on 30.11.2022. The details of record of discussion between 
DACAAI and CDCTM, as submitted by ISP as part of its counter comments vide email dated 
14.12.2022, is placed at Annexure I of the Tariff Order. 

2.9	 Authority's deci sion regarding principles for determination of Tariff for the 3nl Control Period 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides that: 

The Cargo Handling Services provided by CDCTM at IGIA, Delhi for the Third Control Period is 
deemed 'Material but Competitive'. Therefore. the Authority adopts 'Light Touch Approach' for 
the determination of the Tariff for the 3rd Control Period. 
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CHAPTER 3: CARGO VOLUM E PROJECTIONS 

3.1	 Historical Cargo Volume handled at IGIA, Delhi a nd Ca rgo Tonna ge handled by the ISP du ri ng 

2nd Control Period 

3.1.1	 The Historical Cargo Volume handled at Delhi Airport as per AA[ statistics available on AAI 's website 

and the share of Cargo Volume handled by CDCTM at IG[A, Delhi during 2nd Control Period is given 

below: 

Table 2: Actual Cargo volume ha ndled at IGIA, Delhi Airport and actual Tonnage handled 

by CDCTM during 2nd Control Period 

(in MT) 
CAGR for 4 

Particulars 
FY FY FY FY FY FY Years 

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 up to 
FY 2019-20 

Cargo Volume handled at Delhi Airport 

Dom. 2,98,357 3,11,61 2 3,90,975 3,52,694 2,72,542 3,21,207 6% 

[ntl. 5,59,062 6.51,420 6,51,973 6,03,164 4,64,889 6,03,[ 36 3% 

Total 8,57,419 9,63,032 10,42,948 9,55,858 7,37,431 9,24,343 4% 

Y-0-Y % Change - 12% 8% -8% -23% 25% 

Actual Cargo Vol ume handled by CDCTM 

Domestic 46 ,250 1,24,926 1,29,092 1,00,502 59,589 66,537 29.53% 

Y-0-Y % change - 170% 3% -22% -41% 12% 

International 3,18,459 3,67,594 3,49,874 3,21,671 2,74,506 2,97,661 0.34% 

Y-0-Y % change - 15% -5% -8% -15% 8% 

Total (Dom. + Inti.) 3,64,709 4,92,520 4,78,966 4,22,173 3,34,095 3,64,198 5.00% 

Y-0-Y % change - 35% -3% -12% -21% 9% 

Cargo Volume ofiSP as a % of Total Cargo Volume handled at IGIA, Delhi 

Domestic 16% 40% 33% 28% 22% 2 1% 

International 57% 56% 54% 53% 59% 49% 

Total 43% 51% 46% 44% 45% 39% 

Dam. = Domestic; Int!' = International 

3.2 Cargo Volumes projection by CDCTM for the Third Control Period: 

3.2.1 As per the MYTP submission of CDCTM, the projected Cargo Volume including that of the Cargo 

Volume to be received in the form of Built-Up-Pallets/ Unit Load Devices (refer Chapter 4) from AFS, 

Delhi for 3rd Control Period as submitted by CDCTM is given below: 

.. ;;\I l :l.i</i ti!/;.... 
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Table 3: Cargo Volume projected by CDCTM for the 3 rd Control Pe riod 

( in MT ) 

3n l Cont rol Period 

Particulars FY 
2021-22 
(Actual) 

FY 
2022-23 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

DOMESTIC 
Domestic Cargo Volume (A) 66 ,537 66,537 76,178 81,511 78,495 
Norma l % age growth in Cargo To nna ge (B) 14.49% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 
Growth in Ca rgo Volume as per (B) above 
(C) 

9,641 5,332 5,706 5,495 

Gro ss Cargo Vol ume (0) = (A+C ) 76,178 8 1,51 1 87,2 16 83,989 
Anticipated % drop in Cargo Tonnage due to 
establishment of Jewar International Airport 10% 20% 
(E) 

Drop in Cargo Tonnage due to establishment 
of Jewar Internationa l Airport as per (E) 8,722 16,798 
above (F) 
Projected Net Domestic Cargo Volum e (G) 
= (D-F) 

66,537 76,178 81,511 78,495 67,192 

Y-0-Y % change in Domestic Ca rgo 
Volumes 

- 14% 7% -4% -14% 

INTERNATIONAL 

Cargo Volu me (H) 2,97,66 1 2,97,66 1 2,99, 123 2.98,738 2,64,488 

Normal % age Growth in Cargo assumed over 
previous year (I) 

- 2.50% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00% 

Incremental Cargo Volume as per (I) abo ve 
(J) 

- 7,442 11,965 11,949 11,636 

Gross Cargo Volume (K) = (H+I) 3,05, 103 3, 11,088 3,10 ,687 2,75,068 
Anticipated drop in Market Share percentage 
(%) due to Co mpetition (L) 

1.96% 2.97% 2.87% 2.69% 

Estimated % drop in Tonnage due to 
construction of new Cargo Village (M) 

1% 2% 2% 

Estimated % drop in Tonnage due to 
establishment of new Greenfield Airport i.e. 10% 20% 
Jewar International Airport at Noida (N) 

T ota l % age drop in Ca rgo Volumes 
anticipated due to increase in competition 1.96% 3.97% 14.87% 24.69% 
(0) = (L+M+N) 
Total drop in Cargo Tonnage as per (0) 
abov e (P) 

5,980 12,350 46,199 67,914 

Projected Cargo Volume excluding AFS 
Cargo Volume (Q) = (K-P) 

2,97,661 2,97,923 2,93,938 2,59,448 2,01,861 

AFS Cargo Volume (R) - 1,200 4,800 5,040 5,292 

Projected Net International Cargo Volume 
(S) = (Q+R) 

2,97,661 2,99,123 2,98,738 2,64,488 2,07,153 

Y 0-Y % change in IntI. Cargo - 0.49% -0.13% -11.46% -21.68% 
Total Net Cargo Volume Projection (Dom. 
+ Intl.) (G+S) 

3,64,198 3,75,301 3,80,248 3,42,983 2,74,345 

Y-0-Y % change in Total Cargo Volume -
. ~ ..... 

3% 1% -10% -20% 

Dam. = Domestic; Inti. = International /;#~= ~\»: ~~-A \ 
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3.2.2 As per ISP's submission, Ca rgo Volumes for the Third Control Period have been projected considering 

the actual cargo volume of FY 202 I-22 as a base year. Further, the ISP has also taken into account the 

actual Cargo Volumes handled during first five months ofFY 2022-23 & anticipated increase in market 

competition etc . Following major factors have been considered by CDCTM while projecting Cargo 

Volume, includi ng that of the AFS Cargo, for the Third Control Period: 

a)	 Market Competition: At the time of award of con cession for Ca rgo Handling Services at IGIA, 

Delhi, CDCTM was the sole service provider. However, in 20 I2, second Cargo Operator at IGIA 

namely DCSC also commenced cargo handling operations from its new greenfield cargo terminal 

and since then, there has been steady drop in market share ofl SP, particularly in international cargo 

handling. Over the past 10 yea rs CDCTM's market share has reduced by 20%. The intense 

competitive environment is a major factor resulting in lower cargo volume for the Third Control 

Period. 

b)	 Construction of New Cargo Village: DIAL (Airport Operator) is coming up with its own new 

Cargo Village Complex as part of its airport development plan, which is likely to erode the market 

share of the ISP, resulting in further reduction in the cargo volumes from FY 2023-24 onwards. 

c)	 Establishment of new Greenfield Airport i.e Jewar International Airport, Noida (UP): As per 

the ISP, upcoming new Greenfield Airport at Jewar, Noida (U P) is likely to compete with Delhi 

airport for its Ca rgo business. 

3.3	 Authority's Examination on projected Cargo Volumes for the Third Control Period at 

Consultation Stage: 

3.3. I	 The Authority, based on the trend analysis as indicated in Table 2 above, notes that the total Cargo 

Volumes at IGIA, Delhi during the first three Tariff Years of the Second Control period registered a 

positive growth rate (12% increase in FY 20 I7- I8 and 8% in FY 20 I8- I9). However, for the last two 

Tariff Years of the Second Contro l Period witnessed significant drop in Cargo Volumes @ 8% and 

23% for the FY 20 I9-20 and FY 2020-21 respectively. The Authority observed that overall, Cargo 

Volumes handled at IGIA, Delhi during the first four years of Second Control Period increased from 

8574 I9 MT (FY 2016-17) to 955858 MT (FY 20 I9-20) with a CAGR of 4% (International @ 3% & 
Domestic @ 6%). During FY 2020-21, Cargo Volumes at IGIA, Delhi sharply dropped due to Covid 

Pandemic. 

3.3.2	 The Authority noted that, the CDCTM recorded an increase in Total Cargo Volume in first four years 

of Second Control Period at a CAGR of 5% from 364709 MT (FY 2016- I7) to 422 I73 MT (FY 2019

20). For FY 2020-2 I, total Cargo Volumes handled by the ISP dropped significantly @ 21% over FY 

20 I9-20 due to Covid Pandemic. 

The Authority observed that the total Domestic Cargo Volumes in respect of ISP for first four years of 

the Second Control Period increased at much higher rate of CAGR @ 29.53%, as compared to 

International Cargo handled by the ISP, which increased at a nominal CAGR of0.34% during the same 

period. 

3.3.3	 The Authority noted that due to market competition, the ISP (who was sole cargo operator up to 2012) 

over the years has lost a significant market share ofCargo handling to its competitor, due to competitive 

environment. As per historical statistics, the ISP was able to maintain lead in International Cargo 

Handling with market share between 53% to 59% (up to FY 2020-21). Whereas, for FY 202 I-22, ISP 

held around 21% market share in Domestic Cargo segment and 49% market share for International 

Cargo. 
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As regard to drop in market share during FY 202 1-22, CDCTM vide email dated 27.10.2022 clarified 
that during Covid pandemic in FY 2020-21 , cargo handling of most of the freighter aircrafts came to 
ISP, which resulted in increase in market share for international cargo. However, same was normalized 
in the next FY 2021-22 and consequently their international market share dropped to 49% from 59% 
and overall market share dropped by 6%. 

3.3.4 As regard to Cargo Volume projection for the Third Control Period, the Authority noted that during 
the FY 2021-22 (first tariff year of current control period), total Cargo Volumes handled by the ISP 
increased by 9% as compared to FY 2020-21. Further, with the improvement in pandemic situation in 
current FY 2022-23 and after lifting of restrictions on air-travel earlier in March, 2022 etc., Cargo 
Volumes as per ISP is projected to increase nominally at 3% as compared to FY 2021-22. 

3.3.5 However, from FY 2023-24 onward, impact of competitive market conditions is reflecting on the 
Cargo Volume projections for remaining years of the Control Period. The Authority noted that as per 
ISP Cargo Volumes projected for FY 2023-24 is likely to be adversely impacted by the construction 
of new Cargo Village by the DIAL & other factors leading to increased competitive environment (as 
mentioned in para 3.2.2). As a result, there is a projected marginal drop (0.13%) in International Cargo 
Volumes. Overall, for FY 2023-24, total Cargo Volumes are expected to increase marginally by 1% 
over previous year. 

3.3.6 The Authority further noted that, Cargo Volumes projected for the last two Tariff Years of the Third 
Control Period are projected to decrease due to likely market competition from new Greenfield 
International Airport at Jewar, Noida, which is expected to be operational in FY 2024-25. 

The Authority is aware that the new Greenfield Airport is being developed as multi-modal Cargo 
Logistics Hub in Noida and considering its proximity to existing airport, it is likely to compete with 
IGIA's Cargo business. As per ISP's assumption, last two tariff years of the Control period i.e FY 
2024-25 & FY 2025-26 will witness significant drop in Cargo Volumes by 10% & 20% respectively. 

3.3.7 The Authority also notes that the ISP also proposed Cargo Volume to be received in the form ofBUP/ 
ULD from the approved AFS during the Third Control Period. 

3.3.8 The Authority notes that the Total Cargo Volume Projections for the Third Control Period (17,37,075 
MT) are lower by 17% than the actual Total Cargo Volumes (20,92,463 MT) handled by the ISP in 
Second Control Period, due to various factors like impact of Covid Pandemic on economy & civil 
aviation sector in particular, construction of new Cargo Village by the DIAL & anticipated increase in 
market competition with the establishment of new Greenfield Airport at Jewar Airport, Noida (U.P.) 
etc. In view of the above factors, the Authority proposes to consider the Cargo Volumes including the 
AFS Cargo for the Third Control Period as projected by the ISP as per Table 3. 

Stakeholders' Comments: 

3.4	 DACAAI's Comments on projected Cargo Volumes: DACAAI has submitted its comments on 
Consultation Paper No. 12/2022-23 W.r.t. volume as follows: 

"The Celebi's cargo handledjigures mentioned in the Consultation paperfrom 2016-1 7 show a CAGR 
of29.53%. Even during Covid year Celebi handled more cargo than in 2016-17. Celebi handled 170% 

cargo each in 2nd, 3rd years and 11 7% increased cargo in 4th year ofoperation. Thus, there has been 
ve,y high increase in volume resulting in considerable increase in Celebi's revenue. The drop in 
tonnage in 2020-21 & 21-22 is more due to Covid andfactors hampering growth and viability ofair 
cargo including high incidence of terminal charges. extreme inadequacy of the space, operating 
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inefficiency, increased processing time and lack ofservice quality due to which shippers are moving 

away to sill/ ace mode. " 

Year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 CAGR 

Volume 46,250 1.24,926 1,29.092 1.00,502 59.589 66.53 7 29.53 % 

As the airlines are all planning to introduce more Freighter operations, how Celebi planned to handle 

the cargo f or freighters from the same space constrained CUT? As each flight carries 2 to 4 tons of 

air cargo whereas each freighter can carry 16 to 25 tons ofcargo, how will this cargo be processed 

by Celebifrom the constrained terminal. 

3.5	 MIs SpiceJet's Comments regarding Cargo Volume Projection: 

"It is humbly submitted that the impact on cargo volumes due to construction ofNew Cargo Village, 

establishment ofnew Greenfield Airport (Jewar International Airport) may be known only sometime 

after the commencement of operations of these two facilities. In addition, impact of increased 

competition from DCSC may be known only after operations have normalized af ter recovering from 

the impact ofCovid-Iv, as past trends during abnormal times ofCovid-19 may not show similar trends 

in the future after normalization ofoperations. 

Thus, Authority may please kindly note thefollowingfactors: 

•	 The estimated cargo volume loss due to increased competition (DCSC) may not be able to be 

assessed realistically at this point oftime. 

•	 The hike in tariff is proposed on the assumption oferosion ofcargo volumes olCDCTMIPL due 

to separate New Cargo Village by airport Operator. However, there is no historical data or trend 

to arrive at the loss ofvolumes as proposed. 

•	 The hike in tariff is also pr oposed on Ihe bas is of development of Greenfield Airport (Jewar 

International Airport) and the assumption that cargo volumes will be bifurcated. At this juncture 

it may be premature to estimate the actual loss ofvolumes. We may be able 10 gauge the impact 

once the Greenfield airport is ready. estimated somewhere around the last stages of the 3rd 

Control Period. 

•	 Thus, is submitted that at this point in time, it may not be realistic to assess the impact of the 

aforementioned fa ctors on the cargo volumes and therefore it is requested that Authority may 

rationalize the volumes significantly upwards while considering only a minimal impact from the 

above mentioned uncertain f actors. Authority may thereafter true up the actual volumes during 

the 4th Control Period, when a clearer picture emerges. 

•	 In addition. we request AERA to conduct an independent expert study for Cargo Volumetric 
projections, in accordance with the Airport Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008 

(AERA Act) ." 

3.6	 CDCTM's response to comments ofDACAAI: 

3.6.1	 It is regretted that factually incorrect assertions are being made by subject respondent. Facts as it 

pertains to this point are as under : 
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- The dom estic termin al being referred to in the trade body 's representation was a green field terminal 

which was constructed and operationalized on the DIAL assigned location/ plot only in July 20 17. 

- As is apparentfrom the f oregoing CELEBI has 2 excl usive terminals to handle over 2,00,000 MT of 

domestic cargo pel' annum. It may be noted that f or period Apr - Nov 2022 only 55.051 MT of cargo 

has been handled and FY 23 is expected to handle around 83000 M'I': as such clearly establishing the 

fact that there is adequate capacity available to not only handle the current volumes but to also handle 

efficiently a substantial increase in the cargo volumes. 

3,6.2 As mentioned above not only does the current CELEBI domestic term inals have sufficient capacity to 

handle the current and projected growth/ volumes but is also in discussion with the airport op erator 

(DIAL) for allocation of additional space at afuture date to address business expansion requirement 

based on rising demand. 

As such the representation being made is incorrect! 

3.6.3 Celebi has recently refurbished and recommissioned its old dom estic terminal spanning over 39,000 

Sq. Ft.for handling ofdomestic cargo and this terminal in itsfullfunctioning, was shown to DA CAAI's 

delegation during their visit ofNov 30, 2022. the total area available for dom estic cargo operations 

handling thus is over 67,000 Sq. Ft. Notwithstand ing abo ve. we also have a continued investment plan 

pertaining to additional space & infrastructure to meet future demand requirements. 

3.6.4 Readin essforfreighter operations: Celehi conf irms that it has made suitable arrangements to handle 

dom esticfreighter operations, which has also been audited and cleared by our customer airlines for 

commencement of their fre ighter Operations. The Old Domesti c Terminal has been refurbished to 

specially cater to freighter handling operations and this has been shown in person to DACAAI 

delegates during their visit to Celebi on Nov 30, 2022, 

3,7 CDCTM's response to comments or Mis SpiceJet: 

"Our assumptions and projections are based on market perception. While the airline has mentioned 

that their flights have been badly affected by Covid and thereafter, they hav e failed to appreciate 

similar issues and problems faced by Cargo related operators, which is also a by-product of their 

flights . " 

3.8 Authority's Analysis on the comments or Stakeholders regarding Cargo Volume Projection: 

As regard to comments ofDACAAI regarding drop in Cargo Volumes during FY2020-21 & FY 2021
22, attributing to factors like Covid19, high terminal charges, inadequate space, operating inefficiency 
etc" the Authority takes note of the counter comments ofCDCTM, wherein ISP has responded in detail 
to the points raised by the stakeholder. CDCTM in its counter comments has given details of available 
infrastructurel equipment and highlighted the refurbishment! improvements done in Domestic Cargo 
Terminal for providing better cargo handling services to the Users. The Authority notes from the 
submission of ISP that during FY 2017-18 old domestic cargo terminal spread over in area of 39,000 
Sq. ft. had been refurbished and recommissioned. 

The Authority further notes that as per CDCTM submission, they have adequate capacity for handling 
domestic cargo at its two Domestic Cargo Terminals. The maximum domestic cargo handled by the 
ISP in the past was 1,29,092 MT (in FY 2018-19); whereas, the available capacity is much more than 
the actual cargo volumes handled in the past. ISP further submitted that presently, they are handling 
much lower domestic cargo load vis-a-vis available capacity. The actual domestic cargo handed in FY 
2021-22 was 66,536 MT only and the presen
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projected domestic cargo volumes during the Third Control Period. According to ISP, they had made 
necessary modifications/ improvements in its existing domestic cargo terminal to make them ready for 
operations of domestic freighter aircrafts. 

The Authority notes the comments of M/s SpiceJet regarding the projected drop in Cargo volumes on 
account of establishment of new Greenfield Airport (Jewar International Airport) and construction of 
new Cargo Village by the Airport Operator (DIAL) and response ofCDCTM thereof. In this regard, 
considering the difficulties in forecasting, the likely impact of establishment of new greenfield airport 
(Jewar International Airport) & building of new Cargo Village by the Airport Operator, on the Cargo 
Volumes to be handled by the ISP for the Third Control Period, the Authority in its Consultation Paper 
had proposed to determine the Tarifffor the Third Control Period initially up to FY 2024-25 only. The 
Annual Tariff Proposal for CDCTM for last tariff year (FY 2025-26) of Third Control Period will be 
finalized after reviewing the actual Cargo Volumes up to FY 2024-25 and after studying the impact of 
new greenfield airport at Jewar and commissioning of Cargo Village facility by the Airport Operator 
on the Cargo Volumes of the ISP. The Authority, ifrequired, will make necessary adjustment for any 
major deviations in the projected cargo volumes while finalizing Annual Tariff Proposal for FY 2025
26. 

As regard to M/s SpiceJet's suggestion regarding independent expert study on the Cargo Volumetric 
projections of the ISP, in this regard, the Authority may get the independent study done on Cargo 
Volume Projections for Delhi Airport at an appropriate time, ifrequired. 

From the foregoing, the Authority notes that there is sufficient capacity available at CDCTM's 
Domestic Cargo Terminals, not only to meet the current demand for Domestic Cargo but also to cater 
to future demand during the Third Control Period. Considering the above, the Authority decides to 
maintain same view on the Cargo Volumes projected for the Third Control Period in respect of 
CDCTM as taken during the Consultation Stage. 

3.9 Authority's decision regarding Cargo Volume for the 3rd Control Period : 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides to consider the Cargo Volume 
including the Cargo Volume of AFS projected by CDCTM for the Third Control Period as per 
Table-3. 
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CHAPTER 4: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE (CAPEX), REGULATORY ASSET BASE (RAB) AND 
DEPRECIATION 

4.1	 CDCTM submission on Capital Expenditure for the T hird Control Period 

4.1.1	 CDC TM has projected a total Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) of ~ 219.04 crores for development of 

Cargo Infrastructure, procurement of Cargo Equipment and Automated Storage and Retrieval System 

(ASRS) during the Third Control Period (FY 2021 -22 to FY 2025-26). The details of Capital 

Expenditure planned by CDCTM for Third Control Period are given below: 

Table 4: Additions to RAB proposed by CDCTM for the 3 rd Control Period 
(~ in crores ) 

Assets 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Infrastructure 
Improvements 

0.73 70.51 12.30 80.63 0.69 164.86 

Office Equipment 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.25 IA5 

Computers & Peripherals 0.50 0.98 1.36 0.92 1.46 5.22 

Furniture & Fittings 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.25 

Plant & Machinery 6.24 6.12 10.51 11.46 9.62 43. 95 

Intangible assets 0.31 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.3 1 

Total 8.23 79.11 25.67 93.76 12.27 219.04 

4.1.2 Out of total CAPEX of ~ 219.04 crores planned for the Third Control Period, major portion of capital 

expenditure is earmarked for schemes under infrastructure improvements (~ 164.86 crores) and 

procurement of Equipment! Plant & Machinery (~ 43.95 crores). The ISP had already incurred a sum 

of ~ 8.23 crores in FY 2021-22. 

CDCTM has submitted the breakup of the CAPEX projected for remaining years of Third Control 

Period (FY 2022-23 to FY 2025-26) as under: 

Table 5: Breakup of projected Capital Expenditure as submitted by the ISP for FY 2022-23 to FY 

2025-26 of the Third Control Period 

(~ in Crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2022-23 

FY 

2023-24 

FY 

2024-25 

FY 

2025-26 

Total 

Infrastructure Improvement 

- Construction of new Cargo 

warehouse & shifting of 

facilities due to construction 

of new Cargo Villa ge by 

Airport Operator. 

50.00 50.00 

- Rooftop Repair 20.00 20.00 

- RoofTop Epoxy 3.50 3.50 

- ASRS 80.00 80.00 

- New Domestic Terminal 
Extension 

3.50 _......... 3.50 
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Particulars 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

- New Chi ller Plant 5.00 5.00 

- Other Misc. Works 0.5 \ 0.30 0.63 0.69 2.14 

Total 70.51 12.30 80.63 0.69 164.14 
Plant & Machinery 

- Dual View X-Ra y Machin es 4.20 4.16 3.06 1.69 \3 .11 

- ET D 1.04 0.58 0.32 1.94 

- ETV 5.00 5.00 

- New Traction battery for 
1.39 0.27 1.03 0.26 2.95 

MH Es 

- Forklifts/Stacker 6.61 7.06 13.67 

- Other misc. plant & 
0.52 0.04 0.19 0.28 1.03 

Machinery 

Total 6.12 10.51 11.46 9.62 37.70 

Office Equipment 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.25 1.25 

Computer & Peripherals 

- Desktops 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 1.88 

- Laptops 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.35 

- HHT (Hand Held Terminal 
0.59 0.59 

device) 

- Checkpoint firewall 0.30 0.30 

- Access Points 0.30 0.30 

- Network Equipment
0.26 0.26 

Switches 

- Other Computers & 
0.17 0.21 0.36 0.30 1.05 

Peripherals 

Total 0.98 1.36 0.92 1.46 4.72 

Furn iture & Fittings 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.00 

In tangible Asset 1.00 1.00 2.00 

Total CAPEX proposed 
(FY 2022-23 to FY 2025-26) 

79.12 25.67 93.76 12.27 210.81 

4.1.3	 CDCTM submitted the following justifications/ requirements for major capital schemes proposed 

during the Third Control Period: 

(i) Capital Works proposed under Infrastructure Improvements 

a)	 Replacement of Rooftop Sheets - Celebi Cargo Terminal is spread over 80,000 sqm and is 

more than 35 years old . Rooftop sheets across the terminal are quite old & corroded, resulting 

in frequent water leakage throughout the terminal. This hampers routine operation and results 

in damage of cargo, therefore, complete rooftop sheets replacement along with valley gutters/ 

drainages, and concrete work (wherever applicable) is planned at a cost of ~ 23.50 crores 

during FY 2022-23 & FY 2023-24. 
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b) Construction of new Cargo Warehouse Building including shifting of facilities - Airport 
Operator (D[AL) is building its own new Cargo Village Complex in front of Celebi's Cargo 
Terminal. CDCTM has some facilities like chiller plant, pump room, public amenities, staff 
canteen located in designated area, where new cargo village is proposed. Consequently, the 
above facilities are required to be relocated. In view of the above, [SP is constructing a new 
Cargo Warehouse Building, wherein above referred facilities/ utilities will be relocated. 
Above CAPEX scheme is proposed at an estimated cost of around ~ 50 crores with tentative 
completion in FY 2022-23. 

c)	 Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) - As a further step towards 
modernization, Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) has been planned which 
will help in real time inventory control, prevention of accidents due to manual handling of 
cargo and increase in capacity of terminal by further adding approx. 7000 rack locations. The 
fully automated storage and retrieval facility will be developed at an estimated cost of ~ 80 
crores in FY 2024-25. 

(ii)	 Plnnt & Machinery 

a)	 Dual X-Ray Machines -[SP submitted that in compliance of security requirements of BCAS, 
all screening at airport needs to be done via Dual View X-Ray machines. Therefore, 
systematic replacement of existing X-Ray machines is planned in a phased manner, 
resultantly CAPEX of around ~ 13.11 crores is proposed for this scheme during the Third 
Control Period. 

b) Other Equipment - The ISP vide email dated 26.09.2022 stated that 12 ETDs, I ETVand 
forklifts/ stackers, which have completed their useful lives, need to be replaced during the 
current Control Period. ISP further stated that in addition to above, traction batteries are also 
required to be procured for smooth running of forklifts, reach trucks, stacker etc. 

The total CAPEX planned under Plant & Machinery amounts to ~ 24.59 crores. 

(iii)	 Computer & Peripherals - CDCTM in its submission stated that 390 desktops and 54 laptops 
are completing their useful lives; hence, are required to be replaced during the current Control 
Period (CAPEX ~ 4.72 crores). 

(iv)	 Miscellaneous -eAPEX on other misc. items including furniture and fittings, intangible assets 
(SAP software) etc. is also proposed for smooth and efficient Operations at Cargo Terminal 
(CAPEX ~ 14.89 crores). 

4.2	 Authority's examination on Additions to RAB at Consultation Stage: 

4.2.1 The Authority noted that out of total CAPEX projected for the Third Control Period, the ISP has 
allocated a sum of ~ 8.23 crores for FY 2021-22. The Authority sought confirmation of actual CAPEX 
incurred for FY 2021-22, the ISP vide email dated 26.09.2022 submitted the copies of invoices relating 
to the total CAPEX of ~ 8.23crores incurred in FY 2021-22. 

4.2.2 The Authority noted that CDCTM has proposed a	 major portion of CAPEX on schemes under 
infrastructure improvements, which include construction ofnew cargo warehouse buildingand shifting 
of facilities which currently located at an area where Airport Operator has proposed its new Cargo 
Village Complex, Replacement of Rooftop of Cargo Terminal & ASRS. 
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Apart from CAPEX under Infrastructure Improvements, other major allocation of CAPEX proposed 
by ISP is related to procurement of Equipment! Plant & Machinery. The Authority's observations in 
respect of CAPEX proposed under these schemes are as under: 

a)	 The Authority noted that existing Cargo Terminal is quite old structure, which was originally 
built by AAI prior to handing over of the IGI Airport to DIAL under PPP. As per the ISP, 
rooftop of Cargo Terminal is corroded due to which the water leaks at many places and this 
hampers the day-to-day work at Cargo Terminal, particularly during rainy season. ISP has 
already started work on this scheme. 

The Authority sought justification for estimated cost proposed for replacement of Rooftop of 
Cargo Building. Wherein, CDCTM vide email dated 17.10.2022 submitted a copy of purchase 
order amounting to ~ 22.60 crores (including taxes) along with a copy of agreement with Mis 
V North Construction relating to replacement of rooftop (refer Annexure III of CP). Further, 
ISP vide email dated 26.09.2022 submitted the quotation of Mis Savin Delta Products Pvt. Ltd. 
relating to cost of rooftop epoxy in respect of existing Cargo Terminal along with copy of 
Board resolution passed in the CDCTM Board Meeting held on 30.09.2022 approving the 
CAPEX pertaining to replacement of rooftop ofTenninal. 

b)	 The Authority noted from the submission of ISP that the various facilities such as chiller plant, 
pump room, public amenities and staff canteen etc. are situated at the area which is required to 
be vacated for construction of Cargo Village. As the stated facilities are essential for smooth 
operations; therefore, the Authority felt that CAPEX proposed on shifting of facilities IS 

necessary to avoid disruption in smooth functioning of Cargo Terminal. 

The Authority sought further details of CAPEX proposed for construction of new Cargo 
Warehouse Building; wherein various facilitiesl utilities (which are currently located at the 
area earmarked by Airport Operator for new cargo village complex) are proposed to be 
relocated. The ISP in its response vide email dated 01.11 .2022 informed that new Cargo 
Warehouse has been proposed, as their various facilities like chiller plant, pump room, staff 
canteen, etc. are located at a place where Airport Operator has proposed its own new cargo 
village complex. 

ISP informed that proposed Cargo Warehouse Building will consist of Basement floor, Ground 
floor, l SI floor, Mezzanine floor and Terrace. The new building will also house ASRS facility. 
Floor wise details of proposed facilities are as under: 

Basement Floor: 

- 2 raw water Tanks, 2 treated water tanks, 2 fire tanks total (950 KL)
 
- Fire Pump Room
 
- Water treatment plant
 
- RO Plant
 
- Maintenance room
 
- Chiller plant room
 
- LT Panel room
 

Ground Floor: 

- IT Server Room
 
- ASRS Control Room
 
- Staff canteen
 
- Kitchen 
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In phase-l Basement, Ground floor with roof will be constructed and Mezzanine/ First floor 

will be con structed during ASRS project. 

ISP has also submitted breakup of estimated cost relati ng to construction of new Cargo 

Warehouse and shifti ng of various fac ilities as per Annexur e III of CPo 

c)	 The Authority noted that CDCTM proposed a CAPEX of ~ 80 crores for ASRS, which as per 

ISP will result in number of benefits like increase in storage capacity by approx. 7000 racks, 

improved operating effi ciency, savi ng in time and cost, prev ention of acc idents while handli ng 

cargo manually and also put in place real time inventory controls at Cargo Terminal. The 

Authority felt that ASRS will increase overall efficiency of Cargo handling & reduce dwell 

time for Cargo Handling. With the implementation of ASRS resulting in improvement in 

operating efficiency, CDCTM will be able to offer better services to their clients at competitive 

rates, which will enable the ISP to face increased competition & retaining its market share. 

The Authority sou ght details ofestimated cost relating to ASRS facility. The ISP in its response 

vide email dated 26 .09.2022 submitted working for est imated cost in respect of ASRS along 

with quotation of M/s ALS Logistics Solutions totaling to ~ 84.39 cro res (refer Annexure III 

ofCP). 

d)	 ISP in its submission stated that Dual view X-Ray machi nes at Cargo Terminal are being 

installed in compliance of BCAS' AVSEC Circular no. 11/2017 dated 04.08.2017. As the 

proposed CAPEX is towards compliance of Security Requirements of BCAS, the Authority 

proposed to consider CAPEX (~ 13.11 crores) on Dual view X-Ray Machi nes, as proposed by 

the ISP. 

In addition to CAPEX on X-Ray machines, ISP proposed to replace the existing equipment/ 

assets, which have completed their normal lifespan, such as 12 nos. ETDs, I ETV and Forklifts/ 

Stackers. The authority felt that replacement of equipment and machines that have 

completed their normal lifespans is required, to avoid disruption of normal 

operations. Further, as the equipment age, it requires more repairs & maintenance, hence in 

order to maintain smooth and efficient operations and to avoid higher R&M cost on old 

equipment, such equipment/ machines need to be replaced. Apart from the above, the Authority 

proposed to consider procurement of traction batteries for smooth running of forklifts, reach 

trucks, stacker, etc., as proposed by the ISP. 

e)	 The Authority further observed that CDCTM had proposed CAPEX on other miscellaneous 

items, such as furniture fittings, Computers & Peripherals, Software etc. The Authority noted 

that Computers/ Laptops & Peripherals are proposed by ISP as a replacement of old assets, 

which have completed their normal lifespans. In this regard, ISP stated that proposed CAPEX 

on miscellaneous items is also necessary for smooth functioning of day-to-day office work & 

cargo handling operations. 

4.2.3	 On the basis of examination of proposed CAPEX and considering the clarifications & justifications 

submitted by CDCTM, as detailed above, the Authority proposed to consider Additions to RAB, as 

proposed by CDCTM for the 3rd Control Period as per Table 4. 
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4.3	 CDCTM subm ission on Depreciatio n for the Thi rd Control Period : 

CDCTM has computed the depreciation for the yd Control Period as given in Tab le below: 

Table 6: Depreciation proposed by CDCTM for the Third Control Period 
( ~ in crores) 

Depreciation 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Infrastructure Improvements 9.10 12.31 16.74 2 1.22 25. 79 85.17 

Office Equ ipme nt 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.49 0.54 2.04 

Computers & Peripheral s 0.98 0.50 1.30 1.44 1.50 5.73 

Furniture & Fittin gs 0.16 0.19 0.23 0.26 0.30 1.1 4 

Plant & Machin ery 5.52 6.1 3 7.18 8.45 9.6 5 36.93 

Intangible assets 1.04 1.20 0.04 0.08 0.4 3 2.79 

Total 17.08 20.67 25.88 31.95 38.21 133.78 

4.4	 Authority's examination on Depreciation at Consultation stage: 

4.4. I	 The Authority noted that CDCTM in its MYTP submission had claimed ~ 133.78 crores as 

depreciation, considering useful life of all components of RAB as per Order no. 35/2017-18 (except 

Infrastructure improvement, where the useful life has been considered as 13 yea rs, as the concession 

period is endi ng on 2034). CDCTM, in respect of infrastructure improvement s (during the leasehold 

period), had proposed to depreciate them by the end of the concession period, irrespective of the date 

of asset commissioning. 

4.4.2 The Authority noted that the useful life of assets adopted by CD CTM for computing depreciation on 

the Opening RAB and the Additions to RAB during the Third Control Period is as per the AERA Order 

no. 35/2017-18 dated 12.01.2018. 

4.4.3	 The Authority proposed to consider the Depreciation as proposed by CDCTM as stated in Table 6. 

4.5	 CDCTM submissions on Regulatory Asset Base (RAB): 

Based on the financial data submitted by CDCTM, the computation of Opening, Closing and Average 

RAB for the 3rd Control Period is given in the Table below: 

Table 7: RAB for the Third Control Peri od su bmitted by CDCTM 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Opening RAB 332.75 323.77 403.71 403.50 465.31 

+ Additions 8.23 100.61 * 25.67 93.76 12.26 240.53 

(-) Disposals ·0.13 0.13 

(-) Depreciation 17.08 20.67 25.88 31.95 38.21 133.78 

Closing RAB 323.77 403.71 403.50 465.31 439.37 

Average RAB 328.26 363.74 403.61 434.41 452.34 

"Includes SD amounting to Rs. 19 crores paid to Airport Operator & Capitalization of WI? of second control period 
amounting to Rs. 2.49 crores. 
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4.6	 Authority 's examina tion on Average RAB and Secu rity Deposit (SO) at Consultation Stage: 

A.	 Ave rage RAB: 

4.6.1	 The Authority noted that the CDCTM in its MYTP subm ission for the Third Control Period had 

included the amount of Security Deposit (SO ) submitted by it to Airport Operator in Opening RAB. 

As per the ISP they had paid SO amounting to ~ 186.36 crores to Airport Operator up to FY 202 1-22 . 

Further as per MYTP submission, additional SO amounting to ~ 19 crores had also been paid to Airport 

Operator in FY 2022-23 and same had also been included in Additions to RAB (in FY 2022-23). Total 

amount of Security Deposit paid to the Airport Operator for the Third Control Period (as per ISP) is ~ 

205 .36 crores (~ 186.36 crores + ~ 19 crores). 

4.6. 2	 The Authority, proposed to consider the opening RAB, additions to RAB (after exclusion of SO) and 

Average RAB for the Third Control Period as per the Table given below: 

Table 8: Average RAB as proposed by the Author ity for the T hird Control Period at CP stage 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Opening RAB 146.38 137 .41 198.35 198.14 259.95 

-I- Ca pital Addi tions 8.23 81.61* 25.67 93.76 12.26 22 1.53" 

(-) Disposals 0.13 - - - - 0.13 

(-) Depreciation 17.08 20.67 25.88 31.9 5 38.2 1 133.78 

Closing RAB 137.4 1 198.35 198.14 259.95 234.0 1 

Average RAB 141.90 167.88 198.2 5 229.05 246.98 

*Include capitalization o/WIP (relating to Second Control Period) amounting to f 2.49 crores in
 
FY 2022-23.
 

# Total addition during Third Control Period i.e. f 221.53 crores (f 219.04 crores + f 2.49 crores). 

B.	 Security Deposit 

4.6.3	 The Authority noted that as per Concession Agreement, ISP is required to pay interest free Security 

Deposit to the Airport Operator and SO is required to be reset , from time to time , depending upon level 

of Gross Revenue. As per ISP's submission , at the end ofevery financial yea r, the amount of SO shall 

be reset to ~ 120 crores + 25% of the Gross Revenue, when the Gross Revenue exceeds ~ 240 crores. 

4.6.4	 The Authority sought confirmation regarding SO paid (as on date) to the Airport Operator. In response 

thereto, the ISP vide email dated 11.10.2022 furnished copies of two emails from Airport Operator to 

the ISP wherein DIAL has confirmed as under: 

a) SO amounting to ~ 186.36 crores held by DIAL for ISP as on 31.12.2021.
 

b) SO amounting to ~ 205.36 crores held by DIAL for ISP as on 30.06.2022.
 

4.6.5	 The Authority noted that thelSf' has considered SO as part ofRAB. The SO as per the Authority can 't 

be construed as part of RAB because it doesn ' t represent any Asset wh ich can be used for business 

operations; therefore, SO needs to be segregated from the RAB. However, the Authority noted that 

though the ISP considered SO as part of RAB but had computed Return on SO @ 5%. 

4.6.6 In view	 of the above, the Authority proposed to exclude SD from RAB and consider 5% Return on SD 

as proposed by the ISP as per Table 9. The Authority noted that the rate of Return on SD proposed by 

the ISP is consistent with the AERA's approach regarding Rate of Return on Security Deposit for ISPs . 
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4.6.7	 The projected Security Deposit and Return on SD for the Third Control Period proposed by the 
Authority for CDCTM as given below: 

Table 9 : Re turn on Security Deposit proposed by the Aut hor ity for the Third Control Period a t 

CP stage 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021~ 2 2 

FY 
2022~23 

FY 
2023~24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Total 

Security Deposit 186.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 

Return on SD @ 5% 9.32 10.27 10.27 10.27 10.27 50.39 

Stakeholders' Comments: 

4.7	 Domestic Air Cargo Agents Association (DACAAI)'s Comments on Regulatory Asset Base: 

DACAAI has submitted its comments on Consultation Paper No. 12/ 2022-23 w.r.t. Regulatory Asset 
Base as follo ws: 

"As f ar as Regulated Asset Base is concerned, DACAAIplaces on record that all the investments made 

by Celebi since inception have been depreciated in the 12 years. Therefore. AERA may please review 

as to why ROI or enhancement ofcharges can bejustified on depreciated assets. In/ act. no new capital 

investments have been made in the extremely small constraine d space in which CUT operates 

(Chairman AERA may like to visit the Common User Terminal (CUT) at Celebi to see firs t-hand the 

conditions in which it operates to make a realistic assessment be/ ore considering the MYTP along with 

DACAAI) . While the quantum offlights and cargo handled has gone I/P over 3 times, Celebi handled 

it in the same space; but revenues accrued to Celebi from enhanced quantum handled. In normal 

understanding if the volumes grow, the charges must go down, but it always went up in each control 

period with no improvements in service levels. In view of the stated position, consideration of the 

projec ted investments under *'new domestic terminal extension ' "for increased tariff is not j ustified. 
Furth er summarizing as under: 

1.	 DACAAI members' experience ofoperat ing at Celebi Domestic Air Cargo Terminal f or the past over 

10-12 years, the space at CUT is grossly inadequate to handle the current quantum ofcargo, leave 

alone f uture projections. It is not commensurate with the increased volumes. Theref ore. AERA is urged 

to review the enhancement in term inal handling charges during the previous control periods and do 

not justify considering present MYTP. 

2.	 The CUT has no scope for expansion, there is no j ustification for any enhancement of charges in 3rtl 

control period. 

3.	 DACAAI had requested Celebi more in/ormation/details like number offlights & Tonnages at the 

beginning of CUT in 1st year, number of flights currently being handled in 2022, area allotted fo r 

truck dock. processing and storage ofcargo, equipment added etc. f or furth er comparison. 

4.	 The space constraints have adversely affec ted service quality; and it resulted in increased pr ocessing 

time; iii) severe congestion; ivy mishandling of cargo and v) diversion of cargo to surface or away 

from Delhi . Due to the perennial constraints. major portion ofdom estic cargo has shifted to surface . 

5.	 All the initial investments in domestic CUT and equipment have been depreciated fully and Celebi has 

earned huge revenues by handling more than 3 times the volumes in this period. Theref ore. how AERA 

is giving return on the depreciated assets espef.ialJy--wlleJz there have been no additions to asse ts on 
". -Y.'\~qj fa~hr.-, 
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ground. Theref ore. DACAAI requests AERA to review the basis ofthe charges vis a vis the quality of 

asset. addit ions etc. de novo in order to keep the domest ic air cargo product viable. 

6.	 In Stakeholders meeting. Celebi had stated that it made a total investment of INR 500 Crores out of 

which 200 crores is the Security Deposit for the concession. DACAAI has asked Celebi to provide 

specific details as to the amount spent exclusively in dom estic CUT (giving specific f acilities created. 

equipment added along with amount spent). 

7.	 In their presentation it mentioned that Celebi has developed a total area of80.000 sq.mtr. at Cargo 

Terminal asked Celebi to provide specific details out ofthis. how much area pertains to Domestic Air 

Cargo Terminal: how much area is allocated to non-sterile area. the truck docks for processing of 

cargo (outbound-departure / inbound-arrival). Most importantly AERA may please note that most of 

the investment is done f or improving the international air cargo which is passed on to domestic CUT 

charges. We urge upon AERA to only allocate the investments made since beginning in domestic Air 

Cargo CUTfor considering domestic terminal charges. 

8.	 DACAAI hadfurther requested Celebi to inform ifthey made any investments in Domestic Air Cargo 

Terminal for any ofthe reasons mentioned below: 

•	 Increasing the space in sterile area and non-sterile dock area. year wise addit ions; 

•	 Increasing the sp eed ofpro cessing; 

•	 Easing the congestion outside and inside terminal: 

•	 Increasing the throughput; 

•	 Reducing the cut-offand delively time (which has increased multiple times) 

9.	 When the airlin es were self-handling departure cargo. trucks used to arrive at facility D-3 hours. 

Today it is D-6 hours. sometimes it stretches up to D-9 hours. Similarly, when airlines were self: 

handling arrival cargo was delivered in A +J hour. Today it is A +3 hours and somet imes stretches to 

A +4-5 hours. Due to this increased transit time lot ofcargo has been shift ed from air to other modes 

of transport including shift to other airlines operating from another terminal. It may be mentioned, 

there is no SI As or its monitoring mechanism. Theref ore. inefficiencies are in operation. thereby the 

air cargo product is losing its premium tag and shippers using surface, that has improved by leaps and 

bounds. 

10. In fact, there is no competition between the CTOs. These are the two monopolies there is no choicefor 

a shipper to choose the terminal as specific airlines are handled by the two CI'Os at Delhi and one 

cannot shift from either that airline or that terminal. Therefore. there is no competition, which is an 

essential factor to be reviewed by AERA before considering the proposals. AERA is urged upon to 

review this aspect. 

11.	 DACAA I is ofthe view that the domestic air cargo operations are to be smooth. proper space needs to 

be provided; quality service levels need to be monitored constantly (which are totally not there at 

present leading to inefficiencies and wastage); and terminal handling charges are to be growth 

oriented, reasonable and transparent; the domestic cargo tonn age by air could be doubled or tripled 

providing win win situation for terminal operators. airlines and the shippers. 

4.8 Air Cargo Agents Associ ation of India (ACAAI)'s Comments on CAPEX: 

"CDCTM has projected a total Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) ofRs 219.04 croresfor development of 

Cargo Infrastructure, procurement ofCargo Equipment including Automated Storage and Retrieval 

System (ASRS) during the Third Control Period (FY 2021 - 22 to FY 2025 - 26). 
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It may be noted that while submitting the lvfYTP f or tariff ye ar 4 and tariffy ear 5 (2019-20 to 2020 

21) and second control period (01-04 -2016 to 31-03-202 1). CDCTM, justified the increase in tariff 

with projection of planned investment of? 115 Cr in the control period (2017 - 202 1) excluding any 

increase in security deposit which also included Automated Storage and Retrieval System (AS RS) at 

the cost of ? 34 crores. 

Since the said consultation paper (12/2022 - 23) has not updated on the progress of the development 

projects/ included in the planned investment of? 115 crores we would like more clarity on the proposal 

for capex. 

For the capex cost CDCTM has envisionedfor shif t ing ofutilities due to construction of DIAL Cargo 

village. that activity has no commercial implications for the trade and the same is being undertaken to 

increase non aeronautical revenue f or the airport. It. is requested that such cost should be borne 

between the airport and the CTO and the sam e should not be added as cost to users as we are already 

a country aiming to reduce transaction costs oflogistics. " 

4.9 Federation of Freight Forwarders' Association in India (FFFAI)'s Comments on CAPEX: 

"While submitting the MYTP for tariffyear 4 (2019-20 to 2020-2 1), tariffyear 5 (01-04 -2016 to 31

03- 2021) and second control period, CDCTM justified the increase in charges with projection of 

planned investment ofINR 115 Cr in the control period (2017-2021) excluding any increase in security 

deposit. This also included: 

• Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) at the cost ofRs 34 Crores 

• New Dom estic Terminal at the cost ofRs 18 Crores 

• Additional X-ray Mach ines & ETD at the cost ofRs 25 Crores 
• CARGOCEL & SAP at the cost ofRs 6 Crores 

• LED & Sky shade at the cost ofRs 2 Crores etc. 

Since the said consultation paper does not include any update on the progress of development projects 

on the planned investment of INR 115 Cr based on which the per year increase in the tariff was 

permitted by AERA. this CAP EXjustificationfor tariffhike may not be considered by AERA. " 

4.10 VAFA Fresh Vegetables and Fruits Exporters Association (VAFA)'s Comments on CAPEX: 

"Update on the projects/infrastructure creation/uoeradation: AERA approved the Annual Tariff 

Proposal for Tariff Year 4 and 5 (FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-'21) of the Second Control Period 

(01.04.2016-31 .03.2021) ofM/s Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management India Private Limitedfor 

providing Cargo Handling services at Cargo Terminal, IGI Airport. New Delhi considering the 

information that Celebi has planned investment of Rs 115 crores in the current control period and 

morefor other projects. 

However. the said consultation paper fails to provide an update on the status of these planned 

investments. " 

4.11 Mis SpiceJet's Comments regarding deferment of Capital Expenditure 

Mis SpiceJet submitted the following comments relating to Capital Expenditure: 

"Stoppage o(non-s a(etv/ security related capital expenditure: As mentioned above. it may take up to 

three years for the operations to reach to its pre COVID-19 peak levels. In this situation, and as 

CDCTMIPL has itself has projected that they would not be able to reach the volume levels ofpre

Covid levels by the end of the 3"" Control Period (2025-26) . it is unlikely that additional capex 
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equipment would be required in addition to the ex isting inventory , unless as a replacement f or 

damaged/worn-out eq uipment. In order to supp ort the airlines to continue and sustain its operations, 

all non-essential CAPl!.~,( proposed by BWFSIPL should be put on hold/deferred to the Fo urth Control 

Period. unless deemed critical from a safety or security compliance perspect ive. 

Witho ut prej ud ice to the .above. in case CD CTMIPL wants to make cap ital expenditure, then it should 

be at no add itional expense to the airlines until the proj ect is completed and p ut to use. Similarly. if 

any proposed Capex proj ects can be deferred from the Third Control Period to the Fourth Control 

Period, same should be considered by AERA. 

It is humbly submitted that the proposed hike in tariff due to CAPEX planned in 3,,1Control Period 

may be a bit premature as it would be possible to gauge only in the last y ear of 3rd Control Period 

(2025-26) whether sign ificant work has progressed in development of infrastructure, procurement of 

latest equipment and repairs I renovation, as proposed in the CPoThus, as the actual requirement and 

its actual impact would only be evident in the last year of3 rd control period (2025-26), Authority is 

humbly requested that the proposed hikes in tariff be def erred to the 41
" Control Period based on 

ground realities at that time. " 

4.12 BAR (I) N.R. commen ts regarding CAPEX: 

4.12.1 BAR (I) N.R. submitted that "We don 't see any infrastructure improvement at the terminal eve n after 

last AERA approved increase in tariff. " 

4.13 CDCTM's counter com ments in response to comments of DACAAI 

4.13.1	 ISP submitted the following counter submission in response to comments of DACAAI: 

"It is regrett ed that factually incorrect ass ertions are being made by subject respondent. Facts as it 

pertains to this point are as under: 

- CELEBI commenced the handling ofdomestic cargo from within a suitably modified area within the 

International Cargo Terminal only in F Y 20 15. 

- The dom estic terminal being referred to in the trade body 's representation was a greenfield terminal 

which was constructed and operationalized on the DIAL assigned locationl plot only in July 201 7. 

- As such the contention that the trade has been operatingfrom the same terminal since the last 10

12 years is f actually incorrect . 

- As is apparent from the foregoing CELEBI has 2 exclusive terminals to handle over 2,00.000 MT of 

domestic cargo p er annum. It may be noted that for period Apr - Nov 2022 only 55,051 MT ofcargo 

has been handled and F Y 23 is expected to handle around 83000 MT. , as such clearly establishing 

the fact that ther e is adequate capacity available to not only handle the current volume s but to also 

handle ef fic iently a substantial increase in the cargo volumes. 

4.13.2	 As mentioned above not only does the current CELEBI domestic terminals have sufficient capacity to 

handle the current and projected growth/ volumes but is also in discussion with the airport opera tor 

(DIA L) fo r allocation of additional spa ce at a future dat e to address business expansion requirement 

based on rising dem and. As such the representation being made is incorrect! 

4.13.3	 Celebi has recently refurbished and recommissioned its old domestic terminal spanning over 39,000 

Sq. Ft.for handling of domestic cargo and this terminal in its fullfunctioning, was shown to DACAAI 's 

del egation during their visit ofNov 30, 2022. The total area available for domestic cargo operations 

handling thus is over 67,000 Sq. Ft. NOlwithsa an irt'ffill(jViii:,"fl'«.fllsOhave a continued investm ent plan 
¢.,~ , ?(1'I9';o....." 
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pertaining to additional space & infrastructure to meet fu ture demand requirements. 

The desired details with respect to the infrastructure and important fixtures are as contained in the 
succeeding Paras : 

a. Truck Docks: 17 
b. X-Ray Machines: 9 
c. HHMDs: 4 

d. CC TV Cameras: 91 
e. Weighing Scales: 6 

Celebi Dom estic handled details are as follows' 
DOMESTIC CA RGO TO NNAGE S (in MT) for FYs 

Terminal 20 16-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23E 

Old DOI11 46.250 58.677 50.280 \98 - - 900 

New DOIll - 66.249 78,812 1.00,304 59.589 66.536 81.792 

Total 46.250 1.24,926 \ .29,092 \,0 0,502 59.589 66,536 82.692 

Handling Capacity: It may be noted that our dom estic CUTs are currently underutilized. Both 

terminals together can handle over 2,00,000 MT p.a. however. as mentioned above currently the 

dom estic cargo load being tendered at Celebi terminal is much lower. 

It is thus to confirm that there is enough capacity at Dom estic CUT to handle additional cargo. 

As for	 the number the number ojflights it may be noted that the number offlights fluct uates as per 

airline schedules. Currently we are, on an average handling 185 flight departures and arrivals each 

per day which averaged around 210 pre pandemic. 

4. I3.4	 As has been mentioned above CELEBI cargo terminals have adequate space and have consistently 

been delivering quality service (surpassing even the stringent SLA performance criterions) to our 

airline customers. Celebi '.I' score in terms offulfilment ojA Mine '.I' SLA s on inbound & outbound cargo 

has been over 99% consistently. Our Airlines continuously and in a stringent manner map Celebi '.I' 

performance against their contracted SLAs . 

As for the perceived congestion concerns suffice to say that one ojthe main reasons jar the reported 

congestion on the cityside of the terminal is on account 0/ the freight forwarders (FF) undertaking 

activities such as documentation. labell ing and marking etc. ojcargo at the truck docks (thus adversely 

impacting the truck turnaround time and congestion), activities which otherwise need to be undertaken 

by the FFs at their respective warehouses. 

It is also regretted that DACAAI has insinuated CELEBI/or the perceived cargo shift from air to 

surface mode without any credible evidence and/ or data. 

4.13.5	 Celebi commenced domestic cargo handling operations in FY 2015from its old domestic terminal and 

in 2017, Celebi further investedlconstructed a new dom estic terminal which substantially added to the 

handling capacity. In addition to the new terminal, Celebi also invested. at its both terminals. in 

necessary installation including material handling equipment. security systems. etc . which are 

required/or efficient handling 0/cargo in a safe, secure. and efficient manner. The life ofassets are 

considered till end ofconcession period. The statement that tonnage has increased 3 times is/actually 

incorrect as stated in above points. 

4. I3.6	 Celebi has been making Investments from time to time /01' handling domestic cargo. 
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Dedicated In frastructure: Celebi has two dedicated terminals to handle domestic cargo. Among other 

items, Celebi has provided and maintained following infrastructure on cityside of its domestic 

terminals: 

a. Truck Docks: 17 

b. X-R ay Machines: 9 

c. HHMDs: 4 

d. CCTV Cameras: 91 

e. Weighing Scales: 6 

Terminal Area: Celebi has recently refurbished and recommissioned its old domestic terminal 

spanning over 39,000 Sq. Ft. for handling ofdomestic cargo and this terminal in its full functioning, 

was shown to DACAAl's delegation during their visit ofNov 30. 2022 . The total area available f or 

domestic cargo operations handling thus is over 67,000 Sq. Ft. We also have a continued investment 

intent pertaining to additional space & infrastructure to meet future demand requirements. 

Handling Capacity: It may be noted that our domestic CUTs are currently underutilized. Both 

terminals together can handle over 2.00,000 MT p.a. however. as mentioned above currently the 

domestic cargo load at Celebi terminal is much lower. 

4.13.7	 DACAAI assertions as mentioned are ill informed and incorrect. The correct position with respect to 

handling ofOutbound and Inbound domestic cargo at our terminals is as under: 

Cargo Acceptance: It is to reconfirm that the domestic cargo gets accepted at the terminal on D-3 

hours basis only. which is in line with the ex isting service level agreement (SLA) with customer airlines. 

Airlines continuously and in a stringent manner map Celebi 's performance against their SLAs. 

Celebi's score in terms 0/ fulfilment of airline 's SLAs on outbound cargo has been over 99% 

consistently. 

Cargo Delivery: The Delivery ofcargo to the terminal is dependent on airlines' delivery 0/ cargo at 

the cargo terminal. Thereafter. unloading of the trucks and preparation of the segregation report is 

done by Celebi for customer airlines as per defined SLAs. The delively 0/ the inbound cargo to the 

agents on the city side is undertaken on receipt of the delivery order by the airlines (through the 

agents), an activity which gets completed by Celebi within 20-30 mins a/receipt ofthe delivery order. 

Celebi 's performance score in terms of'fulfilment of airline 's SLAs on Inbound cargo is over 99% 

consistently. 

4.13.8	 Also. Celebi maintained and managed dom estic terminals during Covid period and always kept 

domestic cargo handling readiness at its highest standards in all terms including human resources. 

safety gears for personals. cargo handling equipment etc. for recommissioning ofcargo operations. 

Our charges in light of our cost structure and demand projections are open & transparent and we 

believe our tariffrequested is justified to ensure sa/e. secure, efficient services while continuing to 

sustain investments. " 

4.14 CDCTM's counter comments in response to comments of ACAAI 

ISP in response to the comments of ACAAI on CAPEX submitted the following counter comments: 
"Celebi would like to draw your att ention towards major improvement that happened across Celebi's 

terminal both in terms ofinfrastructure and state of art equipment over 21111control period. Celebi have 

built an entirely new domestic terminal, procured Dual View X-ray machines, Forklifts. ETD, Cargo 

CEL implementation as further step towards digitalization. LED lighting across terminal and 3.72KW 

solar power installation to reduce utility spend e ~]:h~ar e some initiatives to mention in the ref erred 
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period. Furth er, in the 2nd control period. out ofCapex proj ection of INR 81 crores exclud ing ASRS 

(INR 115 crores less INR 34 Crores ASRS) Celebi had incurred capex oflNR 70 crores that too being 

mindful of JET Airways (our large important customer) shutdown impact in FY 20 and Covid-19 

pandemic impact in F Y 21. Few capex got slightly def erred on account ofCovid and were incurred in 

FY 22, which ifconsidered will add up to INR 78 crores (~( CAPE:,;(. Jet Airways shutdown impacted 

us greatly and Covid-19 in general has impacted aviation sector badly. Like all other entities globally , 

aviation projects were deferred in lieu to survive the pandemic uncertainty. Therefore, ASRS project 

is now considered in 3rd Control period with advancedfeatures/technology. 

Related to shifting of utilities due to Cargo village. it may kindly be noted that this was a prerequisite 

as per concession terms between Celebi and DIAL. At Celebi's request, DIAL allowed Celebi to operate 

lew utilities which were not in the area allocated to Celebi with the precondition that as and when 

required by DIAL, Celebi will move in the utilities within its premises. Hence the cost (Capex) which 

was supposed to be incurred much earlier at the time oftakeover was de/erred till now and the benefit 

ofnot incurring the capex automatically got passed on. " 

4.15 CDCTM's counter comments in response to comments of FFFAI 

"Celebi would like to draw y our attention towards major improvement that happ ened across Celebi's 

terminal both in terms of infrastructure and stat e 0/art equipment over 2nd control period. Celebi 

have built an entir ely new dom estic terminal, procured Dual View X-ray machines, Forklifts . ETD, 

CargoCEL implementation as further step towards digitalization, LED lighting across terminal and 

3.72 KW solar power installation to reduce utility spend etc. These are some initiatives to mention in 

the referred period. Further, in the 2nd control period. out of Capex projection of INR 81 crores 

excluding ASRS (INR 115 crores less INR 34 Owes ASRS) Celebi had incurred capex o/INR 70 crores 

that too being mindful o/JET Airways (our large important customer) shutdown impact in FY 20 and 

Covid-19 pandemic impact in FY 21. Few capex got slightly deferred on account ofCovid and were 

incurred in FY 22. which ifconsidered will add up to INR 78 crores ofCapex. Jet Airways shutdown 

impacted us greatly and Covid-19 in general has impacted aviation sector badly. Like all other entit ies 

globally. aviation projects were def erred in lieu to survive the pandemic uncertainty. Therefore, ASRS 

project is now considered in 3rd Control period with advanced features/technology. " 

4.16 CDCTM's counter comments in response to comments of VAFA: 

"Celebi would like to draw your attention towards major improvement that happened across Celebi's 

terminal both in terms of infrastructure and state ofart equipment over 2nd control period. Celebi 

have built an entirely new domestic terminal, procured Dual View X-ray machines. Forklifts, ETD , 

CargoCEL implementation as further step towards digitalization, LED lighting across terminal and 

3.72 KW solar power installation to reduce utility spend etc. These are some initiatives to mention in 

the referred period Further, in the 2nd control period, out of Capex projection o/INR 81 crores 

excluding ASRS (INR 115 crores less INR 34 Crores ASRS) Celebi had incurred capex ofINR 70 crores 

that too being mindful ofJET Airways (our large important customer) shutdown impact in FY 20 and 

Covid- 19 pandemic impact in FY 21. Few capex got slightly deferred on account ofCovid and were 

incurred in FY 22, which ifconsidered will add up to INR 78 crores ofCap ex. Jet airways shutdown 

impacted us greatly and Covid-19 in general has impacted aviation sector badly. Like all other entities 

globally, aviation projects were deferred in lieu to survive the pandemic uncertainty. Therefore, ASRS 

project is now considered in 3rd Control period with advancedfeatures/technology ". 
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4.17 CDCTM's counter comments in response to comments of M/s SpiceJet 

The ISP in its counter comments on the views/comments of M/s SpiceJet submitted that 

"Our cap ital investment is based on our busin ess requirement and our customer expectations of 

continuous upgrading in latest and operations req uired equipment 's to meet the future demands. 

Cap ital expenditure includes spending towards building/infrastructure. material handling equipment. 

security equipment. information technology (automation, digitization) among other requirements. 

Additional technical assets are for replacement ot 'old machineries. to adhere to statutory regulations 

(Dual View Ray being made mandatory) and fe w other equipment for process improvement. Besides 

some infrastructural improvements which have been deferred on account ofCovid is now considered 

as essential. Tariff working is based known by the authorities and we find no reason for the airline 

challenging the same or suggesting for any modification. Continuous cap ital expenditure is a 

commitment and obligation under concession agreement to the airport operator. .. 

4.18 CDCTM's counter comments in response to comments of BAR (I) N.R.: 

"Celebi would like to draw your attention towards major improvement that happened across Celebi's 

terminal both in terms of infrastructure and state of art equipment over 2nd control period. Celebi 

have built an entirely new domestic terminal, procured Dual View X-ray machines. Forklifts. ETD. 

CargoC EL implementation as further step towards digitalization, LED lighting across terminal and 

3.72 KW solar po wer installation to reduce utility spend etc. These are some initiatives to mention in 

the referred period. Further. in the 2nd control period. out of Capex projection of INR 81 crores 

excluding ASRS (INR 115 crores less INR 34 Crores ASRS) Celebi had incurred capex oflNR 70 crores 

that too being mindf ul ofJET Airways (our large important customer) shutdown impact in FY 20 and 

Covid-19 pandemic impact in FY 21. Few capex got slightly def erred on account ofCovid and were 

incurred in FY 22. which ifconsidered will add up to INR 78 crores of Capex. Jet airw ays shutdown 

impac ted us greatly and Covid-19 in general has impacted aviation sector badly. Like all other entities 

globally, aviation proj ects were def erred in lieu to survive the pandemic uncertainty . Theref ore. AS RS 

project is now considered in 3rd 'ontrol period with advanced f eatures/ technology . 

4.19 Authority's Analysis on the stakeholders' comments on CAPEX 

4.19.1 The Authority notes the comments of DACAAI relating to inadequate space at domestic Common 
User Terminal (CUT) to handle current & future cargo demand, service quality levels, delay in 
clearance of inbound & outbound cargo, lack of investments in domestic cargo terminal etc. and 
detailed counter comments of the CDCTM on the various issues raised by the stakeholder. 

The Authority observes that CDCTM in its submission has disagreed with the views of the stakeholder 
regarding inadequate space/ space constraint at domestic cargo terminal & lack of investment in 
domestic cargo terminals. The Authority notes that as per ISP their domestic cargo terminals have 
sufficient capacity, which is more than adequate to handle current domestic cargo load as well as 
projected cargo volumes for the Third Control Period. The Authority takes note of CDCTM 
submission, wherein ISP submitted that in FY 2017-18, they had refurbished and recommissioned their 
old domestic terminal spanning over 39,000 Sq. Ft. and refurbished / upgraded domestic cargo terminal 

was shown to DACAAI's delegation during their visit to ISP's terminal on Nov 30, 2022. 

The Authority further notes that ISP has given the requisite information relating to existing Cargo 
handling infrastructure, including city-side facilities/ equipment, along with details of actual domestic 
cargo handled by the CDCTM during second control period, as sought by the stakeholder. Further, the 
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ISP in its counter submission also submitted the details relating to actual Cargo Tonnage & number of 
nights handled in the past & current domestic cargo being handled etc. 

As regard to delay in processing of domestic outbound & inbound cargo and service quality issues, the 
Authority notes that ISP in its submission has highlighted that they are maintaining stringent service 
levels as per Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with the customer airlines. As per the ISP, they are 
consistently scoring above 99% on the fulfillments of required service levels and domestic cargo is 
being accepted at the terminal on D-3 hours basis only, which is in line with the existing service level 
agreements with airlines. Similarly, delivery of cargo to the agents on cityside is dependent upon the 
receipt of delivery orders from the airlines and delivery act is completed within 20-30 minutes of 
receipt of delivery order. 

In respect of DACAAI comments that ISP is getting return on its fully depreciated Assets, the 
Authority hereby clarifies that as per AERA's regulatory guidelines, return on RAB is allowed on Net 
Value of Assets after depreciation; hence there is no question of ISP getting return on its fully 
depreciated assets. It is pertinent to note that RAB is dynamic in nature, old assets get depleted and 
new Assets are added, from time to time, as a replacement & additions to meet current and future 
traffic. 

The Authority also notes that CDCTM held discussion with representatives of DACAAI on various 
issues relating to Cargo Handling, during the visit of DACAAI's delegation to ISP's Cargo Terminal 
on 30lh Nov., 2022. In this regard, ISP has submitted a copy of record note of discussion between ISP 
& DACAAI and same is placed at Annexure -I. Notwithstanding above, the Authority advises the ISP 
to hold periodic discussions with the concerned stakeholders to address their outstanding issues and to 
bring in time management & efficiency in services. 

4.19.2	 The Authority notes the comments of ACAAI, FFFAI, BAR (I) N.R. & VAFA seeking details of 
CAPEX incurred by the ISP during last two tariff years of the Second Control Period and the counter 
comments ofCDCTM thereon. The Authority observes that ISP in its counter comments has given the 
requisite details of CAPEX done by the CDCTM during the Second Control Period relating to Cargo 
Handling infrastructure and allied equipment, including procurement of Dual View X-Ray machines, 
Forklifts, ETD, CargoCEL, LED lighting etc. As per submission of the ISP that against projected 
CAPEX of 81 crores (excluding ASRS) projected for Second Control Period, the ISP had incurred 
CAPEX of Rs. 78 crores, Further, ISP submitted that ASRS project is being considered during Third 
Control Period. 

As regard to the comments of ACAAI relating to additional CAPEX on shifting of utilities due to 
construction of New Cargo Village Complex by the Airport Operator, the Authority notes from the 
submission of the ISP that as per the Concession agreement between ISP & DIAL (Airport Operator), 
the referred shifting of utilities was prerequisite as per Concession agreement and accordingly, ISP is 
vacating the subject area on the directions of Airport Operator, consequently resulting in CAPEX on 
shifting of Utilities. 

4.19.3	 As regard to the comments of MIs SpiceJet on deferment of proposed CAPEX, the Authority notes 
that CDCTM, out of CAPEX proposed for the Third Control Period amounting to ~ 219.04 crores, ISP 
has projected to incur ~ 164.86 crores on infrastructure improvements and ~ 43.95 crores for Plant & 

Machinery. The Authority feels that it would be unreasonable to expect quality services from the 
Service Provider, if the required CAPEX on Cargo Handling Infrastructure, Equipment & allied 
facilities is not allowed. 

4. I9.4	 The Authority notes that most of the Stakeholders in their comments have highlighted the lack of 
investments in basic cargo handling infrastructure and poor service quality level, particularly in respect 
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of domestic cargo terminal. In this regard, the Authority notes that the [SP has already proposed a 
CAPEX of ~ 2 [9.04 crores on Infrastructure improvements, cargo handling equipment! systems 
(including ASRS) and on security related equipment (Dual view X-ray machines etc.). Authority is of 
the view that Service Providers, considering the all the relevant aspects, including cargo volumes & 

service level agreements with the stakeholders, should continuously invest in Infrastructure and state 
of the art equipment so as to deliver as per the service level expectations of the customer airlines & 
end Users, including Cargo Agents. 

The Authority feels that the projected CAPEX on improvement of Cargo Terminals and allied 
equipment & facilities will help in addressing the concerns of stakeholders regarding bringing in 
efficiency and service quality issues. 

4.19.5	 In view of the above analysis and considering the significance of CAPEX for providing better Cargo 
Handling Services and to improve overall efficiency and safety aspects of cargo handling, the 
Authority decides to maintain the same view on Capital Expenditure as taken at Consultation stage. 

4.19.6 The Authority directs the ISP to call the meeting of the Stakeholders again and explain to them, in 

detail on the issues raised by them and allay their concerns. 

4.20	 Author ity 's decisions regarding Additions to RAB, Depreciation, Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) 

& Return on Security Deposit 

Based on the material before it and based on its analysis, the Authority decides as under: 

4.20.1	 To consider Additions to RAB for the 3rd Control Period as per Table 8. 

4.20.2	 To consider the Depreciation for the 3rd Control Period as per Table 6. 

4.20 .3	 To consider Average RAB for the 3rd Control Period as per Table 8. 

4.20.4	 To consider the Return on Security Deposit as per Table 9. 
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CHAPTER 5: OPERATIO N & MAINT ENANC E EXP ENDITURE
 

5. 1 As provided in Clause 9.4 of the Guidelines mentioned in Direction No. 04/ 20 I0-11 , the Operation 
and Maintenance (O&M) Expenditure shall include all expenditures incurred by the Service 
Provider(s) including expenditure incurred on security operating costs, other mandated operating costs 
and statutory operating costs. 

5.2 Operation and Maintenance Expenditure submitted by CDCTM has been segregated into the following 
categories: 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

Payroll Costs; 
Admin and General Expenses; 
Utility and Outsourcing Costs; 
Concession Fees and 
Repair and Maintenance Expenditure 

5,3 CDCTM submitted the following component-wise actual Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Costs 
incurred during the 2nd Control Period: 

Table 10: Actual Opernting & Maintenance Costs for the last three yea rs submitted by CDCTM 
~ in crores) 

Particulars 2019-20 202 0-21 2021-22 

A Payroll Costs 58.18 50.69 53.67 
B Admin & General Expenses 74.71 72.13 75.62 
C Repairs & Maintenance Exp. 12.1 3 7.46 10.81 
D Utilities Exp, 66.9 1 63.26 70.24 
E Concession Fee 184.69 2 10.49 212.34 

Total (A+B+C+D+E) 396.62 404.03 422.68 
Y-0-Y 'Yo increase in T otal OPEX - 2% 5% 

5.4	 The Authority notes from the historical figures of2nd Control Period given above that total OPEX in 
FY 2020-21 increased by just 2% over FY 20 19-20 and 5% increase in FY 2021-22 over the preceding 
year. 

5.5	 Operating & Maintenance Expenditure projected by CDCTM for the 3rd Control Period is given in 
Table below: 

Table 11: Oper ating & Maintenance Expenditure projected by CDCTM for the Third Control Period 

, 
(~ in Crores) Total Y-0-Y % Increase 

Particulars 2021
22 

2022
23 

2023
24 

2024
25 

2025
26 

2022
23 

2023
24 

2024
25 

2025
26 

Payroll Cost (A) 53.67 60.6 1 67.30 73.50 79.28 334.35 12.93% 11.04% 9.21% 7.86% 

Admi n & General 
Expenses (B) 75.62 87.16 94.84 101.79 109.10 468.51 15.26% 8.83% 7.33% 7. 18% 

Repair & 
Maintenance 10.81 12.37 13.61 14.97 16.46 68.22 14.43% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 
Expenditure (C) 
Utilities Expenses 
(D) 

70.24 78.58 87.79 92.63 92.55 421.7 9 11 .87% 11.73% 5.51 % -0.09% 

Concession Fees (E) 2 12.34 203.00 193.39 175.17 145.55 929 .46 -4.40% -4.73% -9.42% -16.91% 

Total Operation 
and Maintenance 
Expenditure 422.68 441.71 456.94 458.06 442.94 2222.33 4.50 % 3.45% 0.25% -3.30 % 
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5.6 Authori ty' s Exa mimttion on O& M exp enses for th e Third Control Period a t Consultation Sta ge: 

5.6.1	 The Authority examined the Operating Expenditure for the Third Control Period as submitted in Form 
F3 (P&L) and noted that the total OPEX for FY 2021 -22 increased by 6.57% as compared to the total 
OPEX of FY 2019-20 (pre-Covid year). The Authority further noted that the overall OPEX projected 
in the Table II for FY 2022-23 to FY 2024-25 increases in the range of 0.25% to 4.50%. Whereas. the 
total OPEX for FY 2025-26 is projected to decrease by 3.30% over preceding year. 

The Authority reviewed various components of OPEX, including growth rates considered by the ISP, 
for projecting OPEX for the Third Control Period. The Authority's analysis on various components of 
OPEX at Consultation Stage is as under: 

5.6.2	 Payroll Cost - The Authority noted that the payroll cost incurred in FY 2021-22 (~ 53.67 crores) is 
lower by 8% as compared to actual payroll expenses incurred in FY 20 I 9-20 (~ 58. 18 crores) and 
projected payroll expenses for FY 2022-23 are higher by 4% as compared to actual payroll cost of FY 
2019-20. Thereafter, CDCTM has proposed Y-0-Y increase in Payroll costs ranging between 8% to 
13% for the remaining tariff years of the Third Control Period. 

The Authority noted from the submission ofCDCTM that the Cargo Terminal Operations (CTO) work 
is a specialized job, which requires skilled and trained manpower. As per the ISP, in order to check 
employee attrition rate. annual increase in the salary component for on-roll employees and outsourced 
employees is required and the same are as per industry practice. 

Further, the ISP vide email dated 04.1 1.2022 stated that majority of training and staff welfare expenses 
were deferred in 2021-22 due to pandemic situation. There are certain trainings which are mandatorily 
required by Airlines and cannot be deferred further. Similarly. all staff welfare activities were on hold 
during last year. As per company's norms, winter uniforms need to be distributed every alternate year: 
accordingly, expenses on uniform have been considered resulting in increased payroll expenses in FY 
2022-23. Other than the above. increase in payroll expenses in FY 2022-23 are also due to small 
increase in number of manpower and on account of annual increments (around 10% p.a.). 

The Authority noted that the ISP is required to comply with statutory compliances relating to periodic 
increase in minimum wages and other statutory components like EPF, ESI etc. Considering the above, 
including justifications submitted by the ISP, the Authority felt that the Y-o-Y increase in payroll 
expenses projected for the Third Control Period by the ISP seems reasonable. 

5.6.3	 Administrative & General Expenses - The Authority noted from Form 1'1 I(c) that licenses fee is a 
major cost head under this category. The Authority observed from the CDCTM's submission that it is 
required to pay Land License fee on approx. 80000 sqm. area received from the Airport Operator, with 
minimum escalation of?.5% on Y-0-Y basis. However, the Authority noted that in FY 2022-23, license 
fee is projected to increase by I I% over the FY 202 I-22 as against normal escalation of 7.5%. A 
clarification thereof was sought from the ISP. CDCTM, vide email dated 15.09.2022 informed that the 
Domestic Cargo Terminal at IGIA, Delhi was built by the Airport Operator in FY 2016-17 and 
subsequently leased to the ISP for a period of 5 years. The aforesaid lease agreement was renewed at 
higher rate in FY 2021 -22, hence, a variance of 11 % is appearing in FY 2022-23 over FY 2021-22. 

The Authority further noted that CDCTM projected an increase of 7% to 9% Y-0-Y basis from FY 
2023-24 onward. For FY 2022-23, ISP projected an increase of 15.26% over FY 2021-22. The 
Authority sought clarification from CDCTM regarding projected increase in Administrative and 
General Expense in FY 2022-23. The ISP in its response stated that municipal corporation has proposed 
increase in base value of property tax by 120% approx. over prevailing base value rates, which is likely 
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to result in signifi cant increase in property tax. ISP further stat ed that expenses on other component of 

Administrative Charges like consultancy fees, legal fees & IT infrastructure, Travel expenses etc . are 

expected to increase from FY 2022-23 onward, after signifi cant recovery in business environment post 

Covid. During Covid period, expenses on these items were kept at bare minimum levels. 

Consideri ng the above and taking into account the impact of annual genera l inflation and annual 

escalation in license fee, the Authority considered projected Y-o-Y increase in Administrati ve and 

General Expenses for the Third Control Period as reasonable. 

5.6.4	 Repair a nd Mainte na nce (R& M) Expe nd iture - The Authority noted that CD CTM proposed an 

increase in repair and maintenance expenditure by 10% Y-0-Y from FY 2023 -24 onwards over 

preceding year. The ISP vide email dated 15.09.2022 stated that the Cargo Terminal is more than 35 

years old and requires significant repair and main tenance to keep it functional in efficient manner. The 

ISP furt her stated that there are 33 X-Ray machines, 127 forklifts/ stacker/ reach trucks, 3 ETV, 10 

volumetric scanner, 13 dolli es etc. which also require regular maintenance including overhauling and 

inventory of critical spares is maintained to deal with breakdowns. Further, the Authority noted that 

R&M expenses in FY 2022-23 projected to increase by 14% over FY 202 1-22. Accordingly, the 

Authority sought clarification on % increase proposed for FY 2022-23. The ISP vide email dated 

04.1 1.2022, conveyed that most of the repairs required in FY 2021 -22 were deferred due to pandemic 

situation. As per the ISP, such repairs now planned to be taken up in current FY 2022-23, hence 

resulting in higher R&M cost in FY 2022-23 . 

5.6.5	 The Authority, considering the age of the cargo building, which requires regular repair & maintenance, 

and takin g into account the impact of general inflation on the labour component of repairs, spares, 

transportation costs, etc., felt that the projected increa se in repair and maintenance expenses for the 

Third Control Period seemed reasonable. 

5.6.6 Utili ties	 Expenses - The Authority noted that CDCTM proposed an increase in utility expenses 

ranging between 6% to 12% from FY 2022-23 to FY 2024-25. Upon enquiry by the Authority 

regarding proposed increase in Utility Expenses, CDCTM stated that supply of electricity & water 

charges is based on industrial rates, and their rates are decided by DIAL. As per the ISP, Utility charges 

increases every year. Further, the new construction projects like construction of new warehouse 

building, including shifting offacility will also consume substantial water and electricity and same has 

been factored while projecting utility expenses in FY 2022-23/ FY 2023-24. 

The Authority further observed from the Table II that the utility expenses during FY 2024-25 are 

projected to increase at lower rate (5.51 %) as compared to preceding year. Whereas, for FY 2025-26 

the ISP projected a marginal decrease of I% in expenses as compared to FY 2024-25. The Authority 

noted that the utility expenses projected for FY 2024-25 and FY 2025 -26 are in line with the anticipated 

projected drop in cargo handling by the ISP. In view of the foregoing, the Authority felt that Utility 

expenses projected for the Third Control Period by the ISP seemed reasonable. 

5.6.7	 Concession Fees - As per CDCTM submission, ISP is required to pay concession fee @ 36% ofGross 

Revenue to the Airport Operator (DIAL). In addition, ISP is also required to share 45% of its Revenue 

earned from screening of Cargo to DIAL. The Authority noted that Concession Fees payable to the 

Airport Operator is linked to the projected Revenue of the Cargo Service Provider. The Authority, after 

the review and analysis of various regulatory building blocks, recomputed the ARR and Projected 

Revenue for the Third Control Period in respect ofCDCTM. Accordingly, the Authority proposed to 
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consider Concession Fees, based on Projected Revenue calculated by the Authority, for the Third 

Control Period as per Table given below: 

Table 12: Concession Fees computed by the Au thority for CDCT M for the Third Control Period at 

CP sta ge 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022 -23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Revenue from Regulated Services 511.26 483 .06 479.21 423.51 33 1.82 2228.86 

Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services 

71.84 67.04 64.48 62.09 59.85 325.29 

Revenue from AFS Volume 0.14 0.57 0.60 0.63 1.93 

Total Revenue computed by the 
Authority (refer Table 23) (A) 

583.10 550.24 544.26 486.19 392.29 2556.07 

Concession Fee @36.4R% of (A) 212.34* 200 .73 198.55 177.36 143.11 932.08 

"'As pel' actualfigures fo r FY 2021-22. 

5.6.8	 Based on review and analysis of operating cost projected by the ISP in its MYTP, the Authority 

proposed to consider OP EX for CDCTM for the Third Control Period as per Table given below: 

Table 13: OPEX proposed by the Authority in respect of CD CTM for the Third Control Period at CP 

Stage 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Payroll Cost (A) 53.67 60.61 67.30 73.50 79.28 334.35 

License Fees escalated by 7.5% (B) 39.96 44.31 47.63 51.20 55.04 238.14 

Admin & General Expenses (C) 35.66 42.85 47.22 50.69 54.34 230.76 

Repair & Maintenance Expenditure 
(0) 10.81 12.37 13.61 14.97 16.46 68.22 

Utilities Expenses (E) 70.24 78.58 87.79 92.63 92.55 421.79 

Concession Fee (F)* 212.34 200.73 198.55 177.36 143.11 932.08 

Total OPEX (sum of A to F) 422.68 439.44 462.10 460.36 440.79 2225.36 

"'As pel' the ARR computed by the Authority 

Stakeholders' Comments 

5.7	 MIs SpiceJet's comments regarding Operating Expenditure 

5.7.1	 Mis SpiceJet in its comments relating to Operating Expenditure submitted that: 
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"Abolishment o( Rovalty Charges: 

"Any attempt to award the contracts by the airport operator on highest revenue share basis should he 
discou raged as it breeds inefficienciesand tends to disproportionately increase the cost. 

It is general perception that service providers have no incentive to reduce their expenses, as most oj 
any such increase would mostly be passed on to the airlines/stakeholders through the tariff 
determination mechanism process, and indirectly the airlines would be fo rced to bear these additional 
costs. There needs to be a mechanism fo r incent ivizing the parties fo r increasing effi ciencies and cost 
savings and not fo r increasing the royalty / or the airport operator. 

As you are aware, royalty is in the nature ojmarket access f ee. charged (by any name or descript ion) 
by the airport operator under various headings without any underlying services. These charges are 
mostly passed on to the airlines by the airport operator or other services providers. 

It may be pertinent to note that market accessfee by any name or description is not practiced in most 
of the global economies, including European Union, Australia etc. Sometimes it is argued by the 
airport operators that 'Royalty' on 'Aero Revenues' helps in subsidizing the aero charges for the 
airlines, however royalty in 'Non-Aero Revenues' hits the airlines directly without any benefit . 

In view ofthe above, we urge AERA to abolish such royalty which may be included in any a/the cost 
items. 

Operation al Expenditure - Drastic Cost Cult in ~: 

It may be noted that across various industries, instead oj cost escalations. all the costs have heen 

renegotiated downwards' substantially. It may also be noted that cost incurred by CDCTMIPL impacts 
the airlines, as such cost is passed through or borne mostly by the airlines. In order to ensure that 
there is no adverse impact/ increase in the tariff. we request AERA to kindly put on hold any increase 

in operational expenditure by CDCTMIPL not related to safety or security. Further, we submit that: 

•	 Payroll Costs: The Y-o-Y increase after 2023-24 may please not be more than approx. 6%, in line 
with recent proposals of AERA in other consultation papers, rather than the proposed Y-O-y 

increase between 7% to 12.93%. 

•	 Administrative & General Expens es, Repair & Maintenance Expenditure, Utility Expenses: The Y

o-Y increase after 2023-24 may please not be more than approx. 5%, in line with recent proposals 
ofAERA in other consultation papers. 

In view ofthe above, CDCTMIPL may please be directed to pass on cost benefits to the airlin es. " 

5.8	 CDCTM response to comments of Mis SpiceJet on Opera ting Expenditure 

5.8.1	 CDCTM, in respect of Mis SpiceJet's comments on royalty charges responded that "Not for us to 

comment. as not in our scope. " 

CDCTM, in response to comments of MIs SpiceJet regarding cost cutting submitted that "We are 

aware ofoperational expenses required to deliver safe, secured quality services in line with custom er, 
stakeholders' expectations while keeping in mind employee requirements in terms affair pay and 

minimal fa cilities. We are also aware of the inflation effect in various area ofthe business and have 
taken a realistic estimation ofthe same for the years ahead. " 
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5.9	 Authority's a na lysis rega rding OPEX for t he T hird Control Period: 

5.9.1	 In respect of comments of MIs SpiceJet regarding abolishment of Royalty Charges, payable by the ISP 
to the Airport Operator, the Authority notes that the Concession Fee paid by the ISP to the Airport 
Operator is as per the Concession Agreement executed between the Service Provider and the Airport 
Operator. Further, the Authority is of the view that bidding process to award such contracts, based on 
which ISP pays Revenue Share to Airport Operator, is a non-regulatory issue and such matters may be 
dealt between the stakeholders at the appropriate forum. 

5.9.2	 As regard to comments of MIs SpiceJet regarding payroll costs that Y-0-Y increase in payroll expenses 
may not be more than 6% for the Third Control Period, in this regard, the Authority notes that actual 
Payroll Expenses incurred by the ISP for FY 2021-22 were 8% lower as compared to actual Payroll 
Expenditure for pre-Covid Year (FY 2019-20); from FY 202 2-23 onward, ISP has projected an 
increase in payroll expenses ranging between 8% to 11 %, except for FY 2022-23, where projected 
increase is around 13%. 

The Authority notes from the submission of CDCTM that during pandemic period, payroll expenses 
were low and many welfares activities I trainings etc. were deferred. Now with the improvement in 
pandemic situation, expenses in post Covid period, including FY 2022-23, are expected to reach back 
to their normal levels. The ISP further submitted that Y-0-Y increase in payroll expenses have been 
projected after considering the factors like periodic increase in minimum wages notified by the Govt. 
Authorities from time to time, corresponding increase in other statutory components like EPF, ESI etc. 

The Authority, also noted at consultation stage that as per the CDCTM, Cargo Handling is a specialized 
job and skilled & trained manpower is deployed at the Cargo Terminals. As per the ISP, post Covid, 

there is a shortage of required skill set. ISP further submitted that in order to address the issue of 
manpower attrition, the annual escalations in payrollexpenses are projected and paid as per the industry 
practice. 

5.9 .3	 As regard to comments of MIs SpiceJet that Y-0-Y increase in other components of OPEX may not be 
more than 5%, the Authority notes that the increase projected by ISP is ranging between 5% to 15% 
from FY 2022-23 onwards. The Authority from the submission of ISP notes that during the Covid 
Pandemic, many expenditures, such as repairs & maintenance, employee welfare activities including 
issuance of uniform to employees were deferred, which are now proposed to be taken up in the 
remaining period of the control period, is resulting in an increase in operating expenses. The Authority 
at consultation stage had examined in detail projected OPEX for the Third Control Period and wherever 
required, requisite clarifications/ justifications were obtained from the ISP (refer para 5.6). 

5.9.4	 The Authority, based on review of regulatory building blocks and taking into account Stakeholders 
comments and counter comments of ISP, has recomputed projected Revenues for the Third Control 
Period; accordingly, Concession Fee which is calculated on Gross Revenue, has also been recomputed 
as per the Table given below: 
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Table 14: Concession Fees computed by the Author itv for CDC TM for the T hird Control Period 
( ~ in crorcs) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Revenue from Regulated Serv ices 511.26 486.47 482.62 417.03 318.74 2216.11 
Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services 
Revenue from AFS Volum e 

71.84 67.04 64.48 62.09 59.85 325 .3 

- 0.15 0.59 0.62 0.65 2.0 1 
Total Revenue computed by the 
Authority (refer Table 30) (A ) 
Con cession Fee @)36.48% of (A) 

583.1 553.66 547.69 479. 74 379 .24 2543.42 

2 12.34 201.98 199.80 175.01 138.35 927.4 7 
*As per actual fi gures/ or F l' 2()2/-22. 

5.9.5	 Consequently, total OPEX projected for the CDCTM for the Third Control period has also been revised 

as per Table given below: 

Table 15: OPEX considered by the Author ity in respect ofCDCTM for the Third Control Period 
(~ in crores) 

Particulars FY 

2021-22 

Payroll Cos t (A ) 53.67 

39.96 

35.66 

10.81 

70.24 

212.34 

422.68 

License Fees escalated by 7.5% 
(B) 

Admin & General Expenses (C) 

Repair & Maintena nce 
Expenditure (D) 
Utilities Expenses (E) 

Concession Fee (F) 
(refer Tabl e 14) 
Total OPEX (sum of A to F) 

FY 

2022-23 

60.61 

44.31 

FY 

2023-24 

67.3 

47.63 

FY 

2024-25 

73.5 

51.2 

FY 

2025-26 

79.28 

55.04 

Total 

334.36 

238.14 

42.85 

12.37 

47.22 

13.61 

50.69 

14.97 

54.34 

16.46 

230.76 

68.22 

78.58 

20 1.98 

87.79 

199.80 

92.63 

175.0 1 

92.55 

138.35 

42 1.79 

927 .47 

440.70 463.35 458.00 436.02 2220.74 

5.9.6	 In view of the re-computation of Concession Fee and projected OPEX for the Third Control Period as 

indicated above, the Authority decides to consider OPEX for CDCTM as per Table 15. 

5.10	 Authority's decision relating to OPEX for Third Control Period 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides to consider the OPEX for 

CDCTM in respect of the Third Control Period as per Table 15. 
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CHAPTER 6: AIR FREIGHT STATION (AFS) 

6. 1 in troduction 

6.1.1 Ministry ofCivil Aviation (MoCA), in order to strengthen Air Cargo Logistics Infrastructure in the 
Country, issued Policy guidelines on 'Air Freight Station' (AFS) in October, 2014 to create an off
airport common user facility equipped with fixed installat ions of minimum requirements and offering 
services for handling International Air Cargo in the form of Air Freight Stations with a mandate to 
enable the Cargo Industry as follows: 

I.	 Off-Airport common user facility equipped with fixed installations of minimum requirements 
and offering services for handling and temporary storage of import! export goods, loaded and 
empty Unit Load devices (ULDs) and cargo in bulk/loose for outright export 

II.	 Create an enabling environment for promoting International Air Cargo operations by reaching 
out to hinterland regions of the country besides de-congesting the congested Air Cargo terminals 
in some gateway International Airports that face high dwell time. 

III.	 Authorizing some of the ICDs to cater to the International Air Cargo operations, the existing 
facilities in these ICDs, could be fully utilized. 

The Policy document also emphasized the following primary functions to be performed at Air Freight 
Station 

a.	 Receipt of Export cargo for processing and to make the cargo "Ready for Carriage" condition , 
including Unit Load Device (ULD), building ofexport cargo and scanning ofCargo. While ULDs 
will be the ideal mode of handling cargo for and from AFS, export/import consignments both in 
palletized IULD and bulk, loose form shall also be facilitated 

b.	 Transit operations by Road to and from serving Airport 
c.	 All Customs related requirements for import and exports including inspection of cargo wherever 

required 
d.	 Unitization of Cargo 
e.	 Temporary storage of Cargo and Unit Load Device (ULDs) 
f.	 Re-building of ULDs of export cargo 
g.	 De-Stuffing of Import Cargo 
h.	 Storage, Examination, Packing and Delivery of Import Cargo 
I.	 Auction/Disposal of30 days old uncleared Import Cargo 
j.	 Maintenance and Repair of ULDs. 

6.1.2 The policy guidelines governing Air Freight Station would be common and binding on all stakeholders 
concerned in the supply chain of International Air Cargo operations such as Airlines, Air Cargo 
Terminal operators, Airport Operators, Freight Forwarders 1Customs Brokers, Exporters 1 Importers 
and all regulatory organizations. AFS Policy document issued by MoCA vide OM no. 
AV.I3011/03/20 l3 -ER dated 28th October, 2014 is placed at Annexure-I of CPo 

6.1.3 Subsequent to notification ofabove policy by the Govt. ofIndia, the above matter, including modalities 
for effective implementationl rollout of AFS policy, had been deliberated with the stakeholders from 
time to time. In this regard, Special Secretary (Logistics), Ministry of Commerce took meeting of 
concerned stakeholders on 18.02.2020 for operationalization of AFS policy, wherein representatives 
of Delhi CTOs, Airport Operator, IGI Airport, Delhi & Delhi AFS Operator (CCPL) were also present. 
As per the minutes of meeting, inter-alia, SOP for handling of AFS Cargo was agreed with process 

.vA,"
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flow. Further, it was agreed that AERA determined rates (TSP rates) will be made applicable for AFS 
Cargo handling. 

6.1.4 Thereafter, MoCA vide letter	 no. AV-1301 1/03/2013-ER dated Il lh April, 2022 to the Authority 
conveyed that 'th e matter regarding the determination of TSP charges to be charged from AI'S by 
D1AL/CTOs be referred to AERA for appropriate order as per the provisions of the AERA Act, 2008. 

6.2	 AFS Cllrgo Volumes proposed by C DCTM for the 3rd Control Period 

6.2.1 CDCTM vide email dated 13.10.2022 submitted projected AFS Cargo Volume of around 1200 MT 
(for last quarter only) for FY 2022-23 and for FY 2023-24, lSI' has considered AI'S Cargo at 4800 
MT. Thereafter, lSI' has considered an increase of 5 % Y-0- Y basis for the rest of the Control Period 
as given in the table below: 

Table 16: AFS Cargo Tonnage proposed by CDCTM for the Third Control Period 

Particulars FY 
2021-22 

FY 
2022 -23 

FY 
2023 -24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

AI'S Cargo Tonnage (in MT) - 1200 4800 5040 5292 

Y- 0-Y Change (%) - - 300% 5% 5% 

6.2.2 CDCTM,	 as part of its MYTP/A1'1' submission, has proposed a separate Tariff Rate Card for 
International Cargo Services pertaining to Air Freight Station (AI'S) at Indira Gandhi International 
Airport (IGIA), Delhi. 

6.2.3 The Cargo Operator has proposed a discount of 10% for AI'S Cargo in the applicable TSP Charges. 

6.2.4 The lSI' also proposed a separate AI'S charges, in case they are required to run dedicated AI'S Cargo 
Handling facility within Cargo Terminal. However, CDCTM has not proposed any separate CAPEX 
or OPEX W.r.t. dedicated AI'S Cargo facility. 

6.3	 Authority's Examination on AFS Cargo for the 3 rd Control Period at Consultation Stage 

6.3.1 The Authority examined the CDCTM's proposal for handling Built-Up Pallets pertaining to AI'S, and 
drawn inferences from the AI'S Policy Guidelines issued by the Ministry of Civil Aviation, vide OM 
No. AV. 130II /13/20 13-ER dated 281h October, 20 14, having wider mandate to strengthen and develop 
the Air Cargo Logistic Infrastructure in the country. 

6.3.2 Subsequent to MoCA's communication, vide its letter no. AV-130 I 1/03/2013-ER dated Illh April, 
2022, the Authority deliberated the subject matter in a series of meetings with stakeholders and 
regulatory bodies. These included Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS), Customs, Cargo 
Terminal Operators (CTOs), Airport Operator (DIAL), AFS Operator and Bureau of Airlines 
Representatives (BAR) to better understand the concept of AFS and get insight of globally accepted 
practices in respect of AI'S. 

The key inputs & feedback received by AERA in the aforesaid meetings, with various Air Cargo 
Industry Forums on the MoCA's AI'S Policy, including the aspect of cargo handling charges to be 
levied to AI'S Cargo are placed at Annexure-II of CPo 

6.3.3 Further,	 in order to have better understanding and an insight of Air Cargo Handling procedure/ 
mechanism at Cargo Terminals & to assess the infrastructure available at the Delhi AFS, AERA team 
along with cargo expert from AAICLAS visited the facilities of AI'S Operator (Continental Carriers) 
and both the CTOs at IGIA, Delhi, in June, 2022. 
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6.3.4	 AERA team during their vis it to the AFS Facility observed that pursuant to opera tionalization of AFS 

fac ility , some of cargo handli ng acti vities, which in normal course are performed by the CTOs at their 

Cargo Terminals, will get shifted to AFS (in respect of Cargo to be processed at AFS) like activities 

relating to: 

(i) Acceptance of Cargo from shippe rs/agents 

( ii) Weighing and mea su rement of Cargo 

(iii) Palletization, Un it Load Device (ULD) built-up for export cargo 

(iv) X-Ray sca nning of Export Ca rgo & compliance of BCAS & Customs regulatory norms. 

These processes/activities will be done at the AFS facility itself and thereafter, Export Ca rgo (in form 

of BUPs/ULDs), after security & Customs' clearance will be transported in secured bonded trucks to 

Airport (Cargo Terminals) for further processing and loading of cargo into the aircrafts. 

6.3. 5 T he AERA team, after visiting the facilities of AFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and onsite 

interactions with the Service Providers felt that after operationalization of AFS policy, there would be 

certain activities, which will be done at AfS facility itself like X-ray scanning of Cargo & 
palletization/U LD built-up etc. However, there will be bunch of other activities which will continued 

to be undertaken by the CTOs at their terminals for AFS Cargo. 

A g ist of activities /processes to be undertaken by the eTO in case of Export Carg o co ming from AFS 

and applicabil ity of charges thereon, is given below: 

S. No. Activity/ Process in Export GEN AFS Applicability of TSP 

Cargo Handling at CTO Cargo Cargo charges on AFS 

Acceptance of Ca rgo TSP Charges Levied 

I (In case of AFS Ca rgo , CTO ../ ../ 

will deal with Pallets/ULDs) 

2 Screening of Cargo ../ X No charges to AFS 

3 Warehousing of Cargo ../ ../ Charges included in TSP 

4 Palletization of Cargo ../ X No charges to AF S 

5 
Release of Cargo to Airlines' 

ground handling agencies 
../ ../ 

Charges included in TSP 

6.3.6	 The Authority is of the view that in respect of AFS Cargo, CTOs will mainly be dealing with BUPs / 

ULDs and handling of the same at city-side ofCargo Terminals will be comparatively less cumbersome 

& cost-effective as compared to dealing & processing general cargo coming in loose packets from 

different shippers/agents. The CTOs are expected to save on processing time and lower manpower 

deployment resulting in cost savings in AFS Cargo Handling as can be seen from the followings : 

I.	 CTOs will be required to perform fewer activities for processing of AFS Cargo (coming in form 

of Pallets/ULDs with Security & Customs clearances) at their terminals as compared to handling 

General Cargo. At the same time, there would be some activities which will continue to be 

undertaken by CTO for processing of AFS export cargo, just as they are being done for general 

cargo, like activities relating to " Acceptance ..of Cargo" on city-side. However, the effort & 

~-' .....=rq~~;~.~~. 
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extent of such activities are likely to considerably lower. For instance, unloading and processing 
a BUP/ULD of 2MT may be done in one go, whereas in case of general cargo, unloading and 
processing of 2000 Kg. of loose cargo may take multiple cycles of the same process of activities, 
though the activities performed may appear exactly the same. There will be some saving of time 
while handling the AI'S Cargo, starting from the unloading at the Truck dock area itself. 

II.	 Further, as the AFS Cargo will arrive in palletized form/ULDs with security clearance, therefore 
CTO will not be required to X-ray scan of export Cargo, which is otherwise required as per 
extant BCAS norms and is a time-consuming exercise. AFS Cargo is likely to be held at Cargo 
Terminal for shorter duration, as compared to general cargo, due to lesser processing involved, 
thereby CTO is expected to save time and reduce processing time/ transaction time on processing 
of AFS Cargo. 

iii.	 As CTOs will mainly be dealing with Pallets/ ULDs in case of AFS Cargo, the Authority feels 
that CTOs will be required to deploy lower manpower for handling AFS Cargo as against general 
cargo coming in loose packets from various agents/ shippers. This is expected to result in cost 
savings on labour component for CTO. 

Considering the above, the Authority felt that in case of AFS Cargo handling, CTOs are expected to 
undertake fewer activities or similar activities with lesser extent at their Terminals vis-a-vis handling 
of Cargo directly accepted from Customers/Shippers. Therefore, taking into account cost savings on 
account of lower manpower deployment and less time for processing of AFS Cargo, it may not be 
justified to levy full TSP charges to AFS Cargo, as certain activities pertaining to export cargo will be 
performed at AFS' facility itself thereby AFS Cargo deserves to be charged lower as compared to 
normal cargo (other than AFS Cargo). 

6.3.7 At the same time, the Authority did not agree with the views of AFS Operator thatno/ less activities 
are to be perform ed by CTOs for processing AFS Cargo. The Authority noted that even in the case of 
AFS Cargo. there are certain activities. like acceptance of Built-up-Pallet/ ULDs at Cargo Terminal 
(city-side), unloading of Pallets/ULDs from trucks at truck dock area, moving cargo to storage racks/ 
security hold area, transporting of cargo from built-up station/ SHA to Cargo release bay, shifting 
ULDs from release bay to Ground Handler's dollies, digital messages to customer's airlines etc., which 
are still required to be performed at Cargo Terminal. Therefore, the Authority feels that CTOs are 
entitled to levy TSP charges to AFS Operators, but not to the extent normally charged to cargo directly 
received from shippers/agents. 

6.3.8 The Authority noted from Table-17 that ISP had considered negligible share of AFS Cargo in the 
overall International Cargo Volumes projected for the Third Control Period as can be seen from the 
table below: 

Table 17: AFS Cargo Tonnage as a percentage (%) of total International Cargo Volume in 
respect of CDCTM for the Third Control Period 

Particulars FY FY FY FY FY 
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

International Cargo Tonnage 
(in MT) (Refer Table 3) 

2,97,661 2,99,123 2,98,738 2,64,488 2,07,153 

AFS Cargo Tonnage (in MT) - 1200 4800 5040 5292 
AFS Cargo as a %age of 

- 0.40 1.61 1.91 2.55 
International Cargo 
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6.3 .9 The Authority observed that the projected AFS volu me forms	 just I% to 3% of total International 

Cargo Volume projected for FY 2022-23 to FY 2025-26. The Authority felt that the AFS is still a new 

concept in the Indian aviation sector and it will take a while for its acceptance in International Air 

Ca rgo Logistics chain. In view of the above, the volumes projected by the ISP for AFS Ca rgo appeared 

reasonable. 

6.3.\ 0	 The Authority observed that ISP has considered increase in market competition from various quarters 

resulting in lower Cargo Volumes projections during the Third Control Period. The Authority felt that 

considering the increase in competiti on, the ISP should tap additional Cargo Volumes expected to 

come from AFS Operators, so as to maintain its market share. 

6.3.11	 The Authority noted that CDCT M in its Tariff Rate Card had mentioned two different rates for AFS 

Ca rgo Handl ing. ISP, in its first proposal for AFS Cargo, proposed lower charges with 10% discount 

in applicable TSP Charges (as against full TSP charges for General Cargo). 

The ISP in its alternate proposal had proposed higher TSP charges (39% in FY 2022-23) for AFS 

Cargo, considering provision of separate dedicated AFS Cargo handling facility. However, the ISP 

did not submit any separate CAPEX/ OP EX for the dedicated AFS Cargo handling facility under its 

second scenario. 

6.3.12	 The Authority noted that handling 'Pallets from AFS' requires less activities on the part of CTO and 

same can be handled with slight modifications/additions in current infrastructure (viz. slave 

dollies/scissor lifts etc.), Therefore, CDCTM proposing higher TSP charges for AFS Cargo, on account 

of dedicated AFS Cargo handling facility, is not justified/ feasible at this juncture, due to very low 

volume expected from AFS Cargo during the Third Control Period. Therefore, the Authority proposed 

not to consider dedicated facility for AFS Cargo during the Third Control Period. 

Considering the above, and noting that ISP had not submitted any calculations/ justifications for 

proposing higher TS P charges applicable to AFS cargo, the Authority proposed not to consider higher 

TSP charges (under dedicated AFS Cargo Handling facility) during the Third Co ntrol Period. 

However, the Authority may revisit the issue relating to dedicated facility for AFS Cargo during the 

next Control Period, or even earlier, based on Annual Compliance Statement (AC S) to be submitted 

by the ISP, if AFS cargo volumes picks up & there is sizeable demand for AFS Cargo, justifying 

requirement for dedicated facility. 

6.4	 Authority's examination regarding TSP Charges on AFS Cargo at CP Stage 

6.4.1	 The Authority noted that in case of AFS Cargo handling, Cargo Terminal Operators were expected to 

perform fewer activities/ similar activities with lesser extent (refer para 6.3 .6 & 6.3.7) thereby saving 

on time and cost of manpower deployment. 

6.4.2	 The Authority was conscious of MoCA's policy initiative on AFS, which has larger national intent to 

strengthen and develop air cargo logistics in the country and same is expected to reduce the bottlenecks 

in air-cargo logistics and help in ease of doing business, particularly for exporters. AERA supported 

the progressive step taken by the Govt. and felt that AFS Cargo needed to be incentivized by way of 

lower charges vis-a-vis rates applicable to normal cargo (other than AFS Cargo). 

6.4.3 Considering the above and taking note of inputs received through extensive deliberations on the issue, 

the Authority proposed 30% lower TSP charges for BUPs/ ULDs pertaining to AFS Cargo, including 

Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special! Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc ., as compared to normal 

approved TSP charges applicable to other than AFS Cargo. 
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6.4.4 The Authority invited specific views/ comments of the Stakeholders on the proposals of the Authority 
regarding lower TSP charges proposed for AFS Cargo, particularly considering that AFS was a 
relatively new concept in Indian Civil Aviation. The Authority proposed to consider the views/ 
suggestions from the Stakeholders during the consultation process while issuing Tariff Order. 

6.4.5 The impact of lower TSP charges for AFS Cargo as proposed by the Authority, on ARR computations 
for Third Control Period, were discussed in subsequent chapters ofConsultation Paper relating to ARR 
& Revenue. 

Stakeholders Comments 

6.5	 ACAAI comments on AFS 

6.5.1	 "AERA vide Consultation Paper No 1212022 - 23 dated 14-11-2022 has proposed 30% lower T..,)P 

charges for BUPsl ULDs pertaining to AFS Cargo . including Perishable! Pharmaceuticals/ Speciall 

Valuabl e! Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal approved TSP charges applicable to other 

than AFS Cargo for the third control period (w.ef. 01-01-2023 to 31-03-2025). 

The above proposal ofA ERA. proposing 30% lower TSP charges has been perused by ACA AI and we 

are ofthe opinion that the same needs to be reviewed by AERA since. while proposing 30% lower TSP 

charges, AERA has not considered all the activities that will be carried out by AFS / 01' 
handling/processing ofthe international export cargo and has proposed a lumpsum reduct ion in the 

TSP charges to be levied by AFS. 

Based on the visit ofAERA team along with cargo expert from AAICLAS and both the CTOs at IGIA. 

Delhi to the facilities ofAFS Operator (Continental Carriers) in June, 2022, it is informed that 85% 

ofthe export. Air Cargo activities will be carried out at AFS premises. 

6.5.2	 It is recommended 85% reduction in the TSP charges for AFS cargo instead 0/ 30% reduction as 

recommended by AERA vide their above - mentioned Consultation paper. 

Since most ofthe ULDs built at AFS will be in consolidation form, the levy ofcommodity wise charges 

is not feasiblefor AFS cargo. AERA may be suggested to levy 'single rate' policy per kglULDfor AFS 

cargo for all type a/cargo to avoid duplication a/charges and avoid any confusion to the shippers. 

Globally, the single rate cargo handling policy is prevalent, irrespective ofthe type Inature ofcarg o. 

Since shippers are unwilling to pay TSP charges, twice, One each to AFS and CTO, shippers may be 

given the option to pay TSP charges t? AFS operator only who are physically handling the cargo and 

CTO may be permitted to handle loaded ULDs only as f orwarded by AFSfor the Airlines to be loaded 

in their respective Aircrafts. .. 

6.6	 FFFAI's comment regarding AFS 

6.6.1 "MoCA issued policy guidelines governing Air Freight Station vide OM no. A V. 1301110312013-ER 

dated 28th October, 2014 as AFS policy document, according to which, Airport Operators and Air 

Cargo Terminal operators shall accept palletized ULDs jar bulk cargo in case 0/ exports from an 

approved AFSfacility andfacilitate its transfer to the Airside. They shall not insist on levying of'full 

TSP charges on consignments/cargo meantfor/receivedfrom AFS (particularly in respect ofreadyj ar 

carriage conditions export cargo) for its transfer from land to air-side and vice versa since no value 

addition is contemplated at the Airport terminal. AERA while approving the TSP charges shall give a 

break up oftransit, storage and processing charges. ._-. 
..\~ . l' ~i "4j """~,,, 
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6.6.2 AERA has proposed 30% lower TSP charges j ar BUPs/ ULD pertaining to A1"S Cargo including 

Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal 

approved TSP charges applicable to other than A1"S Cargo for the third control period (w.e.f. -01

2023 to 3/ - 03-2025). The above proposal of AERA. has been perused by 1"1"1"AI and we are of the 

op inion that the same needs to be reviewed since AERA has not considered all the activities that will 

be carried out by A1"8for handling/process ing ofthe international export cargo and has proposed a 

lump sum reduction in the TSP charges to be levied by A1"S. Also, since shippers are unwilling to pay 

TSP charges twice. one each to A1"Sand e TO, shippers may be given the option to pay TSP charges 

to A1"S operator only who are physically handling the cargo and CTO may be permitted to handle 

loaded ULDs as General Cargo only and not as Perishable and/or Pharma separately forwarded by 

A1"S for the Airlines to befurther loaded in their respective Aircrafts . 

6.6.3	 1"1"FA/'s comment regarding single rate fOr all tvpe of services/ activities: Since most of the ULDs 

built at AFS will be in consolidation f orm, the levy of commodity wise charge not f easible f or AFS 

cargo. In order to have complete transparency ofthe levy ofcharges on handling of both international 

and domestic by the eTO and avoid duplication in levy ofthe charges. FFJ<AJ is ofthe opinion that 

eTO may be advised to have a single "rate per kg/ULD" policy l or handling of all (we ofA FS cargo 

f or the levy on shippers /consigneeis) , which will include all activities/services required to be 

performed/provided for handling of both International (Export/Import) and Domestic 

(Inbound/Outbound) cargo at their Cargo Terminal. irrespective ofnature/type of cargo . This policy 

will avoid duplication ofcharges and any confusion to the shippers It will also avoid levy of ambiguous 

charges viz., Misc. charges/activities, Quick ramp transfer. customs facilitation f ee. express delivery 

etc. Even globally , the single rate cargo handling policy is prevalent. irrespective ofthe type /nature 

ofcargo. " 

6.7	 Board of Airlines (India) N.R. comments regarding AFS 

6.7.1	 "We should promote AFS stations to minimize the cost. We would suggest a 75% decrease in the 

handling charges for buildup units orfix up per unit cost . The buildup will further decrease the dwell 

time . This will also increase our visibility to international market for ease ofdoing business. " 

6.8	 Continental Carriers Pvt. Ltd. (CCPL)'s Comments on various aspects of AFS Cargo 

6.8.1 The Continental Carriers Pvt. Ltd. (AFS Operator) submitted the following comments: 

"The policy guidelines governing Air Freight Station, common and binding on all stakeholders 

concerned in the supply chain of International Air Cargo operations such as Airlines. Air Cargo 

Terminal operators, Airport Operators. Freight Forwarders / Customs Brokers, Exporters / Importers 

and all regulatory organizations was issued by MoCA vide OM no. A V 13011103/2013-ER dated 28th 

October. 2014 as AFS policy document. according to which. 

Airport operators and Air cargo Terminal operators shall accept palletized ULDs for bulk cargo in 

case ofexports from an approved AFSfacility andfacilitate its transfer to the Airside. They shall not 

insist on levying offull TSP charges on consignments/cargo meant for /receivedfrom AFS (particularly 

in respect ofreadyfor carriage conditions export cargo) for its transferfrom land to air-side and vice 

versa since no value addition is contemplated at the Airport terminal. AERA while approving the TSP 

charges shall give a break up oftransit, Storage and processing charges. 

MoCA vide letter no. AV-130lJ/03/2013-ER dated l l th April. 2022 to the AERA conveyed that the 

matter regarding the determination ofTSP charges to be chargedfrom AFS by DIAL/CTOs be referred 

to AERA for appropriate order as per the provi~e AERA Act. 2008. 
/A),t\l M?l]:r~ 
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6.8.2 AFS TSP charges recommended to be levied as per the said consultation paper is based on nature of 
the cargo being handled. Charges are diff erent l or valuable, Hazardous. Valuable and Perishable 
cargo. (Reference Tarifffor Export cargo at Page 96 of the consultation paper) . 

In this regardf ollowing is submitted: 

•	 AFS operator will deliver the loaded ULDs. 06-12 hours bef ore the STA of the flight as per the 
respective Airlines SOP. after due security check fulfilm ent process. 

•	 Since most of the ULDs built at AFS will be in consolidation form , the levy 01 commodity wise 

charges is not feasible lor AFS cargo. AERA may be suggested to levy 'single rate' policy per 

kg/ULD for AFS cargo lor all type of cargo to avoid duplication of charges and avoid any 
confu sion to the shippers. Globally , the single rate cargo handling policy is prevalent, irrespective 

ofthe type /nature ofcargo. 

6.8.3 Since shippers are unwilling to pay TSP charges. twice. one each to AFS and CTO, Further, in order 

to have better understanding and an insight ofA ir Cargo Handling pro cedure/ mechanism at Cargo 

Terminals & to assess the infrastructure available at the Delhi AFS. AERA team along with cargo 

expertfrom AAICLAS visited the fa cilities 01AFS Operator (Continental Carriers) and both the CTOs 

at IGIA. Delhi. in June. 2022. 

6.8.4	 The AERA team. after visiting thefacilities 0/AFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and onsite 
interactions with the Service Providers fe lt that after operationalization o.l'AFS policy . there would he 

maximum activities, which will be done at AFS/ clcility itselflike offloading of the export cargo fro m 

the trucks. customs examination/clearance. X-ray scanning of Cargo & palletization/Ul.D built-up etc. 
However. there will be very fe w ofother activities which will continued to be undertaken by the CTOs 
at their terminalsfor AFS Cargo. 

6.8.5 Considering the above and taking note 0.1' inputs received through extensive deliberations on the issue. 
the AERA unilaterally proposing 30% lower TSP chargesfor BUPs/ ULDs pertaining to AFS Cargo. 

including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to 
normal approved TSP charges applicable to other than AFS Cargo. 

6.8.6	 The abov e proposal of AERA. proposing 30% lower TSP charges has been perused by us and we are' 

of the opinion that the same is not acceptable and needs to be reviewed by AERA lor the following 
reasons: 

•	 As per para-D (IV) of the AFS Policy document, AERA. while approving the TSP charges shall 

give the breakup of Transit, Storage andprocessing charges. which. in the saidconsultation paper 
has not been provided. 

•	 With the commissioning of the AFS there will be division 0/ the processes lor handling ofboth 
export and Import cargo at both AFS and Air Cargo Terminals. M/s CCPL will be handling only 

export cargo initially. 

•	 While proposing 30% lower TSP charges, AERA has not considered all the activities that will be 

carried out by AFSlor handling/processing ofthe international export cargo and has proposed a 

lump sum reduction in the TSP charges to be levied by AFS. 

•	 The detailed activities which will be carried out at AFS. earlier being carried out by Air Cargo 
Terminalfor both export is as follows: 
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Sr No 

1 

2 

EXPORT PROCESS 

Payment ofCustoms Cost recovery 

charges 

Carting order to Agent 

Presently done by Later through AFS 

Agency Terminal AFS Terminal 

Operator Operator Operator 

Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

Airlines ./ ./ X 

3 TSP Charges receipt Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

4 Gate checking a/ goods/docs Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

Docs receipt of 'goods Term inal Operator ./ ./ X 

5 

a) Goods to be offloadedfrom 

trucks 

b) Weight check ofGoods 

Terminal Operator 

Terminal Operator 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

X 

X 

'-7 Truck Dock (I'D) Entry Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

6 Cargo X ray /screening Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Packages brought for examination 

aft er locating from lot as per 

Customs requirement 

Opening and repacking of boxes 

Repairing and proper stacking of 

boxes after customs examination 

Warehouse location given to agents 

on AWBs and other docs 

Terminal Operator 

Terminal Operator 

Terminal Operator 

Terminal Operator 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

X 

X 

X 

11 Docs handed over to Airlin es Terminal Operator ./ ./ X 

12 ULD (BUP) offloading and location Terminal Operator X ./ ./ 

•	 As these act ivities will be carried out at AFS and 85% of the ab ove-mentioned activities will be 

carried out at AFS premises, hence it is recommended 85% reduction in the TSP charges for AFS 

cargo instead 0/ 30% reduction as recommended by AERA vide their above-mentioned 

Consultation paper. 

6.8.7 Further it may also be noted that: 

•	 Customs cost recovery charges are velY high . which is required to he paid by the AFS ope rator 

lor the customs deployment at the AFSpremise, the operational costs are considerable high with 

manpower deployment on 24X7 basis for acceptance 0/30-40 MT ofexport cargo daily. 

•	 AFS ope rator invest considerable amount for the infrastructure creation and deployment of 

manpower/or handling 30-40 MT ofcargo per day. 

•	 Most of the activities are being carried out at AFS and Air Cargo Operator has velY minuscule 

role ofonly transferring ofthe goods to/from Airlines. ' 

• ,..4./ . ..........~
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•	 The operationalization of AFS requires fulfilment ofBCAS regulations / or which sufficient nos 0/ 
X ray scanning machines. ETD s and other security equipment are required to be positioned along 

with train ed BCAS approved security personnel. This enta ils considerable capital to be invested. 

•	 AFS operators are required to be RA/RA 3 compliant/ or which BCAS approved security screeners 

are required to be positioned at the AFS and RA/RA3 validations are required to be carried out 

at regular intervals through the BCAS security validators. 

•	 Acquiring RiI/RA3 credentials/or the AFS. in itselfinvolves huge investment. 

6.8.8 Recommendations/ sugges tions by M/s Continental Carriers Pvt. Ltd.: 

•	 CTO may be advised to accept 'single rate' TSP charges/or cargo handling activities irrespective 

a/type/nature ofcargo , since the single SUP may contain mixed cargo. 

•	 C'I'Omay charge Rs 1250/- per pallet (up to 1500 kgs) and 50% ofthe General cargo (irrespective 

ofnature ofcargo) TSP charges for pallets more than 1500 kgs [t'Iotal weight o.f the pallet 

1500 kgs) X 50% ofGeneral Cargo TSP rate}. 

• These charges. as recommended above will not bring a loss to C' I'O w.r.t handling 0/ AFS cargo. 

•	 The export cargo volume handled by CTO will be increased since AFS will be tapping the market 

outside Delhi fo r exporting the cargo from IGIA thro ugh AFS, which. presently is being diverted 

to other Airports. 

6.9	 CDCTM's response to comme nts of ACAAI, FFFAI and CCPL: CD CTM has submitted its 

detailed response on various issues raised by the Stakeholders which are as under: 

6.9.1 CDCTM's response on the comments of ACAAI: 

"The processes f or handling 0/ cargo at terminal in ge neral is same for all types o.l cargo, with 

variations/or special cargo. Phy sical handling requirements on the city side (irresp ect ive ofthe cargo 

type) remains the.same viz ojj loading of cargo from trucks, the respective ULD acceptance checks and 

thereafter the transf er ofthe accepted ULD/ consignments to the airside etc. after necessary processing 

within the wareh ouse and also in the Warehouse Handling IT system. 

With regard to AFS, ther e will be investment required/or regular handling o/ULD i.e. palletized export 

cargo comingfro m AFS in terms ofboth CAP E.X and aPEX The CAPEX investments will be/or asse ts 

such as Battery-Operated Tractors, Pallet Dolly. Scissor lifts. weighing scale, HHT & Castor/Ball 

Decks etc, details of which is already submitted to AERA vide our letter no. 

CELEBI/DELlCFO/2019/06/105 dated 7th June 2019. 

There will also be direct aPEX requirements such as expenses to address additional manpower 

requirement, deployment and servicing of equipment , infrastructure repair & maintenance 

requirements. IT, admin andutility expenses. 

Commodity wise handling requirement is defined by general industry practice and specifically by 

respective Airline who's transporting the cargo. Not only such handling requirements are different but 

even the infrastructure & facility required is defined, case in point is with regard to Perishable 

handling, which has a dedicated temp erature-controlled terminal/storage units with its set of 

requirements including industry certifications liked CDP, CEIV etc . 
.~_ ..-: ~;. . t~, 
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Mix loading of general cargo and special cargo as a standard prac tice isn 't permitted due to diff erent 

handling requirements, they have to be processed separately as mentioned above and charged 

accordingly. This is an industry practice. 

Notwithstanding aforesaid. Celebi shall handle the build ULD as per instructions received from the 

AFS op erator that is to say ifthe ULD is to be handled from the general cargo warehouse or would it 

need special handling and as such must be handled at our dedicated temperat ure-controlledfacility 

for handling of perishables and temperature sensitive consignments. Theref ore. we would request 

Authority to restrict the reduction to 10% instead ofproposed 30%. 

We are not aware o/ AFS operator 's TSP charge to shipp er and cost structure ofAFS operator.
 

Our TSP charge is to AFS operator thatfor the handling as defined above.
 

Please note there will also be considerable apex requirements such as expenses to address additional
 

manpower requirement , deployment and servicing a/equipment. Infrastructure repair & maintenance
 

requirements. IT. admin and utility expenses.
 

There will be investment for handling ofpalletized export cargo coming from AFS ill terms 0/ both 

Cap ex and opex. The capex investments will be f or assets such as Bat tery-Operated Tractors. Pallet 

Dolly, Scissor Wis. Weighing scale. HHT & Castor/Ball Decks etc. " 

6.9.2 CDCTM's response on the comments ofFFFAI: 

"Product wise handling requirement is defin ed by general industry practice and specifically by 

respective Airline who's transporting the cargo. Not only such handling requirements are different but 

even the infrastructure & facility required is defined. case in point is with regard to Perishable 

handling. which has a dedicated temperature controlled terminal/storage units with its set of 

requirements including industry certifications like CDP, CEIVetc. 

Mix loading of general cargo and sp ecia l cargo as a standard practice isn't permitted due to different 

handling requirements. they have to be processed separately as mentioned above and charged 

accordingly. This is industry practice! 

At the outset, we would like to state that handling of ULDs from AFS involves no less effort for the 

terminal operator. 

The tariffchart is similar since inception and our utmost endeavor is to be transparent and to provide 

complete clarity on charges. Delay on part a/the CTO is something abnormal in nature and will be 

dealt on a case to case basis depending on the merit a/each case. " 

6.9.3 CDCTM's response on the comments of CCPL: 

AFS policy was created with a view to reach out to hinterland region of the country besides 

decongesting the congested air cargo terminals in some gateway internal airport that/ace high dwell 

times. As a general situation, at Celebi Delhi Cargo there are no real congestion issues. 

The scope of activities and resources required to handle cargo from AFS is no different to that of 

general cargo otherwise received loose. 

In this regard/allowing is the scope of activity required /01' AFS units and comparison to the loose 

cargo handling. 
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Particulurs A FS Cargo Loose cargo vs A FS 

S 
No 

Activity 

1 Dedicated Truck Dock at 
Cargo Terminalfor AFS 
Cargo 

2 Weight Volume check as per 
the instructions of Airline 

3 Acceptance ofAFS Cargo at 
the Cargo Terminal 

4 Unloading ofBUP from the 
Truck at the Acceptance 
Truck Dock 

. 
5 Transf er BUPF om Truck 

dock to Sterile Area at the 
Terminal 

6 Storage in Sterile Pallet 
Handling System 

7 Data interface & exchange 

8 Documentation 

9 Special Equipment 

Charges 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

TSP 

T..')P 

Charged by 

A FS CTO 
vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

vi 

Paid by 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

AFS 
Operator 

Process Diff 

Same effort. Truck slo ts 
call be booked in 
advance 
Activity will not be 
perform ed; how ever, 
pallet condition checks 
are to be undertaken to 
meet Airline 
requirement. 
ULD acceptance check 
will need to be 
performed as such it 
entails the same effort 
Greater care and 
expertise to handle the 
built ULDs is required 
vis a vis handling of 
lose consignment.s; 
boxes. 
Greater care and 
expertise to handle the 
built ULDs is required 
vis a vis handling of 
lose consignments; 
boxes. 
Same effort 

Sam e effort 

Sam e effort 

Extra /or AFS Cargo 
Slave dolly, Scissor lift, 
weighing scale etc. 

Note: 11 is clarifiedthat Screening & build-up chargesare notpart q(TSP and have never heen. 

Notwithstanding above. we have in our tariffsubmission alr eady offered a discount. 

Our AFS handling tariffpolicy is simple, consistent and in tune with warehouse handling system and 

one which avoids complicated tariffstructure. 

We are not aware ofAFS operator's TSP charge to shipper and cost structure ofAFS operator. Our 

TSP charge is to AFS operator that f or the handling as defined above. 

Please note there will be direct opex requirements such as expenses to address additional manpower 

requirement, deployment and servicing of equipment. Infrastructure repair & maintenance -requirements, IT admin and utility expenses. .' ..~ . 
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There will be investment for handling ofpallet ized export cargo coming from AFS in terms of both 

Capex and opex . The capex investments will be / 0 1' assets such as Batter y-Operated Tractors, Pallet 

Dolly. Scissor lifts, Weighing scale, HHT & Castor/Ball Decks etc. 

Comm odity wise handling requirement is defined by general industry practice and specifically by 

respecti ve Airline who's transp orting the cargo. Not only such handling requ irements are different but 

even the infrastructure & facility required is defined. case in point is with regard to Perishable 

handling, which has a dedicated temperature controlled terminal/storage units with its set of 

requirements including industry certifications like CDP, CEI V etc, 

Mix loading a/ general cargo and special cargo as a standard practice isn't permitted due to different 

handling requirements, they have to be processed separately as mentioned above and charged 

accordingly. This is industry practice. 

Notwithstanding afo resaid, Celebi shall handle the build ULD as per instructions received from the 

AFS operator that is to say (l the ULD is to be handled from the general cargo wareh ouse or would 

need special handling and as such must be handled at our dedicated temperature-controlled facility 

for handling of perishables and temperature sensitive consignments. 

Fur the reason we have outlined above in terms of resource, handling requirements, our proposed 

discount we believe is/air and put up for favorable consideration. 

6.9.4 CDCTM's response on the comments of BAR: 

Our AFS handling tariffpolicy is simple, consistent and in tune with warehouse handling system and 

one which avoids complicated tariffstructure. 

We are not aware olAFS operator's TSP charge to shipper and cosI structure ofAFS operator. 

Our TSP charge is to AFS operator that Jar the handling as defined above. 

Please note there will be direct opex requirements sucli as expenses to address additional manpower 

requirement, deployment and servicing of equipment. Infrastructure repair & maintenance 

requirements, IT, admin and utility expenses. 

There will be investment for handling ofpalletized export cargo coming from AFS in terms oj both 

Capex and opex. The capex investments will befor assets such as Battery-Operated Tractors, Pallet 

Dolly, Scissor lifts, Weighing scale, HHT & Castor/Ball Decks etc. 

Commodity wise handling requirement is defined by general industry practice and specifically by 

respective Airline who's transporting the cargo. Not only such handling requirements are different but 

even the infrastructure & facility required is defined, case in point is with regard to Perishable 

handling, which has a dedicated temperature controlled terminal/storage units with its set of 

requirements including industry certifications liked CDP, CEIV etc. 

The understanding that introduction ofan additional link in the air cargo Supply Chain will reduce/ 

minimize costs isfundamentallyflawed' 

The aforesaid notwithstanding the physical handling requirements for all types oj cargo. on the city 

side (irresp ective of the cargo type) remains Ihe-.f~f!!€...J!.!.Z offloading of cargo from trucks, the 
»".""'\~:f<li Hr,'i4'fl.. "... 
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acceptance checks for build ULDs and thereaft er the transfer 0/ the accepted consignments to the 
airside etc. 

It is not out ofplace to mention here that the handling of odd sized and heavy density consignments on 
a regular basis entails a substantially higher investments! costs (for procurement. Ops & maintenance 
ofheavy material handling equipment etc.) as also higher risks. 

As such any representation being made regarding fixing of a lower! discounted TSP rates for built 
ULDs (OOD-odd and oversized dimensions! HEA consignment- heavy consignments) is untenable: 

6.10 Authority's Analysis on the comments of Stakeholders regarding AFS 

6.10.1 The Authority notes the comments of ACAAI, FFFAI, BAR (I) N.R and CCPL proposing further 
lowering ofTSP charges by 75% to 85% in respect of AFS Cargo, on the grounds that there are various 
activities performed by the AFS Operator for handling/processing of the international export cargo. 
On the other hand, the ISP in its response submitted that the TSP charges on AFS Cargo may be 
lowered to the extent of 10% only, as against 30% lower TSP charges proposed in the Consultation 
Paper. As per the ISP, the processes for handling of cargo at terminal in general is same for all types 
ofcargo, with variations for special cargo, physical handling requirements on the city side (irrespective 
of the cargo type) remains the same viz oftloading of cargo from trucks, the respective ULD acceptance 
checks and thereafter the transfer of the accepted ULD/ consignments to the airside etc. after necessary 
checks and processing within the warehouse. 

6.10.2 As regard to the activities to be performed by the AFS operator after operationalization of AFS policy, 
the Authority feels that CCPL in its comments (refer para 6.8.4) has wrongly inferred the views of 
AERA team which visited the facilities of CTOs & the AFS Operator and quoted "The AERA team, 
after visiting the fa cilities ofAFS Operator & Cargo Terminal Operators and onsite interactions with 
the Service Providers felt that after operationalization of AFS policy, there would be maximum 
activities, which will be done at AFS facility ... ": however, it can be seen from the views of AERA 
team as indicated in the subject CP, that they nowhere mentioned that after operationalization of AFS 
policy, maximum activities would be done at AFS, as inferred by the CCPL. 

Similarly, ACAAI has also misinterpreted the views of AERA team. It is pertinent to mention that 
AERA team during their visit to facilities of CTOs & AFS Operator in June, 2022 neither interacted 
with ACAAI nor said/opined that 85% of the export cargo activities will be carried out at AFS premises 
(after operationalization of AFS Policy), as inferred by the ACAAI (in para no.6.5.1). 

It may be pointed out that irrespective of what activities are being done by AFS Operator at AFS 
facility, from the viewpoint of AERA's Tariff Determination exercise, the important issue is what 
services are being provided by the CTOs while handling the Cargo received from the AFS. In this 
background, the Authority after analyzing the comments of Stakeholders and the response of ISP 
thereon observes that the nature of activities and efforts required to handle the Cargo Shipments from 
AFS is slightly lesser at CTO level. but at the same time CTO is required to perform certain activities 
that seems to be mandatory, irrespective of whether such activities is also undertaken at AFS facility. 
It is re-iterated that even in case of BUPs/ ULDs with prior security clearance at AFS, there will be 
number of activities/ processes as listed below which are required to be performed at the Cargo 
Terminal: .. ~ "i;~~?,..... 
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(a) Acceptance of Built-up-Pallet! ULOs at city-side of Cargo Terminal, 

(b) Unloading of Pallets! ULDs from trucks at truck dock area, 

(c)Transferring! moving Cargo to Storage Racks! Security Hold Area (SHA), 

(d)Transporting of Cargo from Built-up Station! SHA to Cargo Release Bays, 

(e) Shifting ULDs! BUPs from Release Bay to Ground Handler's Dollies, digital messages to 
customer's airlines etc. 

The Authority notes that CDCTM in its response has also indicated the details of activities which, as 
per ISP, are required to be undertaken at Cargo Terminal for processing of Cargo originating from AFS 
(refer Para 6.9.3) However, the major activities that are not required to be undertaken by the C'I'O at 
Cargo Terminal, after operationalization of AFS Policy, are "X-Ray screening of Cargo and 
Palletization!ULD Build-Up" and charges for these activities are anyway not levied to Shippers! 
Agents and same are recovered by C'l'Os from the Airlines. 

At the same time, the Authority doesn't find any merit in view of the CDCTM that 10% lower TSP 
charges may be levied to AFS Operator (as against 30% lower TSP charges proposed at CP stage) as 
ISP is required to incur additional Opex & Capex for handling of AFS Cargo. In this regard, the 
Authority is of the view that CTOs, with slight modifications! additions in available infrastructure! 
equipment at Cargo Terminals, can handle AFS Cargo and there is no need for having major CAPEX! 
OPEX for handling AFS Cargo at present, considering the projected AFS Cargo volumes. Further, at 
present, there is no requirement of having dedicated facility also for handling AFS Cargo, due to 
meagre AFS Cargo volume projected for the Third Control Period. 

6.10.3 As regard to the views of stakeholders that in the present proposal for processing of AFS Export Cargo, 
Shippers!Agents would be required to pay TSP Charges twice once to AFS Operator and again to 
CTOs; therefore, Shippers may be given the option to pay TSP charges to AFS operator only who is 
physically handling the Cargo, in this regard the Authority's stand is clear that TSP charges levied by 
the CTO would be payable by AFS Operator only and same are not intended to be recovered from 
Shippers!Agents. ISP in its counter comments has also affirmed above stand. 

6.10.4	 So far as comments of CCPL relating to operating expenses and investments made by AFS Operator 
for processing of Cargo at its facility, the Authority is of the view that such matters are business 
decisions of the AFS Operator and regulator has no role into it. 

6.10.5 The Authority also notes that various stakeholders have given comments on further reducing the rates 
for the Cargo of AFS without giving any justification for the same; for instance, BAR(I)-N.R in its 
comments requested for lowering of TSP Charges on AFS Cargo to the extent of 75%, without 
furnishing any reasons!justifications thereof. Further, what AFS Operator charges from the 
stakeholders at AFS facility is a business decision between them and it is beyond regulatory framework 
of AERA. AERA is mandated to determine the Tariff for the services being provided at the major 
airports and thus decides the Tariff for CTOs. 

6.I0.6 The Authority notes the comments of the Stakeholders relating to requirement of "Single TSP Rate" 
for processing of AFS Cargo considering that most of the ULDs built at AFS will be in consolidated 
form, the levy of commodity wise charges is not feasible for AFS cargo. Stakeholders further suggested 
to levy 'single rate' policy for all type of cargo. Sta.ke h.9. I9J:.~ also highlighted that globally single rate 
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cargo handling policy is prevalent, irrespective of the type /nature of cargo. However, CCPL has not 
furnished any documentary evidence as part of their comments on CP in support of their contention 
relating to prevalence of "Single rate for all types of Cargo". 

In this regard, the Authority agrees with the views of CDCTM that commodity wise handling 
requirement is defined by general industry practice and specifically by respective Airline who 
transports the cargo. As per the ISP, not only such handling requirements are different but even the 
infrastructure & facility required is defined, like in case of Perishable handling, which has a dedicated 
temperature-controlled terminal/storage units with its set of requirements, including industry 
certifications liked GOP, CEIV etc. ISP further submitted that mix loading of general cargo and special 
cargo as a standard practice is not permitted due to different handling requirements, they have to be 
processed separately and charged accordingly. 

Considering the above, the Authority feels that current industry practice of handing different category 
of cargo separately, depending the its specific handling requirements is logical. For instance, it may 
not be appropriate to compare handling of Hazardous/ Perishable Cargo with the General Cargo's 
Handling. Further, the industry practice of levy of charges accordingly to nature of Cargo and its 
handling requirement is also logical and rational. 

As regard to the comments of CCPL and FFFAI regarding segregation of charges pertaining to AFS 
Cargo into "transit, storage and processing charges", the Authority believes that TSP charges levied by 
CTOs at Cargo terminals relates to "Terminal Storage and Processing Charges" and it is a composite 
charge. 

6.10.7 Considering the views of Stakeholders & response of ISP thereon, as discussed above, and in order to 
successfully operationalize the AFS policy of Govt. of India, the Authority decides to maintain the 
same view regarding levy of 30% lower TSP Charges to the Cargo pertaining to approved AFS, as 
taken at CP Stage. 

6.10.8	 Further, it may be pointed out that with this Tariff Order we are making a beginning on the Tariff for 
AFS concept in the country and in the coming years all stakeholders shall learn from the experience 
and further refinements can be brought to the same in future. 

6.10.9 The Authority notes that Civil Aviation Sector has still not fully recovered from the adverse impact of 
Covid pandemic and still there is no trend line in the Cargo Traffic. Further, the Authority feels that at 
this juncture, it is difficult to realistically assess the Cargo Volumes likely to be generated from AFS 
Cargo. Therefore, the Authority decides to consider TSP rates for AFS Cargo initially, as indicated 
above, for a period of2 years i.e. up to 31.03.2025. Thereafter, the Authority based on review of actual 
figures for the period up to FY 2024-25 pertaining to Cargo Volumes and other pertinent aspects, will 
consider TSP rates for AFS Cargo applicable to FY 2025-26 (Tariff year 5 of the Control Period). 

6.1 I Authority's Decision regarding TSP Charges on AFS Cargo 

Based on the material before it and its analysis, the Authority decides to consider 30% lower TSP 
Charges for AFS Cargo (Export & Import Cargo), including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special/ 
Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo for the Third Control Period (w.e.f. 16.01 .2023 to 31.03.2025). 
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CHAPT ER 7: AGGREGATE RE VE NUE RE Q UIREMENT (ARR) 

7.1	 ARR projected by CDCTM for the Third Control Period 

7.1.1	 As per MYTP submi ssion, CDCTM has projected Aggregate Revenue Requirement (ARR) for the 

Third Contro l Period and has proposed followi ng % increase in Tariff Rates: 

I. 12% Tariff increase in FY 2022-23 

II. 6% Tariff increase in FY 2023-24 

iii.	 7% Tariff increase in FY 2024-25 

IV.	 6% Tariff increase in FY 2025-26. 

Table 18: Aggregate Revenue Requirement as per CDCTM for the 3rt ! Control Period 
(~ in Crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Regulatory Asset Base (A) 141.90 167.88 198.25 229.05 246.98 

FRoR (B) 15.21% 15.25% 15.46% 15.06% 15.29% 

Return on RAB (C) = (A*B) 21. 58 25.60 30.65 34.49 37.76 150.09 

Security Depo sit (D) 186.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 

Rate of Return on SO (%) (E) 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Return on SO (F) = (D*E) 9.32 10.27 10.27 10.27 10.27 50.39 

OP EX (G) 422.68 441.71 456.94 458.06 442 .94 2222.3 3 

Depreciation (H) 17.08 20.67 25.88 3 1.95 38.2 1 133.79 

Tax (I) 35.42 22.5 8 10.86 - - 75.94 
Aggregate Revenue 
Requirement (C+F+G+H+I) 

506.08 520.83 534.60 534.77 529.18 2625.46 

7.1.2	 As per its ARR projection, CDCTM submitted Tariff card for the Third Control Period as per 

Annexure-IV of CPo 

7.1.3	 The Authority notes from the ARR Table above that ISP has not indicated Present Value (PV) of ARR 

and not shown PV of Revenues at current Tariff & after Tariff increase. 

7.1.4 CDCTM, in its submission considered Cost of Equity @ 16% and Cost of Debt as 9% and computed 

the FRoR as follows: 

Table 19: FRoR as per CDCTM submission for the Third Control Period 

Financial Year 
FY FY FY FY FY 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 

Equity (~ in cro res) (A) 400.16 444 .94 455.37 439.41 390.83 

Debt (~ in crores) (B) 51.01 53.2 38.36 67.97 44 .25 254.79 

Total (Debt + Equity) ( ~ 
451.17 498 .14 493.73 507.38 435 .08 2385 .50 

in crores) (C) =(A+B ) 

Gearing 11 .3% 10.7% 7.8% 13.4% 10.2% 

Pre-tax cost of Debt 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 

Post-tax cost of Equity 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 

FRoR 15.21% 15.25ro. .···-!S.4()% 15.06% 15.29% 
f:,,-~ '.M '8'" ' '/~~>' /
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7.2 Authority' s Examination on ARR for the Third Control Period at Consultation Stage: 

7.2. 1 The Authority computed ARR for CDCTM in respect of Third Control Period considering FRoR 
worked out below. 

7.2.2 The Authority noted that ISP in its submission has considered Y- 0 - Y FRoR ranging between 15.1 % to 
15.5% for the Third Control Period, with a mix of Cost of Equity @ 16% and Cost of Debt @ 9%. 

7.2.3 The Authority, for the purpose of computation of FRoR, has considered the Cost of Debt @ 9% as 
proposed by the ISP and proposed to consider Cost of Equity @ 14% for the Third Control Period. 
which is consistent with the AERA's approach in respect of Cost of Equity in the case of other ISPs. 
Accordingly, the Authority proposed to consider FRoR @ 13.47% for computation of Return on RAB 
in respect of CDCTM for the Third Control Period as per Table given below: 

Table 20: FRoR calculated by the Authority in respect of CDCTM for the Third Control Period 
at CP stage 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Equity (~ in crores) (A) 

Debt (~ in crores) (B) 

Total (Debt + Equity) 
(~ in crores) (C) = (A+B) 

Gearing (G) =(B/C) 

400.16 

51.01 

451.17 

11.30% 

444.94 

53.2 

498.14 

10.70% 

455.37 

38.36 

493.73 

7.80% 

439.41 

67.97 

507.38 

13.40% 

390.83 

44.25 

435.08 

10.20% 

254.79 

2385.50 

Cost of Equity (Ke) 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 

Cost of Debt (Kd) 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 

Weighted Average 
Gearing 
(WG) = {Is T~ I 
(C*G)!ysT_IC} 
FRoR = {(WG*Kd) + 
( I-WG)*Kc } 

10.68% 

13.47% 

7.2.4 The Authority, while computing ARR for CDCTM in respect of Third Control Period, had considered 
the AFS Cargo Volumes based on submission of ISP. As regard to volume attributing to AFS facility, 
the Authority noted that AFS concept is new to Indian Aviation Sector and it will take some time to 
establish the market for AFS. The Authority noted that the MoCA's AFS policy has a wider national 
intent to strengthen Air Cargo Logistics Infrastructure in the Country. In order to create an enabling 
environment for developing Air Cargo logistics, the Authority felt that the concept of AFS needs to be 
inccntivized. 

Considering the above. and taking into account that CTO in case of AFS Cargo is required to perform 
fewer activities/similar activities with lesser extent, as compared to General Cargo because AFS Cargo 
will be received in palletized/ ULD form with prior Security Clearance. The Authority, accordingly, 
proposed 30% lower TSP charges for BUPs/ ULDs pertaining to AFS Cargo, including Perishable/ 
Pharmaceuticals/ Speciall Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo etc., as compared to normal approved TSP 

charges applicable to "Other than AFS Cargo". .>, ." .'::.:.<:7 ...... ')-i's- \ 
. ~a. ' 'Z~;1l\ 
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7.2.5 The Auth ority, after review and ana lysis of various regulatory building blocks, as disc ussed in previous 

chapters, including AFS Cargo Volumes, computed Aggregated Revenue Requirement for CDCTM in 

respect of Third Control Period as per Tab le given below: 

Ta ble 21: ARR proposed for CDCTM by the Authority for the Third Control Period at CP stage 

(~ in Crores) 
FY FY 

FY FY2022-23 2022-23 FY FY 
TotalParticulars 

2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 
months) 

2021-22 (First 9 (Next 3 
months)
 

Average RAB (Refer Table 8)
 246.98167.88 167.88 198.25 229.05 141.90 

26.70 30.85 33.27 132.51 19.11 16.93 5.64 Return on RAB @ 13.47% (A) 

O&M Expenses (B) 
263.55 282 .99 297.68 1293.27 210 .34 179.04 59.68

(Refer Table 13) 
Concession Fees (C) 

177.36 143.11 932 .08 212 .34 150.55 50.18 198.55
(Refer Table 13) 

5.17 31.95 38.21 133.78 17.08 15.50 25 .87 Depreciation (D) (Ref er Table 6) 

Tax @ 25.168% (E) 0.00 69.64 34.94 16.19 13.11 0.005.40 
(Refer Table 26) 

205.36 20 5.36 205 .36 205.36 205 .36 186.36 Security Depo sit 

Return on SO @ 5% (F) 10.27 50.399.32 7.70 2.57 10.27 10.27 
(Refer Table 9) 

Aggregate Revenu e Requirement 522.53 2611.67128.63 538.05 533.43503.13 385.90
(A+B+C+D+E+F) = (G)
 

Discount Rate @ 13.47%
 0.13 470.1 347 0.1 347 0.1347 0.1 347 0.1347 

1.00 0.78 0.68 PV Factor 1.13 0.881.00 

474.18 414.30 357.66 2331.57 385.90 128.63570.90PVof ARR(H) 
Proposed Revenue at current Tariff 

331. 82 120.66 479 .21 423.5 1 2228.86 
Table 25) (i) 
AFS revenue with proposed TSP 
rates for AFS Cargo at current Tariff 

511.26 362 .40 (Excluding re venuefrom AFS as per 

0.63 1.94 
(Refer Table 24)(ii) 
Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services 

0.14 0.57 0.60- -

62.09 59 .85 71.84 50.28 16.76 64.48 325.29 
(refer Table 23) ......... .. .......... (iii)
 

Total Revenue.....(iv) = (i + ii + iii)
 486.19 392.29412.68 137.56 544.26 2556.08583.10 

137.56 479.65 377.61 268.51 2337.65661.64 412.68PV of Total Revenue 

7.2.6	 The Authority computed PV of ARR as ~ 2,331.57 crores in respect of CDCTM for the yd Control 

Period as indicated in the Table above. 

7.2.7	 The Authority, considering the ARR computation as per the above Table, noted that PV of Revenues 

at current Tariff rates was more than PV of ARR; therefore, proposed not to consider Tariff increase/ 

decrease for CDCTM at this juncture. 

7.2.8	 The Tariff Rates (prevailing on 31.03.2021), as approved by the Authority vide Order no. 03/2019-20 

dated 22.04.2019 for the Second Control Period, which have been extended by AERA, from time-to

time on ad-hoc basis, were proposed to continue up to the end of FY 2024-25 (tariff year 4 of the Third 
'v 
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Control Period). However, the Authority proposed to revise Tariff Rate Card (including TSP charges 
applicable to AI'S Cargo) applicable w.e.f. 01.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 as per Annexure-V of CPo 

7.2.9 The Authority noted that Civil Aviation Sector has still not fully recovered from the adverse impact of 
Covid pandemic. Further, the Authority realized that it was difficult to realistically assess the volumes 
likely to be generated from AFS Cargo. Further, there were no historical datal trend line to assess the 
likely impact ofincrease in market competition, from various quarters viz. establishment of new Cargo 
village and new Greenfield Airport at Jewar (Noida) International Airport, on the Cargo Volume 
projected by the ISP, in a realistic manner. 

7.2. I0	 Before deciding on the ATP for FY 2025-26, the Authority proposed to review the actual fi gures of 
the Third Control Period up to FY 2024-25 as per the ACS to be submitted by the lSP. The Authority 
expected that by the end ofFY 2024-25, there would be adequate data relating to performance of AFS, 
new Cargo Village and initial impact of new Greenfield Airport at Jewar on the IGI Airport's cargo 
business. 

Stakeholder's Comments 

7.3	 MIs SpiceJet's Comments on FRoR: 

7.3. I	 "It is submitted that only a reasonable Fair Rate of Return (FRoR) to the service provider may be 

provided. It is observed that AERA has considered FRoR of !3.4 7%. which is the net of income tax 

return to the service provider. for the Third Contra! Period. However, while such fixed/ assur ed return 

f avours the service provider. but it creates an imbalance aga inst the airlines, which are already 

suffering from huge losses and are bearing the adverse financial impact through higher tariffs. 

Due to such fixed/assured returns. service providers have no incentive to look for productivity 

improvement or ways ofincreasing efficiencies. take steps to reduce costs as they are fu lly covered/or 

all costs plus their hefty returns. Such a scenario breeds inefficiencies and higher costs. which are 

ultimately borne mostly by airlines. 

7.3 .2 In the present scenario any assured return on investment to any services providers like CDCTMIPL, 

in excess ofthree (3) % (including those on past orders). i.e. being at par with bankfixed deposits (i.e.. 

return on investment after the income tax), will be onerous for the airlines. 

In view of the above, AERA is requested to kindly review the proposed return on RAB to the service 

providers like CDCTMIPL and requested to revise all the Tariff Orders (including past orders) by 

capping the returns to a maximum ofthree (3) %. 

704	 CDCTM's response to comments of MIs SpiceJet regarding FRoR: 

704.1	 "We need to be mindful that FRoR considered by authority is a minimum fair return expected by any 

investor to invest and run the business. 

704 .2 Also, Celebi have paid INR 205 crores as security deposit to concessioner where Celebi is proposed 

to be granted return @ 5% only in 3r
t! Control Period, instead ofFROR as the complete security deposit 

amount is fundedfrom equity and quasi-equity (internal accruals). It may kindly be noted that Celebi 
got NIL return on Security Deposit in the 1'" and 211</ Control Period. ,. 

7.5	 Authority's analysis regarding ARR for CDCTM in respect of the Third Control Period: 

7.5.1 The Authority notes the comments of MIs SpiceJet on the FRoR proposed by the Authority for 
CDCTM and ISP's response thereon. The Authority feels that it is not practically feasible to restrict 
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FRoR for Service Provid ers at the level of Bank' s return on FDs (around 3 to 5%), as sugge sted by the 

stakeholder. The Auth ority is of the view that any capital-intensive business, like Civil Aviat ion, 

requires investment with a long-term perspective. and such sce nario. investors requi re adequate return 

on equ ity commensurate with cost of investments and investment risks . Therefore, follow ing the 

AERA 's consisten t regulatory approach for ISPs, the Authority has computed FRoR. co nsidering cost 

ofequity @ 14%, and dec ides to adopt FRoR for CDCTM as proposed by the Authority at consultation 

stage. 

7.5.2	 The Authority, taki ng note of com ments ofCDCTM on CP no. 12/2022-23 dated 15.11.2022 relating 

to projected Revenue Yield/ MT considered by the Authority at CP stage. the Authority decides to 

consider Revenue Yield/ MT for the remaining tariff years of the control period as per tab le no. 27 in 

the subseq uent chapter on Revenue. Accordingly, the Authority has recomputed ARR, considering the 

revised Yield/ MT and revised Operating Expenses due to revision in Concession Fee (as per Table 

no. 15) for the Third Control period as per table 

Table 22: ARR compnted by the Authority for CDCTM for the Third Control Period: 
(~ in Crores 

FY 
FY FY 

FY FY FY 
Particu1ars 2021-22 

2022-23 2022-23 
2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 Total

(First 9 (Next 3 
months) mont hs) 

Average RAB (Ref er Table 8) 141.90 167.55 167.55 198.25 229.05 246.98 

Return on RAB @ 13.47% (A) 19.11 16.93 5.64 26 .70 30.85 33.27 132.51 

O&M Expenses (B) 
210 .34 179.04 59.68 263 .55 282.99 297.68 1293.27 

(Refer Table 15) 
Concession Fees (C) 

212.34 150.12 51.85 199.80 175.01 138.34 927.46 
(Refer Table 14) 
Depreciation (D) 

17.08 15.50 5.17 25 .87 31.95 38.21 133.78
(Refer Table 6) 

Tax @ 25. 168% (E) 34.95 16.00 6.13 13.66 0.00 0.00 70.74 
(Refer Table 30) 

Securi ty Depo sit 186.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 205.36 

Return on SO @ 5% (F) 9.32 7.70 2.57 10.27 10.27 10.27 50.39 
(Refe r Table 9) 

Aggregate Revenue 
Requirement 503.14 385.29 131.04 539.85 531.07 517.77 2608.15 
(A+B+C+D+E+F) = (G) 
Discount Rate @ 13.47% 13.47% 13.47% 13.47% 13.47% 13.47% 13.47% 

PY Factor 1.1347 1.0000 1.0000 0.8813 0.7767 0.6845 

PVof ARR(H) 570.91 385.29 131.04 475.76 412.47 354.40 2329.87 
Revenue from regulated 
services (excluding AFS 

511.26 361.24 120.41 464 .05 400.99 306.48 2164.44
revenue) before Tariff increase 
(Refer Table 29) 
Revenue from AFS Cargo 
before Tariff increase 0.20 0.81 0.85 0.89 2.76 
(Refer Table 29) 
TariffIncrease - - 4.00% - -

' ;' ~ 
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Particulars 
FY 

2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 
(First 9 
months) 

FY 
2022-23 
(Next 3 
months) 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 Total 

Revenue at revised Tariff 
(Excluding revenue from 
AFS) (i) 

511.26 361.24 125.23 482.62 417.03 318.74 22 16. 11 

AFS revenue with revised 
Tariff with 30% lower TSP 
Charges (Rei er Table 28) (ii) 

- - 0.15 0.59 0.62 0.65 2.01 

Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services (refer Table 20) (iii) 

71.84 50.28 16.76 64.48 62.09 59.85 325.29 

Total Revenue 
(iv) = (i + ii + iii) 583.10 411.52 142.14 547.69 479.74 379.24 2543.42 

PV of Total Revenue 661.64 411.52 142.14 482.67 372.6 259.58 2330.15 

In view ofthe re-computation of ARR for the CDCTM in respect ofThird Control period, the Authority 
decides one time tariff increase by 4% for the period from 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 (i.e. up to end of 
Tariff year 4 of the Control period). 

7.5.3	 The Authority noted that Civil Aviation Sector has still not fully recovered from the adverse impact of 
Covid pandemic and still there is no trend line in the Cargo Traffic. Further, the Authority feels that it 
is difficult to realistically assess at this junctu re, the Cargo Volumes likely to be generated from AFS 
Cargo, as there is no historical trendline to assess the likely impact of increase in market competition, 
from various quarters viz. establishment of new Cargo village and new Greenfield Airport at Jewar 
(Noida) International Airport. 

7.5.4	 Accordingly, before approving the ATP for FY 2025-26, the Authority decides to review the actual 
figures of the Third Control Period up to FY 2024-25 as per the ACS to be submitted by the [SP. The 
Authority expects that by the end of FY 2024-25, there would be adequate data relating to performance 
of AFS, new Cargo Village and initial impact of new Greenfield Airport at Jewar on the [G[ Airport's 
cargo business. 

7.6	 Authority's Decisions regarding Aggregate Revenue Requirement 

Based on the material before \t and its analysis, the Authority decides as under: 

7.6. [	 To consider FRoR for the Third Control Period as per Table 20. 

7.6.2	 To consider ARR for the Third Control Period as per Table 22. 

7.6.3	 To consider one time Tariff increase of 4% with effect from 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025. 

7.6.4	 To consider Tariff Rate Card (including TSP charges applicable to AFS Cargo) w.e.f. 16.01.2023 to 
31.03.2025 as per Annexure-II of this Order. 
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CHAPTER 8: REVENUE FROM OPERATIONS, PROFITABILITY & TAXATION 

8.2	 Authority's Examination regarding Revenue from Operations, Profitability and Taxation at CP 
Stage: 

8.2. I	 The Authority noted that Section 115BAA introduced by the Government ofindia through the Taxation 

(Amendment) Ordinance, 2019 on 20.09.2019 provides option to a Domestic company to pay tax at 

lower rate of22% (plus applicable surcharge and cess, where the total turnover for Previous Year 20 17

18 does not exceeds ~ 400 Crore), as opposed to normal tax rate of 30%/ 25% (plus applicable 

surcharge and cess), w.e. f. Assessment Year 2020-21 subject to other precedent conditions. 



8.2.2 The Authority noted that the [SP had considered corporate tax @ 25. 168% on the net profit and the 
Authority proposed to consider same rate for its own computation of Profitability Statement for the 
[SP. 

8.2.3 The Authority, in line with MoCA's Af S policy, had proposed separate TSP charges for AFS Cargo, 
based on AFS Cargo Volume, activities to be undertaken by AFS Operators & CTOs and after 
considering the prevailing TSP Charges applicable to General Cargo etc. (as on 30.09.2022), w.e.f. 
o[.01.2023 in respect of International Export & Import Cargo originated from/destined to approved 
AFS as per table given below: 

Table 24: AFS Cargo Volumes & TSP Charges proposed by the Authority for the T hird Control 

Period at CP Stage 

Particulars 
FY 2022-23 

(for 3 months) 
FY 2023-24 FY 2024-25 FY 2025-26 

Tota[ 

AFS Cargo Volume (in MT) (a) [200 4800 5040 5292 16332 

Prevailing TSP charges/kg 
(in Vkg) (b) 

1.69# 1.69 1.69 1.69 

TSP charges/Kg for AFS Cargo 
(30% lower charges than TSP 
charges applicable on general 
cargo) proposed by the 
Authority [in Vkg] (c) 

1.18 1.18 

, 

1.18 1.18 

Revenue from AFS Cargo at 
normal rates as applicable to 
General Cargo (~ in crores) 
(d) = {(a)*(b)}/ 10000 

0.20 0.. 81 0.85 0.89 2.76 

Revenue from AFS Cargo 
after considering lower TSP 
charges (f in crores) = 
{(a)*(c)}/10000 

0.14 0.57 0.60 0.63 1.94 

/I As per the Authority's Order no. 03/20 /9-20 dated 22.04.20 /9 for the Tariff approved up 10 31.03.2021. which has 
been further extendedfrom time to lime-up to 31.03.2023 (currently Interim Order no. 2-1/2022-23 dated 23.09.2022 is 

applicable). 

8.2.4 The Authority noted from the Profitability Statement that the Revenue ofCDCTM is decreasing Y-o
Y and the clarification thereof was sought from the [SP. The [SP, in its response stated that their 
demurrage yield is projected to decrease from FY 2022-23 onwards due to following factors: 

a) In FY 2021-22, demurrage yield from Import and Export was high due to Covid restrictions and 
lockdown for part of the year, resulting in delay in clearance of Cargo which led to increase in 
demurrage revenue. However, as Civil Aviation Sector is recovering from the impact of Covid 
pandemic, the exceptional non-recurring high demurrage yield during Pandemic period is not likely 
to sustain in remaining part of the Third Control Period, therefore, there is a decrease in projected 
revenues from FY 2022-23 onwards. 

b) Further, in the past one and a half year, the revenue from demurrage charges has also been on higher 
side on account of piece level X-ray screenin fCargo, which was mandated by BCAS, resulting 
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in higher dwell time for c learance of Ca rgo . However, as per CDCTM, such practice is not likely 

to continue for long. In addition, the Customs department is focusing on reduction in Ca rgo 

processing time and swift clearance of Cargo, resulting in less dwell time . 

c) [SP also anticipated loss in demurrage revenue after the construction of new Cargo Village by the 

Airport Operator, where Customs bonded Warehouse facilit y will be provided, wherein cargo 

agents can built/ de-stuff and store their pallets pre and post Customs clearance. 

d)	 CDCTM vide email dated 06.10.2022 submitted projected yield of ~ 12875/ MT at current rates for 

the FY 2022-23 (based on actual figures for first five months) . 

8.2.5	 The Authority noted from the above submission of [SP that due to development of new Ca rgo Village 

and expected faster clearance of Cargo by Customs department will result in reduction in proc essing 

time for Cargo clearance. Therefore, in the coming years there will be a progressive decrease in dwell 

time for clearance of Cargo, resulting in lower demurrage charges. The Authority, considering the 

above factors, proposed to reduce revenue yield by 2% Y-0- Y basis starting from FY 2022-23 onwards. 

8.2.6 Considering the above, including AFS Cargo Volumes, the Revenue from Regulated Services and 

Yield per MT considered by the Authority for the Third Control period is as under: 

Table 25:	 Rev enue from Regula ted Services and Yield/ MT computed by the Authority in respect of 

CDCTM for th e Third Control Period at CP Stage 

Particulars 
FY 

2021
22 

FY 
2022
23 

FY 
2023

24 

FY 
2024
25 

FY 
2025

26 
Total 

Total Cargo Volume (refer Table 3) 
(A) 

3,64,198 3,75,301 3,80,248 3,42,983 2,74,345 

Yield (VMT) considered by the 
Authority for the Third Control 
Period (B) 

14,038* 12,87511 12,603 12,348 12,095 

Total Revenue from Regulated Services 
(~ in crores) (C) == (A*B) 

511.26 483 .20 479.78 424.11 332 .45 2230.80 

Revenue from AFS Cargo (~ in crores) 
(ref er Table 21) ................... ... (D) 

- 0.14 0.57 0.60 0.63 1.94 

Revenue from Regulated Services at 
current Tariff rate (~ in 
crores) .....E=(C-D) 

511.26 483.06 479.21 423.51 331.82 2228.86 

"Actual Yield for FY 2021-22
 
- Yieldfor F}' 2022-23 (based onfirst 5 months) as submitted by the IS?
 

8.3	 Based on the review of various regulatory building blocks and computation of ARR for the yd Control 

Period by the Authority for CDCTM, the projected Revenue and Profitability statement is given below: 
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Table 26: Projected Revenue & Profitabili ty Statement computed by the Authority ill respect of CDCTM 
for the Third Control Period at CP Stage 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 
FY 

2021-22* 
FY 

2022-23 
FY 

2023-24 
FY 

2024-25 
FY 

2025-26 
Total 

Revenue from Regulated Services 
(exc luding AFS Reven ue) 

511.26 483.06 479.2 1 423.5 1 331.82 222 8.86 

Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services (refer Table 20) 

71.84 67.04 64.48 62.09 59.85 325. 30 

AFS Revenue (ref er Table 21) - 0.14 0.57 0.6 0.63 1.94 

486.19 392.29 2556.08 

Total Operating Expenditure (B) 

583.1 550.24 544.26Total Revenue (A) 

440.79 2225.36422.68 439.44 462.10 460.36
(Refer Table 11) 

25.83 -48 .50160.42 110.80 82.16 330.72EBITDA (A-B) 

38.2117.08 20.67 25.87 31.95 133.78Depreciation (Ref er Table 6) 

-86.71143.34 56 .29 -6.12 196.9490.13EBIT 

Interest & Finan ce Cost 5.14·4.48 4.36 4.19 4.67 22.84
(Refer Table 20) 

-10 .79 -91.85 174.10138.86 85.77 52.10PBT 

69.6434.94 21 .58 13.11 - -Tax @ 25. 168% 

-10.79 -91.85 104.46103.92 64.18 38.99PAT 

-2% -23% 4%18% 12% 7%% PAT to Revenue 

*Aclllal f ig lll'es f or the FY 2021-22 

8.4	 From the above table, the Authority noted that last two tari ff years of the Control Period are showing 

negative profitability for the ISP and the same is mainly on account of increased depreciation due to 

high capital expenditure during later part of this Control Period & estimated drop in market share of 

ISP on account of upcoming new greenfield Airport at Jewar, Noida etc. leading to lower Cargo 

Volumes. However, CDCTM is expected to earn reasonable Profit After Tax (PAT) on 104.46 crores 

for the Third Control Period . 

Stakeholders Comments 

8.5	 AACAAI's comments regarding Tariff proposed for Cargo Handling Services 

8.5.1	 "Express Delivery: 25% more than the rate for the categorv the cargo falls under di(ftrent categories: 

CDCTM needs to confirm the time period stipulation f or the activities. they plan to provide to the 

stakeholders including the Airlines / or which addit ional 25% has been recommended by AERA in the 

said Consultation Paper along with the discounts/ penalty on the CTO ifthey/ail to provide the said 
servicets) within the stipulated time period. For such an activity we require a written Standard 

Operating Procedure with specific timelines that justify an "Express Charge " and such services to be 

clearly demarcated as "On Demand Service only". The difference between normal and express cargo 

in terms a/ handling time should be clearly enumerated. 

........;~; f~ ..\ - S 
»: '.1>. 
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8.5.2 LeV\'of'Misce llaneo us charges, facilitation tee. Customs f{u: ilitation tee and post-deliven ' charges etc. : 

Customs are deployed at the Cargo Terminal as a reg ulatory/statutory agency f or processing and 

delivery of international cargo aft er collection of requisite Customs duty andfulfillment a/ document 

f ormalities thereby regulating the movement 0/ Ail' Carg o. The additional duti es/activities. which is 

proposed to be performed by Customs / or the levy ofCustoms fac ilitation f ee @ Rs 0.42 per kg at the 

behest of e TO (whether mandatory or optional) has not been specified by AERA in the said 

consultation paper. In the absence 0/ these details, ACAAI, on behalf a/ its members does not accept 

it and may be removed by AERA }rom the Tarifflist itself. 

Please note that clarification is sought for Facilitation which is part ofthe CTO dut iesfor operating 

the terminal, ACAAI cannot accept that the users pay /01' "Facilitation" ofGovernment officials who 

are already paid from taxpayer money. 

The said non acceptance by ACAA I also holds goodfor levy of other Miscellaneous charges etc. in the 

absence ofj ustifications/ details . 

8.5 .3 Repack ing Cha rges: ACAAI has been inform ed by its members that in spite ofCustoms clear ing 98% 

consignments in 'green channel' under RlvfS (wherein the packages are not opened/closedfor Customs 

examination), CTOs are charging 'repacking charges'for 10% of the packages in the consignment. It 

is requested that AERA, while issuin g the Order on tariff rates may ensure that due directions arc 

conveyed to the CTO that p ack ing charges are to be levied only jar those packages which are 

opened/c losed physically j ar Customs examination. 

Further. 'Repacking charges ' have been reduced from min imum charges per Airway billfrom Rs 37.95 

durin g F Y 2020-2 1 to Rs 2.06 in FY 2021 -22 till Rs 2.77 in FY 2025-26 whereas. Packing/repacking 

charges per package (lots 0/ 50) pel' shipping bill has been astronomically hiked from Rs 18.97 in FY 

2020-21 to Rs 347/- in FY 202 1-22 till Rs 46 7. 24 in FY 2025-26. 

We request to approve Packing Charges only on "ACTUA L /I basis as we now have the technology and 

electronic means to pay jar evelY box physically opened by customs. 

This will eliminate costs from 98% 0/ the consignments which are not ope ned and repacked but are 

unjustly being charged for a service not being provided. 

AERA is requested to review this anomaly in Y-o-Y tariffrevision while issuing the orders as the same 

is against the principles 0/natural justice. 

8.504 Levv ofhandling charges in addition to the TSP charges: Handling charges recommended @ Rsl.36 

pel' kg during FY 21-22 till Rs 1.83 per kg in FY 25-26/or general cargo in addition to the TSP charges 

is not acceptable and may be remo ved from the tariffchart. Since the TSP charges include the handling 

charges, this separate levy will only lead to duplicate levy adding uncalled-for burden to the 

shipper/consignee. 

8.5.5	 DOD Preparation and acceptance tees has been an issue 0/ contention as it is be ing charged both by 

the airlines and CTO f rom custome rs, such a double levy is inappropriate and clear directions must 

be issued that it should be charged only at one point . 

8.5 .6 HA Wn Consolidation Fees: HA WB is a forwarder docum ent and the CTO has no role to play in it as 

their acceptance 0.( cargo like the practice worldwide is on MA WB basis. This charge is totally 

misleading and has no area 0.( activity for the CTO This charge was also objected against in the 

previous MYTP f or the e TO yet it has been repeatedly appearing in the tariff sheet. 
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8.5.7	 Definition of"Special Car Ro": It is requested that a clear def inition of"Special Cargo " should be part 

ofthe document so as to eliminate any cause ofconfusion and clear concise def inition a/ such cargo 

should be part of the tar iffdoc ument. .. 

8.5.8	 "One of the key reasons for hurdles in the Air Cargo Industry is complicated procedure and tariffs 

associated with these processes. There is no standard rate across the Indian Airports/or the processing 

and handling ofcargo at Air Cargo Terminals. which may be counterproductive to the compe titiveness 

ofthe country 's exports and imports and to the cost a/Air Cargo Logistics, as a whole. 

Earlier, TSP charges, as levied by the CTo. incl uded all type of 'services /activities proposed to be 

provided by CTO /01' handling a/ A il' cargo at their respective Air Cargo Terminal. This 'single rate 

per kg' was simple to levy and avoided any type ofduplicate lev ies by the C TO on shipper/consignee. 

This similar type oflevy by CTO for Handling of A ir Cargo is the need ofthe hour thereby showing 

complete transparency. Any type of complexity w.r.t. levy of lather charges ' in the form of Misc. 

charges, facilitation charges, etc. without any justification needs to be avoided by CTO 

ACAAI recommends that AERA should fix processing and handling charges which will be applicable 

across all airports and also ensure that these charges are comparable to other Airports around the 

world so that export competitiveness is not impacted due to high Terminal charges. .. 

8.6	 FFFAl's comments regarding different categories of Tariff rates: 

8.6.1	 Express Deliverv: 25% more than the rate lor the category the cargo falls under dif!erent categories: 

The said charges are unacceptable since AERA . while recommending the said charges, has not 

stipulated the time period. CDC Tlv!, therefore , needs to confirm the time period stipulation for the 

activities within which the express delivery will be affected i.e., the time period f or normal delivery 

which they plan to provide to the stakeholders including the Airlines along with the discounts/penalty 

on the CTO ifthey fa il to provide the said servicets) within the stipulated time period. These charges 

newly introduced by CDCTM in this consultation paper lacks justification without anySLA by CDCTM 

with trade community. 

8.6.2 Levv ofMiscellaneous charges. [acilitation tee. Customs facilitation tee and post-delivefY charges etc.: 

Customs are deployed at the Cargo Terminal on 'Cost Recovery Basis' by the CTO as a regulatory 

agency for processing and delivery of international cargo after collection 0/requisite Customs duty 

andfulfillment ofdocument formalities ther eby regulating the movement ofAir Cargo. The additional 

duties/activities, which is proposed to be performed by Customsfor the levy ofCustoms facilitation f ee 

@ Rs 042 per kg at the behest ofCTO (mandatory or optional) has not been specified by AERA in the 

said consultation paper. Therefore, any additional fringe benefit to the Customs in the form of 

'Customs facilitation f ee' is not acceptable since it will be an additional expenditure cost to the 

exporter/importer, consequently leading to an added cost to their shipment processing/delivery. 

In the absence ofthese justifications/details, FFFAI does not accept it and may be removed by AERA. 

The said non-acceptance also holds goodfor levy ofother miscellaneous charges etc . 

8.6.3 Repacking charges: The repacking charges for export cargo has been increased from Rs. 18.97 per 

package (lots of50) per shipping bill in FY 2020-21 to Rs. 347/-per package (lots of50) per shipping 

bill in FY 21-22 till Rs. 467.24 in FY 25-26. This massive increase, without any justification is 

unaccepted and may be reviewed by AERA. 

Further, it is informed that in spite ofCustoms clearing the consignments in 'green channel' under 

RMS (wherein the packages are not opened/closed for Customs examination), CTOs are levying 

'repacking charges '/01' 10% a/the packages in the c.9.~'t'!H.I!nm en t . AERA may consider insertion of 'foot 
,. 1 . , 1;~~'" 
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note '	 indicating that 'repacking charges' to be levied on those package/s) only , opened/closed 

physically by the CTO / 0 1' Customs examination. 

8.6.4	 LeV\! of handling charges in addition to the TSP charges: Handling charges recommended @ Rs. 1.36 

per kg during FY 21-22 till Rs 1.83 per kg in FY 25-2 6/ 01' ge neral cargo in addition to the TSP charges 

is not acceptable and may be removedfrom the tariffchart. Since the IS P charges include the handling 

charges, this separate levy will only lead to duplicate levy adding uncalled-for burden to the 

shipper/consignee. 

8.6,5	 The tar iffchart may stipulate the time period / or each activity/service proposed to be pro vided by the 

CTO This should include penalty/discount in TSP/delllurrage charges and other type 0/ charge s /01' 
any delay in processing/delively of cargo on the part of CTO, to the consignee & should be made 

simplified. 

8.6.6	 The tariffchart may stipulate the time periodfor each activity/service proposed to be provided by the 

CTO This should include penalty/discount in TSP/demurrage charges and other type of cha rges/or 

any delay in processing/deli very 0/ cargo on the part of CTO to the consignee & should be made 

simplified. 

8,7	 VAFA's comments regarding different categories of Tariff rates: 

8,7,1	 Hike in To')P charges for Perishable cargo: AERA has proposed Rs 5.04 pel' kg as TSP charges f or 

p erish able cargo as compared to TSP charges 0/Rs 1.69 per kg for General cargo, a differen ce of 

almost 200%. This hike in TSP charges will rais e the tran sportation cost to such an extent that it will 

be almost impossiblefor the Indian perishable trade to compete in the g lobal market and will ultimately 

loose out on the business in the overseas market. 

It is recommended that Perishable/Special cargo tariffmay be at par with the General cargo so that 

our members are able to provide competitive pricings to the global market /01' their perishable goods 

thereby earning substantialforeign exchange /01' the country. 

8.7.2 Hike in X ray machine charges: These charges are levied / or use ofx ray machine for screening a/the 

export cargo in accordance with the SCAS laid down guidelines. On perusal ofthe said consultation 

paper, it is observed that the tariffis revised evelY yearfrom Rs 1.51 per kg (Minimum charge Rs 182/

Lfor FY 21-22 to Rs 2.04 per kg (Minimum charges Rs 245.07)/or FY 25-26, whereas the cost ofthe 

X ray machine depreciates every year. 

It is recommended that the X ray machine charges may be reduced each year in the tariffchart as per 

the depreciated cost ofthe x ray machine. 

8.7.3 Movement of perishable cargo as 'Domestic to International transshipment car go: Presently, the 

perishable cargo after x-ray screening and LEO at Dom estic Airport ofDeparture, moving as domestic 

bonded cargo is being x ray screened again at IGIA Airport (Airport lor international departure) , 

leading to payment ofdouble x ray charges lor the single perishable shipment i.e., once at point of 

domestic departure and another at the point ofinternational departure. 

It is suggested that bonded perishable cargo, moving as 'Domestic to International" transshipment, 

once x-rayed at Airport of Domestic Departure should not be subj ected to 2/111 X ray screenings at 

Airport /01' international departure. 

8,7.4	 Penaltv/di scount in TSP/ demurrage charges and other tv pe oteharges for delav in delivery o(car Ro: 

The tariffchart may stipulate the time periodf or each activity/service proposed to be provided by the 
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CTG. The tariffchart should include pen alty/discount in TSP/demurrage charges and other type of 

charges for any delay in pro cessing/delivery ofcargo on the part o/CTO. to the shipper. 

8.7.5 Levv of simde "rate per kg " for all type oissusa: In order to have complete transparency of the levy 

of charges on handling ofboth international and domestic by the Cargo terminal Operator and avoid 

duplication in levy of the charges, our association is of the opinion that Cargo Terminal Operator 

(CTO) may be advised to have a single "rate per kg " po licy fo r handling ofall type of cargo fo r the 

levy on shipp ers/consigneets), which will include all gamut of activities/services required to be 

performed/provided f or handling of both international (Export/Import) and Domestic 

(Inbound/outbound) cargo at their Cargo Terminal. irrespective of nature/ type ofcargo i.e. treating 

Perishable cargo at par with General carl cargo for determination of Tariff 

8.8	 DACAAI comments regarding Tariff: 

8.8.1	 "Celebi created multiple heads of charges. mor e-so each charge having its own minimum and 

applicable rules creating so much confu sion for the end user. Furthermore, the charges are applied 

differently/or each product and most ofthe time even without special services being rendered like cold 

storage, strong room , security escort. etc. still higher charges are being levied. DACAAI has requested 

f or a single (reasonable) terminal handling charge / or ease of calculation and to maintain viability of 

air cargo product and spur growth. " 

8.8 .2 DACAAI has summarized their var ious issues raised in aforesaid chapters as under : 

As far as DACAAI is concerned the only Twofactors that Dom estic Air Cargo needs to tocus on to 

achieve growth are (1) fast service and (2) reasonable cost. Today Shippers are paying much higher 

rates f or Domestic Air Cargo compared to other modes oftransport especially surface and hence the 

cargo is moving away to surfa ce. 

The Government has introduced several concepts 0/RCS, UDAN and others which have brought in lot 

ofaircraft flying regionally and even after deep discounts by airlin e on these short haul routes. they 

are unviable due to high terminal charges. Celebi and other CTOs sho uld come out with special 

promotional pricingfor these regional routes. 

Government 0/ India aims to reduce high logistics costs from 14% to 8-IO%to make our products 

competitive. But the terminal handling charges constitute 17-20% of the air freight. In such a condition 

the logistics cost is goin g to be high for air cargo making it unviable. 

In fact, there needs to be a drastic reduction in domestic air cargo terminal handling charges at Celebi 

and other CTOs. DACAAI urges upon AERA f or a total review ofthe domestic air cargo operation and 

its constraints and the impact of current domestic terminal handling charges. 

8.9	 BAR (I) N.R. comments on Tariff proposal 

Government is looking at overall decreasing the logistics cost whereas Celebi have proposed a vel:V 

high increase. We would like. to have a minimal increase in the airlin e charges. 

Looking at the current market fi gures and present world situation (Russia- war. recession in EU and 

US), the Stakeholders revenue has dipped to minimal. 

Any increase wouldfurther discourage more cargo airlines to come to Delhi and burden the industry. " 
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8.10 CDCTM comments regarding Revenue Projections: 

8.10.1	 ..We would like to highlight that Authority have considered current y ield of FY 22-23 as base jar 

revenue proj ection j ar 3"" control period, refer below table / or yield details. 

F Y 20 18 F Y 20 19 F Y 2020 F Y 202 1 FY 2022 F Y 2023 

Total Tonnage 492520 478965 422173 334095 364198 375298 
Operational Revenue 
(~ in crores) 

390.82 415.58 452.13 522 .05 5ll. 25 481.21 

Yield per Ton (~) 7935 8698 10710 15626 14038 12875 

However. we believe that the base yield 0/ FY 20 19-20 (pre-Covid) should be considered j ar 

determining revenu e. Please note that FY 21 - F Y 23 pertains to Co vid pe riod wherein the y ield 

increased on account of higher/ abnormal demurrage income, which wouldn't be sustainable keeping 

in mind the past trend and given the / act that Mini str y ofCivil Aviation is aimingforfaster clearances 

and low er dwell times for air cargo handling. Kindly also refer to FY 23 numbers, which is showing 

reduction in yield from imm ediate previous y ears. 

We are of the view that with passage of tim e. yield will go back to its earlier trend (pre covid} and 

further reduce, as Customs Authority is working dedicatedly towards Jas ter clearances using 

techn ology enabled smart assessment process. Hence. we request y ou to kindly consider pre -Cov id 

y ield o/FY 20 and projections as provided below : 

8. 10.2 As an alt ernative view, ifaverage yield of last 5 years i.e. FY 18to FY 22 is considered (that includes 

both pre and post Covid period), yield projection will be as below: 

FY 2018-22 FY 2014 FY 2025 FY 2026 

Average yield oj 5 year (() 10960 

Opening Yield pel' ton (~) 10960 1074 1 10526 

Yield reduct ion considered by 
Authority 

10960 -2% -2% -2% 

Projected Yield per ton (l) 1074 1 10526 10316 

8.10.3	 Inflation: We would request Authority to in the least consider basic inj/ationary increase applied on 

tariffgoing forward. The inj/ation in actual is much higher than the published data and in general 

we end up spe nding more than published inflationfor majority ofour operational spend. 

It may also be noted that Authority have prop osed 110 tar iffincrease till F Y 25 which leads to no tari ff 

increase Jor 4 years. Even ifwe consider 5% inflation 1'-0-1' (in actual it's much high er) there is a 

straight reduction of20% (approx .) on yield to compensate inflationary effect. 

8.10.4	 Effrct o[ no Tariffincrease: Oth er than inflationary measures there are var ious unplanned expenses, 

which Celebi is address ing time to time to meet the serv ice level standards expected by trade. For 

example. as pel' BCAS mandate pi ece level screening was introduced (each package needs to be 

screened individually) , which delayed the scree ning activity. To avoid slower processing ofcargo, 

Celebi inducted additional 100 personnel in the export screening area, to make process relatively 

faster and efficient. 
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Also. no increase in tariffwould lead to immense pressure on management team to reduce all possible 

costs. to sus tain profitability and shareholders expectations and in the process may result in undesired 

situations. 

Further, In our discussions with trade as part ofstakeholder consultation process), we bel ieve they 

are open to accept a nominal tar iffincrease as they are also aware of more than published inflationary 

affect and the possibility to demand additional serv ices! changes. which Celebi has always been open 

& jlexible to provide. 

In addition , we would like to mention that in our contract negotiation with some airlines. they are 

ready to consider inflationary increase in view ofpremium & special customized services they demand 

and which can be provided by Celebi. In such bilateral instances, mutually agreed and signed contract 

between the two parties should be allowed as part of'reasonableness of user agreements '. 

We would theref ore request Authority to consider our plea and grant us a reasonable year on year 

tariff increase. 

8.\1	 CDCTM's Coun ter Comments regarding issues relating to Tariff for various Cargo Handling 
Services by ACAAI: 

8.\\.\	 "The said charge i.e. Express Delivery Charge is a charge that is levied onlyfor 'Express Delivery tf 
requ ested (by the Consignee! CHA) Import Consignments and as such it is an 'On demand Service ' 

charge only. 

When the CHAs formally request jar expeditious delivery of consignments before standard/normal 

segregation timelines. Express delivery is approved by the Customs Of ficial. CELEBI Operations team 

locates the Unit Load Device (ULD) from amongst the many ULDs that await their turn/or destuffing 

and segregation in the Warehouse (WH). 

The identified ULD thereafter is taken upfor destuffing on Priority with a view to retrieve the requested 

consignment along with completion ofthe required documentation j ar the consignment's expeditious 

delivery. 

Consignments with such requests for Express delively are offered f or delively to the concerned CHA 

within 4 hours ofreceipt of the Customs permission (as mentioned above) and upon payment ofall 

applicable dues. 

On the air side the normal handling i.e. destuffing and preparation ofthe segregation report for each 

of the flight handled at our terminal is governed by Service Level Agreement (SLA) that is signed 

individually with each ofour airline customers. Depending on the volume ofcargo being tenderedjar 

handling the agreed handling SLA parameters range from 4 hours (forflights with less than 10 MT of 

cargo) to 12 hours (for freighters bringing in 40 MT-IOO MT ofcargo). 

On the city side however the delivery ofcargo to the consignee/ CHA is affected only upon receipt of 

the Customs permission (Out OfCharge) and payment ofall applicable dues by the Consignee/ CHA. 

The time ofdelivery thus varies from as low as 6 hours (from time ofsegregation) to 48 hours (the 

permitted demurrageFee period) and more. 

8.\\.2	 Facilitation fee charges are against the support facility extended to the government agencies within 

the warehouse, including dedicated space, capex and operating expenses to support them tofunction 

ejfic iently. The same was examined by AERA authorities and was approved by AERA authorities 

during 2/111 Control Period. However, subsequently in the order of DCSC for FY 21 the same was 
~-." ..... ~ 
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merged with 7:')P charges. We would also accept to merge these charges with the TSP. as it simplifies 

the charge under one heading 

Regardin g Miscellaneous charges. these are not mandatory and is on request basis against specific 

services not covered in the main tariffcard. 

8.11.3	 It may be noted that the requirement ofrepacking oj packages comes up not onlyJar packages that are 

opened by Customs but also on account ojpackages that must be subjected to physical checks as per 

BCAS vide their AV Sec Circular No 8/ 2008 dated 10th Sept 2008 wherein at least 15% is mandatory 

and random physical check ofall consignments have to be undertaken. 

8.1 1.4	 We are not aware of any handling charges to the subj ect stakeholder. If the ref erence is to charges 

levied to airlines [or unitization/ destuffing ofdomestic cargo, then these are not relevant under the 

subject stakeholder 's response. 

8.11.5	 The representation as mentioned is factually incorrect and untenable. CELEBI team undertakes the 

activity i.e. DGD preparation/ DG Checklist currently for only fo r 4 airlines (out of over 50 

International Airlines being handled at CELEBI terminal). It is to confirm that we do not provide this 

service, nor do we charge/or the samefor any airline other than the " contracted airlines as mentioned 

above. 

8.1 1.6 HA WB Charges: Terminal operator needs to reconcile and console the MA WB with HA WB tofacilitate 

following (the charge is not realized/ applicab le when direct delivery of the Import consign ment is 

undertaken as per MA WB): 

•	 All Import console shipments. on receipt need to he segregated per HAWB level 

•	 Individual system insertion is done per HA WB level 

•	 Inform ation to console agent is also shared. when demanded with respect to any missing HA WB 

•	 Separate location instance is created 

•	 Separate gate pass instance per HA WB 

•	 Our IT system has been developed & configured to deal with shipments at HA WB level as per 

process requirements 

8.11.7	 Special cargo consists ofindustry defined perishable and temperature sensitive products. live animals, 

hazardous goods. valuable and or any other such cargo which requires/has special handling/storage 

instructions. 

Note: Unitized cargo from AFS is also considered as Special Cargo due to its special handling 

requirements. 

8.12 CDCTM counter comments regarding various concerns raised by FFFAI: 

8.12.1	 "The said charge i.e. Express Delivery Charge is a charge that is levied onlyJar 'Express Delivery 
ofrequested (by the Consignee/ CHA) Import Consignments and as such it is an 'On demand Service' 

charge only. 

When the CHAs formally request Jar expeditious delivery of consignments before standard/normal 

segregation timelines, Express delivery is approved hy the Customs Official. CELEBI Operations team 

locates the Unit Load Device (ULD) from amongst the many ULDs that await their turn Jar destuffing 

and segregation in the Warehouse (WH). The identified ULD thereafter is taken up Jar destuffing on 

Priority with a view to retrieve the requested consignment along with completion of the required 

documentation /01' the consignment's expeditious deliv. 
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Consignments with such req uests f or Express delivery are offeredfor delivery to the concerned CHA 

with in 4 hours of receip t of the Customs permission (as mentioned above) and upon payment of all 

applicab le dues. 

On the air side the normal handling i.e. destuffing and preparation ofthe segregation reportfor each 

of the f light handled at our terminal is go verned by Service Level Agreement (SLA) that is signed 

individually with each ofour airlin e customers. Depending on the volum e ofcargo being tenderedfor 

handling the agreed handling SLA parameters range from 4 hours (for flights with less than 10 MT ol 

cargo) to 12 hours (forfreighters bringing in more than 40 MT-l00 MT of cargo). 

On the city side however the delivery ofcargo to the consignee/ CHA is affected only upon receipt of 
the Customs permission (Out of Charge) and payment ofall applicable dues by the Consignee/ CHA . 

111e time ofdelivery thus varies from as low as 6 hours (from time ofsegregation) to 48 hours (the 

permitted demurragefree period) and more. 

8.1 2.2 Facilitationfee charges are against the support f acility extended to the go vernment agencies within 

the warehouse, including dedi cated space, capes and operating expenses to support them to function 

efficiently. The same was examined by AERA authorities and was approved by AERA auth orities 

durin g 2nd Control Period. However, subsequently in the order of DCSC f or FY 21 the same was 

merged with TSP charges. We would also accept to merge these charges with the TSP. as it simplifies 

the charge under one heading. 

Regarding Miscellan eous charges, these are not mandatory and is on request basis aga inst specific 

services not covered in the main tariffcard. 

8.12.3	 It may be noted that the requirement ofrepacking ofpackages comes up not only for packages that are 

opened by Cus toms but also on account ofpackages that need to be opened/ or physical checks as per 

BCAS vide their Av Sec Circular No 8/ 2008 dated l Oth Sept 2008 wherein at least 15% is mandatory 
and random physical check ofall consignments have to be undertaken. 

8.1 2.4 We are not aware of any handling charges to the subject stakeholder. If the ref erence is to charges 

levied to airlin es for unitization/ destuffing of domestic cargo, then these are not relevant under the 

subject stakeholder 's response. 

8.12.5	 The tari ffchart is similar since inception and our utmost endeavor is to he transparent and to provide 

comp lete clarity on charges. Delay on part of the eTO is something abnormal in nature and will be 

dealt on a case to case basis depending on the merit of each case. .. 

8.13 CDCTM counter comments regarding various concerns raised by VAFA : 

8.13.1	 "The handling of perishable cargo requires a special skill set and infrastructure differentfrom general 

cargo . Celebi has invested in dedicatedfacility and in its upkeep and maintenance to provide suitable 

handling for perishable cargo. Furth er, commodity wise handling requirement is defined by general 

industry practice and specifically by respe ctive Airline who are transporting the cargo. Not only such 

handling requirements are different hut even the infrastructure & facility requir ed is defined. case in 

point is about Perishable handling, which has a dedicated temperature-controlled terminal/storage 

unit with its set of requirements including industry certifications liked CDP, CEI V etc. 

8.13.2	 Mix loading of general cargo and special cargo as a standard practice isn't permitted due to different 

handling requirements, they must be processed separately as mentioned above and charged 

accordin gly. This is a universal industry practice. 
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8.13.3	 Celeb! has been making continuous investment in high state-of- the-art X- ray machines as per the 

BCAS g uidelines . Given the nature of security and compliance, the said X-ray machines require 

continuous maintenance. support and upgrading to ensure compliance with evolving guidelines of 

BCAS e.g. implementation ofp iece wise scanning a/Cargo. Celebi has made considerable investm ent 

in X-ray machines across its terminals including the dedicatedfacility f or perishab le cargo. 

8.1 3.4 Movement ofPerishahIe TP cargo: Not in scope ofCeleb i. 

8.13.5	 The Import cargo along with its accompany ing documents is delivered to CELEBl lmport terminal by 

the airline/ airline ground handling service provider. CELEBl team thereafter commences act ivities 

such as destuffing and preparation ofthe segregation report f or customer airlines as per defin ed SLAs . 

The delivery a/the Import cargo to the agents on the city side is undertaken by Celeb i, upon receipt of 

the E-Gate Pass which is generated online by the agents (at their offi ce) . On receip t ofE-Gate pass . 

from the CHA , Celebi initiates the delivery process which gets completed within 120-180 mins subject 

to CHA securing final Customs clearance f ront the Gate Officer, availability of the CHA personnel 

with suitable vehicle for taking physical delivery of cargo on Cityside. Celebi Operates 24X7 and 

works under strict SLA comp liance ofcustomer airlines for ensuring timely de livery to CHA subject 

to fulfilment of compliances and processes as mentioned above. 

8.13.6	 As provided above else where in this response, mix loading a/general cargo and perishable cargo as 

a standard practice isn't permitted due to different handling requirements including inf ras tructure , 

manpower, dedicated temperature-controlled terminal/storage units etc. Also, perishable handling has 

strict compliance requirements including industry certifications liked GDP, CEIVetc. and hence the 

charges for handling general cargo and special cargo vary. which is a universal industry practice. 

Celeb i has also invested in dedicatedfacilities for handling perishable cargo which can handles up to 

17000 Mt ofcargo per annum and has f ac ilities such as temperature control set-up, X-Ray machines, 

dedicated resources, and special equipment such as cool dollies, skilled manpower, GDP and CIEV 

certification etc. f or saf e and efficient handling a/ perishable cargo. " 

8.14 CDCTM counter comments regarding various concerns raised by DACAAI: 

8.14.1	 "No billing to FFs: 

Celebi does not rais e any invoice on the F eight forwarders f or domestic handling and Celebi collects 

its service charges directly fro m the customer airlines, as per the terms of Agreement between Celebi 

and customer airlines. 

Celebi '.I' invoicing to customer airlines is limited to three pertinent heads including TSP, build-up, 

breakdown, and screening, which we feel is required to provide transparency on charges levied. 

This was explained during DA CAAJ's delegation visit ofNov 30,2022. 

CDCTM has summarized their counter comments in response to various concerns raised by DACAAI: 

8.14.2 CDCTM has submitted its counter submission in respect of sum mary of comments of DACAAI: 

"Celebi constantly engages with trade on various issues and has also engaged with DACAAI 

representatives during stake holder consultation. Key issues are discussed in detail during in-person 

meetings and the latest one had covered all the critical points with f actual clarity provided by us to 

DACAAI representatives . These have been captured in our recorded response to DACAAI vide mail 

from CEO '.I' offi ce dated 08.12.2022. 

We are aware ofdom estic cargo requirements namely fast service and reasonable cost and on both 

accounts are better when compared to internationa(''iiirg() ' f~ f ' rocessing ofdomestic cargo can be 
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differentiated while considering statutory requirements and the domes tic airline SLAs. In our tar iff 

structure we have differentiated tarifffor different pro duct types while being mindfu l of product 

handling requirements. 

Airfre ight costs are part of the logist ics costs and are not the whole. Further. handling costs at 

terminals is a fraction of the overall logistics costs. 

It must be noted here that while all other parts ofthe log istics costs are non- regulated and vary from 

lim e 10 time, term inal handling charges are the only ones that are regulated and constant during all 

tim es. Case in point is dur ing Co vid, we have incurred considerable cost in retaining and maintaining 

our domestic terminals with no real recovery. For the minimum dom estic volumes that got handled 

our tariff remained the same during this challenging tim e when we had to pay for fixed overheads 

including licence fees, manpower resource costs etc. 

As is aware cargo terminals are invested upfr ont with an anticipated demand over y ears and when 

these volumes aren 't achieved due to external reasons ther e's no jlex ibility f or us to adjust our tariff 

For example. we used to handle Jet A irways and when the airline f olded in 2019, we were left with 

vacant unused terminal capac ity . which couldn 't f or nearly 4 y ears be.filled with alternate cargo loads . 

8.15	 CDCTM's response to comments of BAR (I) N.R.: 

8.15.1 Projected tarijJincrease submitted by Celebi is based on investment projection. business scenario and 

inflation. However. we would like 10 app rec iate and thank BARf or accepting minimal increase. 

8.1 5.2 The handling prices ofCelebi have not been revised in past 2 y ears. It however. continued to provide 

han dling services and made necessary investm ent in manpower and machinery to ensure business 

continuity and support airlines ' cargo operations. Likewise. other entities, Celebi has not been 

untouched by present world situation, which has adversely effected Celebi due to decreased tonn ages 

and closer of operations by som e of the cus tomer airlines due to global political and economic 

scenario. 

Further , the terminal handling cost has a Vel)' small share in the overall operating cost of any airline. 

How ever. in order to upkeep and maintain the cargo terminal facilities, avoid compromising on quality 

& service standards and 10 compe nsate the increase in costs and absorb inflationary impact, the 

proposed increase in tar iff is well justified. " 

8.16	 Authority's Analysis on Projected Revenue, Profitability Statement & Ta riff for Ca rgo Ha ndling 
Services for the Third Control Period: 

8. I6. I	 The Authority notes the comments of ACAAI relating to Tariff proposed for various Cargo Handling 
Services and response of CDCTM thereon. 

8.16.2	 As regard to comments of ACAAI & FFFAI regarding levy of25% extra applicable charges in respect 
of Express Delivery ofCargo, wherein the stakeholder requested for clarity regarding this service being 
a on demand service only, the Authority notes that ISP in its counter comments has submitted that 
above charge is levied for expeditious clearance of Cargo and confirmed that above service is purely 
optional and provided on demand only. 

8.16.3	 As regard to ACAAI & FFFAI comments relating to Miscellaneous Charges & Facilitation fee 
(Customs facilitation), the Authority notes from the submission of the ISP that Miscellaneous Charges 
are not mandatary and same are being levied by the ISP in respect of specific services, which are not 

covered in Tariff Card. Whereas, Facilitati~~: various support services provided by 
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the ISP to the Customs Authorities for efticient discharge of their statutory services. The Authority 
decides to merge the "Facilitation Fee" with the "TSP Charges" for better clarity and transparency. 

8.1 6.4	 In respect of the ACAAI & FFFAI comments relating to Repacking Charges, House Air waybill 
(HAWB) Consolidation charges, definition of Special Cargo. the Authority notes that CDCTM in its 
counter submission has adequately responded and has clarified the factual position regarding 
applicabi lity such charges, as sought by the stakeholder. 

8.16.5	 As regard to comments of ACAAI & FFFAI regarding levy of handling charges, the ISP in its counter 
comments has clarified that above charge is only being levied to airlines not to the subject stakeholder. 

8.16.6	 In respect of ACAAI's comment relating to Dangerous Goods (DGD) Preparation and Acceptance 
fees, the Authority notes from the submission of the CDCTM that activities related to above charges 
are undertaken by the ISP for 4 airlines only (out of 50 International airlines being handled by the ISP). 

8.16.7	 The Authority notes the ACAAI's comments regarding lack of standard rates for handling & 
processing of Cargo across Indian airports and stakeholder 's suggestion to have uniform rates tor 
Cargo Handling Services for all airports in India, which should also be comparable to rates prevailing 
at other airports around the world. In this regard, the Authority also notes the counter comments on the 
CDCTM stating that the current Tariff Rate Structure is legacy of AAI Tarif Card, prevailing before 
the privatization of Delhi airport, and it is being continued with some variations. As per the ISP present 
tariff structure is transparent and is automated with no manual intervention. 

As regard to suggestion of the stakeholder that there should be uniform Tariff Rates for all airports 
across India & it should also be comparable to airports across the world, the Authority feels that since 
each airport is a unique entity and has its own business model, based on specific traffic volumes, 
investment level. operating strategy, etc. Further, airport operations, particularly Cargo Operations, 
largely dependent on and cater to requirements of local economy & trade. Hence, itis not appropriate 
to compare tariff rates of one airport with rates prevailing at other airports. 

Notwithstanding the above, the Authority advises the Cargo Operator to engage with the trade 
representatives to explore the possibility to make Tariff Structure simpler & more transparent for better 
clarity for end Users. 

8.16.8	 As regard to comments of YAFA regarding huge difference in TSP charges relating to Perishable 
Cargo and General Cargo, the Authority notes from the submission of ISP that commodity wise 
handling requirement is defined by general industry practice and specifically by respective Airline who 
transports the cargo. Handling requirements for different type of Cargo are different, and even the 
infrastructure & facility required also vary. For instance, Perishable Cargo, requires dedicated 
temperature-controlled terminal/storage units with its set of requirements. including industry 
certifications like GOP, CEIY etc. 

Considering the above. the Authority feels that prevalent practice of handling & treating different 
category of cargo separately, depending on its specific handling & infrastructure requirements appears 
logical. 

8.16.9	 As regard to YAFA comments regarding hike in X-ray machine charges, the Authority notes from the 
submission of ISP that the increase in charges are necessitated on account of continuous investment in 
X-ray machines in compliance of BCAS guidelines, and also to take care of continuous maintenance, 
support and upgradation requirements. The Authority feels that Y-0- Y increase in charges become 
necessary on account of increase in costs associated with the machines, due to aforesaid factors and 

impact of general inflation. ~~'1 1 o.i ;' -~i~.' .. , 
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Further, as regard to comments of Stakeholder that since cost of X-ray Machines are getting 
depreciated (with passage of time); therefore, X-ray machine charges may also be reduced. In this 
regard, it is clarified that after completion of normal lifespan, old assets get replaced with new 
machines. Accordingly, reducing net value of the assets alone is not the deciding factor for considering 
lower X-ray charges. 

8.16.10 In	 respect of VAFA's comments regarding movement of perishable cargo as ' Domestic to 
International' transshipment cargo, the Authority notes that the requirements of relating to re-screening 
of transshipment of perishable 'domestic to international' cargo is being done in accordance with 
prevailing security regulations pertaining to X-ray screening of Export Cargo at last port of departure. 

As regard to comments of Stakeholders (VAFA & FFFAI) regarding penalty/ discount in TSP/ 
demurrage charges for delay in delivery of Cargo, the Authority notes from the ISP's counter 
submission that delivery of Import Cargo to the agents on city side is dependent on many factors, like 
receipt of e-gate pass, which is generated online by the agents (at their office), final custom clearance 
from gate officer, availability of the CHA personnel with suitable vehicle for taking physical delivery 
of cargo on cityside. The Authority feels that for timely clearance of Import of cargo all the players in 
system are required to work in tandem. The Concerned stakeholders are advised to discuss the matters 
among themselves and resolve the pending issues. 

8.1 6.11 As regard to suggestions made by DACAAI in its summary of its comments, the Authority notes 
that the ISP in its counter submission has responded in detail to the points raised by DACAAI. 
The Authority always insists the ISPs to engage with the stakeholders continuously and discuss 

and address the issues raised by them. 

8.16.12The Authority notes that the Tariff charged by the ISP in respect of Domestic Cargo Handling is lower 
than the charges applicable to International Cargo handling. As regard to Stakeholders comments with 
respect to lack of investments and poor service quality level, the Authority notes that the ISP in its 
detail counter submission has already responded and furnished details of various improvements made 
in infrastructure/ equipment added at domestic cargo terminal. Further, ISP has also responded and 
clarified on the various aspects of ground handling services pertaining to domestic cargo, including 
service quality matters (Refer Para 4.21.1 under Chapter 4). 

8.16.13The Authority notes the comments of the Stakeholders (ACAAI, FFFAI & DACAAI) relating to 
requirement of "Single TSP Rate" for handling and processing of all types of Cargo and response 
thereof from CDCTM. 

In this regard, the Authority notes that commodity wise handling requirement is defined by general 
industry practice and specifically by respective Airline who transports the cargo. Handling 
requirements for various type ofCargo are different, but even the infrastructure & facility required also 
varies. For instance, Perishable Cargo requires dedicated temperature-controlled terminal/storage units 
with its set of requirements, including industry certifications liked GOP, CEIV etc. 

ISP further submitted that mix loading of general cargo and special cargo as a standard practice is not 
permitted due to different handling requirements, they have to be processed separately and charged 
accordingly. Considering the above, it may not be appropriate to compare handling of Hazardous/ 
Perishable Cargo with the General Cargo handling. 

8.16.14The Authority notes the comments ofCDCTM regarding Revenue and no increase in Tariffconsidered 
by the Authority for the Third Control Period at CP Stage. The Authority observes from the historical 
figures relating to Revenue and Yield/ MT submitted by the ISP for the period FY 2017-18 to FY 

2022-23 (as part of its comments on CP~~ij;Ef lf. ..~}:~e... pre-covid period (up to FY 2019-20), 
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Revenue Yield had shown an increasing trend; though, in FY 2021-22 yield/ MT had dropped as 
compared to previous year. 

The Authority, at consultation stage, had given the due consideration to the fact that in fu ture, yield 
from demurrage income is likely to drop as submitted by the ISP, due to factors like, faster clearance 
of cargo by Customs department and expected faster processing of Cargo by the Cargo Term inal 
Operators. Therefore, the Authority at consultation stage had considered a decrease of 10% in 
demurrage yield on Y-0- Y basis. As the demurrage yield approximately account for 20% of overall 
yield/MT: accordingly, 2% decrease in overall yield/ MT (based on 10% drop in demurrage yield) for 
the remaining period of the Third Control Period was projected by the Authority at CP stage. 

However, the Authority notes the comments ofCDCTM that the projected drop in Revenue yield / MT 
is expected to be higher than the projections made at CP stage. Accordingly, the Authority decides to 
consider overall decrease in Revenue Yield/ MT @ 4% on Y-0-Y basis (which translates into 20% 
drop in Demurrage Yield/ MT on Y-0- Y basis) from FY 2023-24 onward, as against 2% decrease in 
overall Yield /MT on Y-0-Y basis proposed at CP stage, as per the table given below: 

Table 27: Revenue from Regulated Services and Yield/ MT computed by the Author ity in rcspcct 

of CDCT M for the T hird Control Period 

Particula rs 
FY 

2021-22 

FY 
2022-23 

(9 months) 

FY 
2022-23 

(3months) 

FY 
2023-24 

FY 
2024-25 

FY 
2025-26 

Total 

Tota l Cargo Volume 
(excludi ng AFS) [refer Tablc 
3J (A) 

3.64, 198 280576 93525 3,75,448 3,37,943 2,69,053 17,20,743 

AFS Volume ( refer Ta ble-J ) 1200 4800 5040 5292 16332 

Revised Yield (flMT) 
considered by the Authority 
for the Third Control 
Period 
(B) 

14038" 12875.00u 13390.00" 12720.50 12084.48 11480.25 

Total Revenue from Regulated 
Services excluding AFS 
( ~ in crorcs) (e) = (A*B) 

511.26 361.24 125.23 482.62 417.0 3 318.74 2216.11 

Revenue from AFS Cargo 
( ~ in crorcs) (refer Table 28) 
([) 

- - 0.15 0.59 0.62 0.65 2.0 1 

Revenue from Regulated 
Services at revised Tariff 
(including AI'S) (t in crores) 
(E)=(C+D) 

511 36\ 125.38 483.21 417 .65 319.39 2218.1 2 

"Aetna! yie ld
 
Yield/or FY 2022-23 (based onf irst 5 months) as submitted by the IS?
 

"Revisedyield with 4% Tariffincrease lI'.ejI6.01.2023
 

8.1 6.15The revised Revenue from AFS Cargo after considering one time Tariff increase of 4% in Tariff rates 

for Cargo handling Services is as under:	 ~~........"
 
/..;~ ..:.:..,;q~~....
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Table 28: AFS Cargo Volumes & TSP Ch arges proposed by the Author ity for the Th ird Control 

Period 

Particulars 

AF S Cargo Volume ( in MT) 

Revised TSP charges/kg with 4% 

Tari ff increase (in V kg) (b) 

TSP charges/K g for AFS Cargo 

(30% lower charges than charges 

applicable on normal cargo ) 

decided by the Authority 

[in Vk g] (c) 

Revenue from AFS Cargo at 

revised TSP rates as applicable to 

Normal Cargo (~ in crores) 

(d) = {(a)*(b) }/ 10000 

Revised Revenue from AFS 
Cargo after considering 30% 
lower TSP (~ in crores) {(a)*(c)/ 
10000} 

TotalFY 2022-23 
FY 2025-26 FY 2023-24 FY 2024-25 

(for 3 months) 

5040 5292 16332 (a) 1200 4800 

1.761.76 1.76 1.76 

1.23 1.23 1.231.23 

2.g70.89 0.930.21 0.84 

0.62 0.65 2.010.15 0.59 

8.16.16 The revenue from Re g ulated Services and A FS Cargo before Tariff increase projected by the 

Authority for CDCTM in respect of Third Control Period is given below: 

Table 29: Projected Revenue from Regula ted Serv ices and AFS Cargo for the Thi rd Co nt rol Period 

before Tariff increase 

FY FY FY FY FY FY 

Particulars 
2021-22 

2022-23 
(9 months) 

2022-23 
(3months) 

2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 
Total 

Total Cargo Volume 
(Excluding AFS Cargo 
volume) (refer Table 3) (A) 

3,64.198 2,80,576 93,525 3,75.448 3,37,943 2,69,053 17.20,743 

AFS Volume - - 1,200 4,800 5.040 5,292 16,332 

Total Cargo Volume 

Revised yield (other than AFS 
Cargo) before Tariff Increase 
Revised yield (from AfS 
Cargo) before Tariff Increase 
Total Revenue from Regulated 
Services excluding AFS before 
Tariff increase (~ in crores) 
(C) =(A*B) 

3,64,198 

14.038 

-

511.26 

2,80,576 

12.875 

-

361.24 

94,725 

12,875 

1.69 

120.41 

3,80,248 

12,360 

1.69 

464.05 

3,42,983 

11.866 

1.69 

400.99 

2,74,345 

I L391 

1.69 

306.48 

17,37,075 

2.164.44 

Revenue from AFS Cargo - - 0.20 0.81 0.85 0.89 2.76 

Total Revenue before Tariff 
increase 

511.26 361.24 .')/1..0. 
~H, . 

~ >.....464.87 401.84 307.37 2,167.20 

e. ::~,: ...... 
~IS' ..'\,,\\'1l

I ~ I I J ~ J.!l'il0 
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8.17	 Based on the Stakeholders comments on the CP no. 12/2022-23 dated 14.11.2022 and review of various 

regulatory building blocks, the Authority has computed the revised Revenu e and Profitability statement 

for CDCTM for the Third Control period as per Table given below: 

Table 30: Projected Revenue & Profitability Statement after Tariff increase computed by the 
Authority in respect of CDCTM for the Third Control Period 

(~ in crores) 

Particulars 

Revenue from Regulated 
Services 
(Excluding AFS Revenue) 
(Refer Table-22) 

FY 

2021-22* 

FY 

2022-23 

FY 

2023-24 

FY 

2024-25 

FY 

2025-26 
Total 

511.26 486.47 482.62 417.03 318.74 2216.11 

Revenue from Non-Regulated 
Services (refer Table 23) 

71.84 67.04 64.48 62.09 59.85 325.3 

AFS Revenue (refer Table 28) 0.15 0.59 0.62 0.65 2.01 

Total Revenue (A) 583.1 553.66 547.69 479.74 379.24 2543.42 

Total Operating Expenditure 
(8) (Refer Table 15) 

422.68 440.69 463.35 458.00 436.02 2220.74 

EBITDA (A-B) 160.42 112.97 84.34 21.74 -56.78 322.69 

Depreciation (Refer Table 6j 17.08 20.67 25.87 31.95 38.21 133.78 

EBIT 143.34 92.30 58.47 -10. 21 -94.99 188.91 

1nterest & Finance Cost 

(Refer Table 23) 

4.48 4.36 4.19 4.67 5.14 22.84 

PBT 138.86 87.94 54.28 -14.88 -100.13 166.07 

Tax @ 25 .168% 34.95 22.13 13.66 0.00 0.00 70.74 

PAT 

% PAT to Revenue 

103.91 65.81 40.62 -14.88 -100.13 95.33 

18% 12% 7% -3% -26% 4% 
"Actual fignres forthe FY 202/ ·22 

8.18	 From the above table, the Authority notes that last two tariff years of the Control Period are showing 

negative profitability for the 1SP and the same is mainly on account of increased depreciation due to 

high capital expenditure during later part of this Control Period & estimated drop in market share of 

ISP on account of upcoming new greenfield Airport at Jewar, Naida etc. leading to lower Cargo 

Volumes. However, CDCTM is expected to earn reasonable Profit After Tax (PAT) on 95.33 crores 

for the Third Control Period. 

8.17	 Authority's decision regarding Revenue for the Third Control Period 

Based on the material before it and based on its analysis, the Authority decides to consider Total 

Revenue for the Third Control Period as per Table 30. 



CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY OF AUTHORITY'S DECI SIONS
 

The Summary of Auth ority ' s decisi ons (g iven under each chapter) regarding the Tariff determination of 
CDCTM, for the Third Control Period is as under: 

Ch a pter 

Ch apter 
No.2 

Chapter 
No.3 

Chapter 
No.4 

Pa ra 

2.9 

3.9 

4.20.1 

4.20.2 

4.20.3 

4.20.4 

Summary of Autho r ity's Decisions 

The Cargo Handling Services provided by CDCTM at IGIA, Delhi for the 
Third Control Period is deemed 'Material but Competitive'. Therefore, 
the Authority adopts ' Light Touch Approach' for the determination of the 
Tarifffor the 3rd Control Period. 

The Authority decides to consider the Cargo Volume including the Cargo 

Volume of AFS projected by CDCTM for the Third Control Period as per 

Table 3. 

The Authority decides to consider Additions to RAB for the 31 
"<1 Control 

Period as per Table 8. 

The Authority decides to consider the Depreciation for the 3rd Control 
Period as per Table 6. 

The Authority decides to consider Average RAB for the 3rd Control Period 
as per Table 8. 

The Authority decides to consider the Return on Security Deposit as per 
Table 9. 

Pa ge No. 

12 

19 

36 

Chapter 
No.5 

Chapter 
No.6 

5.10 

6.11 

7.6.1 

The Authority decides to consider the OPEX projected by CDCTM for the 

Third Control Period as per Table 15. 

The Authority dec ides to con sider 30% lower TSP charges for AFS Cargo 

(Export & Import Cargo), including Perishable/ Pharmaceuticals/ Special! 

Valuable/ Hazardous Cargo for the Third Control Period (w.e.f. 

16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025). 

The Authority decides to con sider the FRoR for the Third Control Period 
as per Table 20 . 

43 

59 

Chapter 
No.7 

Chapter 
No.8 

7.6.2 

7.6.3 

7.6.4 

8.17 

The Authority decides to consider the ARR for the Third Control Period as 
per Table 22 . 

The Authority decides to con sider one time Tariff increase of 4% with 
effect from 16.01.2023 to 31.03 .2025. 

The Authority decides to consider Tari ff Rate Card (including TSP charges 
applicable to AFS Cargo) w.e .f. 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 as per Annexure 
II. 

The Authority, decides to consider Total Revenue for the Third Control 
Period as per Table 30. . 

65 

84 

.., 
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CHAPTE R 10: ORD ER 

Upon careful consideration of the material before it, the Authority, in exercise of powers conferred by Section 
13(I) (a) of the Airport Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008, hereby orders that: 

(i)	 The services relating to Cargo Handling being provided by Mis Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal 
Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. at Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi is deemed "Material but 
Competitive". Therefore, the Authority decides to adopt 'Light Touch Approach' for determination 
of Tariff for the Third Control Period (FY 202 1-22 to FY 2025-26). 

(ii)	 Mis Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management (India) Pvt. Ltd. is allowed to levy the revised Tariff 
for Cargo Handling Services for the Third Control Period (FY2021-22 to FY 2025-26) with effect 
from 16.01.2023 up to 31.03.2025 as per Annexure-II. 

(iii) The Authority decides that annual Tariff Proposal for FY 2025-26 (Tariff year 5) will be finalized 
after review of actual figures as per i\CS to be submitted by CDCTM for first four tariff years of the 
Third Control Period (FY 2021-22 to FY 2024-25). 

(iv)	 Tariff determined shall be the maximum Tariff to be charged. No other charge is to be levied over 
and above the approved Tari ff rates. 

(v)	 The Tariff rates approved hereinunder are ceiling rates, excluding of all applicable taxes. 

(vi) The Airport Operator shall ensure compliance of the Order. 

To, 

Shri Kamesh Peri, Chief Executive Officer
 
Mis Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management (India) Pvt. Ltd.,
 
CE-05, First Floor, Import Building II, International Cargo Termial,
 
IGI Airport, New Delhi - 110037.
 

Copy for information to: 

I. Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport, New Delhi-II 0003 
2. Shri K. Narayana Rao, Director, DIAL, New Udaan Bhavan, Opp. Terminal 3, IGIA, Delhi, New 

Delhi - 110037. 
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Annexure I 

Amitava Kundu 

Subjoct rd c:cw. u ct IN'~''od ztt!1 l b D)' C ~wc. 

AU .chmC"nh : 

From: kilmcs.b PC" I c~me'Y1 . Pefi(jlQ:'I(' bio1'Vl..l liO" ,lfI:

Sent: 08 December 201114:J8 
To: Info 03 C11!'t <tnfo~lul ·l.com> 

Cc: Shl i /uv ind N'V", k qn1ndnoJVolk(ln.ly..kuv l4lt ign . [or, ~; Oin~ sh kumar <dj"lI"orJ1 ~"v1l1tjonClJ:'NII..com:-; IWvI~CI 

Se:hr.awon <m(J(I~ u'V.JnflO.co~ AM nda Af:a f'l.'\I'~ <.tnolnd21nov(Ohotm.ul.com>; SUI'OIj At-I lw lIl 
a ur.lJ.'tt:,a wft'(Omono pofvGltBo.cam>; VJJOf Wlll1lE'PJo1l d Ind lJl .wm; lVl101 ll KhJn <nm..;lmdDIIlUl·,dotoJuC,lfPo. 
G-Jur.J'I(.!]ct bClrr.. o. o::tm; ~C'pd k Morc .;d&:"t'rmk.mol dP'id cereo rem>, Am i. n"j ilJ<.l ml tb.tJ,lj tlmit up:om:"';Sdlj il n 
Sha n"",<ure xblr{i)ya hoo co ..ln>: lubhih Kun1oi1 r ~~h ,Kum.Jr WccLcb .Jv i ..uon.lu> ; ""~Ind AM.trw.1 
<h.nt n1dA(.nilrwaltilt l."k b ia \olLlttOn .ltt>; Andy Old)' <AndV.Dli\o@lulebUvl.lItJon.i:rI>. Muj TholptiyilJ 

Q"uj .l h ,lpl;y.1Iptr.lt°bt tvt"At'on In>: lvnl14vlI Kundu <Am4IJ1VoI.K" nd u@cek:hlil";i tkJn.ln>f R,'t!1JIJ.1Ul 
<R...h UI Ji!l Irt.!JQ )~ bC .llt1'1 ,;Ukm.ln> 
Sub je ct : Rt: DJ\CAAJ wr iUl"n rC' 'Spon~ [0 MYTP far ltd con trol pIIrJoU2021 ·26 by ~r~:bl O~lh l u rnuM.Ul"C~nl 

Termln.ll. 

l)~ .lr Sh r. hrv ,nd N4IfIJ'.. 

Wlth ,rfrrt'"nc,. rc you' mos" of 28Nov. W~ h.td olICJted for .1. me et lnJ:.on JONov to di!.cu ~.. th e iolmp w~ th;, r\k voU oI:nd 
yth-lr collt'atues 'Of the yt~t whcreir) lin! h.d ,hi! oppOttunlfy ro 1:0 thlOlJ&,h ~ll i s.~~ thrc;ad b 3l"e :v1L1 th~ h.J~ bct: n 
cap turet1&n lIuatht!d d D<.umeJ'l. 

As st.Uc:'ddu,cns our mcetiJl&, 'eve took forward to wa".... with you 8. OU f CUSt om Cf AJrlmc," in cull«t.hIt' IV hnd \'t»V1o tu 

rJ ow our volumes. v.-h ilr .-.ddr~ \' lnl .1I rel,at"d tS"~ 

""uuring VOU of our (ommltmcnt oJ' all tifnt.s. 

a~t Allds. 
lC oIme~h l-c:ri 

~
!
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Celebl Domestic CUT Cityside Congestion: DACAAI members have experienced severe 
congestion at dornest ic Celebl CU I since The perceived congest ion at th e domestic Ct!lcbl CUT needs to be understood cerrecu v in view of the 
Incepti on; tsgrossly inadequate to handle the followlng det erminants : 
current quantum of cargo leave alone fut ure 1, The te rminal is organised In 3 distinct areas:
 
cargo project ions. What Celebl has plann ed to .3. The Citvslde.
 
addrcss t his ext reme si tuation? b. ThE! Warehouse , and
 

c.	 I he Airside. 

2.	 OACAAI members are served by Celebl only on the cityslde. As such. the ooints mentioned below 
re fer only to the citys ide operations. 

J.	 ~o r the develo pment of cargo terminal, the land wa~ provided by the airport and Celeb! has 
constructed the termInal in 2017. Also. the Inf rastructure/access road leading 10 cargo t erm mal 
is within the scope of airport operator, On our part. we have taken up the issut! (along with ou r 
custo mer airl ine) with the ai rport operator who is suitsblv looking ln ~o t his matter. 

4.	 While the established opt imu m throughput r;lpa clty of th e ter minal is 29) MT per day (2018) 
whereils the handled tonnages were lust 186 MT per day In 2021 only . In 2022 . th e average 
tonnage being handled per day is only 214 MT (Jan-Nov'). As such IL Is to confi rm that there is 
suffi cient cdpad ty availab!e at our ~ubj ect domest ic cargo term inal. 

5.	 It Is how ever also perti nent to rnentio n thar one of the main reasons fo r the reponed conge stion 
0 0 th e dtv slde of the terminal is onfaceoum of t he freight forwarders IFF) undertaking actlvnles 
such as docum entation, labelling and rnarklng etc. of cargo at t he tru ck docks {t hus adversl"1y 
imp acting t he tru ck t urnaround t im e and con gesucn], act lvules whk h otherwi se need to be 
underta ken by the Fh at their respect tve warehouses. 

6.	 All our efforts to mit igate the cltys lde/truck dock congestion issues by engaging With t~ FFs to 
bring their cargo to t he terminal In Ready fo r Carriage IRf C' 1condi tion. for faster and efficient 
hand nog, have consistentl y been ignored by the FFs. I hrs subject was once again disC\l!>Sed in 
deta il during DA C~Ars delegation visit of No,," 30. 2022 . 
• It may kindly be noted that the current f1on-RFC corgo accounts faT more than 55 % of th e dolly 
loads being handled ond besides resulring In avoidable congestion, it also adversely impacts the 
throughput capacity of Celeb; CUT. 

'~ ' 
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- -Same space has been u. ed to handle more 

than 3 times l ncreased loads i.e. 2018 ·124, 926 
mt; 201!l . 1,29,092 mt ; and 100502 mt in 
covid year. DACAAI pu tt ing pressure on 
serv ice quali ty. increased processing ti me. 
congestio n, mIShand ling and shifting of cargo 
to surface , Please fu rn ish the number of 

fl ights in 2015 a nd current ly in 2022 ? 

Celeb1ha ~ st ated t o havtng ma de a l o tal 
investment of INR SOO crores out of w hich 
200 crores Is t he Securily Deposit for 

concession. Plea se provide specific details of 
amount of year wi se Investments mad e for 

creat ing specifi c faci lit ies, expansions 
equi pment et c done in Ce'eb, domest ic CUT 
exclu sively ) 

Celebi has stated tha t SO,OOOsq. mtr. area is 

for cargo handli ng. DACA.~I requests you t o 
provide specific detai ls as to how much of this 

area pert ains to Domestic-cargo handling 
giving del ails of area of tr uck par king & 
manoeuvring, t ruck dock area, processing 
area, XRayarea, sterile & no nst enle storage 
et c separately for outbo und & inbound 
sections ? 

Cargo Tonnages and Flights:
 

DACAAls ron tentlon ana repre sentation abou t t he tonn ages from 1he said terminal (Ne,v [ omestlc) needs
 
correcno n and may please be rl! r.onri lcd for records In viC'wof the following:
 

1. The tonnage. at the New Domestic CUT have gon e down rather tha n going up . Plea! e find the fOIble 
below for to nnages handled by Celebi in at domestic terminals: 
~ DOMESTIC CARGO TONNAGES (In MTl lor fY~ 9 
rrcrmln.1l 

Old Oom 
~. Oom 

, 

. 

2016-17 
46.250 

-

200 :18 
5S.§'l7 
66.2~9 

I 
I 
I 

2018- 19 

3O.13(l 
7£"&:' 

' 

I 

2019.20 

198 

LOO. ~:l4 

I 2020-21 

. S'i,;.s ~ 

2021·22 
-

55.536 

II 2022-23£ 

gao 
SJJ;' l 

i:>lJll I ~ ••2SO l)~CJ ' ~ I 1.29.092 ' 1.0020' 59.539 6£.S36 I 8:!.6S1 J 

andl e add itional 
'l ht forwarders. 

ogs 

Celebi ha s'been makinll investm l!nls Iro m time to t ime for hiln d ling domestic cargo . I 
1.	 Dedicated Infrastructure: Celeb1has 1·.....0 dedi cat ed te rminalsto handle dornestte.cargo. Amo ng other I 

item s, Celebi has prOVided and maintained foll ow ing jnfr~structurc on cltySide of it s do mestic I 
term inals: 
a.	 Truck Docks: 17 nos. 

b.	 X·RdyMachi nes: 9 nos. 
c.	 CClV Came ras: 9 1 

2.	 Terminal Area : Celebi has recently refu rbished and recommissioned it s old domestic terminal 

spanning over 3!l.000 Sq.ft. fo r handling o f domestic cargo and th i~ l erminal ln Its full functioning, 
was show n to DACAA" s delegation during t heir visit of Nov 30. 20],7 . The total area available for 
domest ic cargo operat ions hand ling thus is over 67.000 SQ .ft. We also have a con ti nued Invest me nt 
inl ent pertaming to addil ional space & Infrastru cture: to mee t future demand requirements , 

3.	 Hand ling Capacity: It may be noted that our domesti c: CUTs are current ly underutiliscd. BOlh I 
term inals toget her can handle over ?,OO,OOO MT p.a however, as mentioned above currently the 
domestic cargo load a t Celebi termina l is much 101Ver. I 
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Whether Celebi has made any investment in I 1. Domestic Operations: Celebi com menced dom est ic cargo handling operanons In 2014 ir om its old 
Domestic CUT for 3ny ot below reasons :- 
Increasing t he speed & effic;ipnc:y of 

process ing of cargo? · Reducing the cut -off 
and dt! livl:!ly time ofcargo? • Easing t he 
congestion ou tside il nd inside t erm inal? 
Increasinr, the throughput of domest ic cun 

DACA;, I has obs erv ed th at the Departu re time 

which used to be 0 - 3 when th e air lines were 
• elf- hand ling w hich has Rone up to 0- 6 hours. 
at lime. str etches up to 09 hours. Simila rly, 
arri val cargo w hich was delivered in A- l hou I 
is gone up t o A..3 ho urs and stretches to 

A-4/ ':> hours. M yOL; are aware, due 10this 
i ncreased transit ti me major portio n of air 

cargo hasshifted to other modes of tran sport 

Including to other aIrli nes/ ot her te rminal 

do mestic terminal and In 20 17, Celeb; Further invest ed/ccns trccte d a new do mest ic t erm inal which 
SUbstanl ially added to the h<lndllng capacity. In addition to the r1C\Y t erminal. Celebi also invested, at 
its bot h terminals, in necessarv inst allat ion Includi ng mater ial hand ling e ~ u ipmenl , security systems, 

etc. which are requi red for effic ient handling of cargo In a safe, secure , and r fftc;ieflt ma nner. 
Celebi has incurred cons iderable COSt in ret ain ing (paying license fee to ail port operator) and I 
maintaining old domest ic terminal ; ft er Jet Airways Slopped opcrancns In Apr' 19 even I hough th e 
term inal w as no r used sinre men,	 I 

2.	 Highest leve l of readiness: Celebi rnaint alned and managed termi naI bUilding dur ing Cov id period and 
"I ways kept domasrtc carso handli ng re.~d inl1S s at its highest standards in " II terms Includlne human 
resources. saFcty gears fo r per sonals. cargo h3ndlln g equ ipment etc, fot recllrnm~ion i n !! of cargo 
operations . 

3. Investments in M ainta in ing Efficiency: Celebi has been continuous ly investing fUI ensuring 
op erat ional effi ciency at its warehouses. New i nvest ments have been made In X·raV machines, 
dlgltal lsed acce ptance process , huma n resources et c. among oth ers ar.d wou ld cont inu e to do in 
fu tu re, as required . 

1.	 Cargo Acceptance: It is 10 recon hrm that the domest ic cargo gels accept ed at .the te rmi nal on 0 -3 
hours basis onl y, wh ich is in line with the eXistin g service leve l agreement '.SLA) with customer alrl lncs . 
Airli nes cont inuouslv and in a str lngern rnanne"' map Cclcbrs p·p. rforma n,~ againsl the tr SLA> Cel..b i· ~ 

score in ter ms of fulfil ment of air line's SlAs on outboumJ cargo has bccn over 99% cons tstentlv, 
2.	 Cargo Delivery: Th e Deliv l' ry 1) 1 cargo t o the t erm inal is dependent o n airl ines' delivl'ry of cargo ill the 

cargo t erm inal. Thereafler, unloading 01t he t ru cks il nd preparat ion of t il.: segreg ati on repo rt is done 
by Celebl fOI customer airl ines as per def ined SLAs. I he delivery of the Inboun d cargo to Ihe 3g('01S 

on th e city side IS undertaken on receipt of the delivery o rdcr by t he air lines (through t he agents). an 

act ivity wh ich ee:s co mpl eted by Celebi w it hin ;10 ·30 mlns of rece ipt of th e delive ry ord er . C" Ic:bi' s 
score in terms of fulfilment o f airline's Slk, on Inbound cargo IS over 99% ccnsls te nt lv. 

Above, was also expla ined durtng DACAAl 's delegation visil of Nov 30,2022 . 

." 

/ "' 
-' 

(
\	 
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There are mu lti ple heads of charges w it h each 
head having a mini mum charge. Charging 
criteria IS creating 50 mucn co nfusion for the 
end user. th e charges are app lied differently 
for each product and most of the t ime even 
without special serv ices being rendered like 
cold sto rage, strong roo m, securit y escort . ere. 
still hlgher charges are being collected lo r no 
reason. DACAAI requests lor (I singk' 
(reasonable) term inal handling charge for 
ease of ca lcula uon and 10 spur growt h. 

Various op erat ing arrl ines are now operat ing 
Freigh ters, how do you plan to handl e t he Icargo for f reighter from th is CUT? 

Ther e is lack of basic public amenities like 
toilets. dri nking water, sit t mg area, etc . fo r 
staff of shippers and agen ts 

No bill ing to FFs:
 

Celebi do es not raise any invoIce on t he fr l'ighl fOrw;lrde~ fo r domestic hardling and Celebl co llects us
 
service charges directl y Irom tht' customer airli nes, as per l he terms of our agreement w ith between 
Celebi and customer air lines.
 

Celebi's invoicing to cust omer a i rl i n~ Is lim ited to three pert inent heads Including TSP. bu ild up,
 
bre akdown, and screen ing, which we feel ~ requi rt:d to provide t ranspare nt)' on charges levied .
 
This wa s expl ained during DACAAJ's delct:at lon vlsn of Nov 30 , 70n.
 

Readiness for freighter operatio ns:
 

Celebi con firm s In ;)1 it has made sulteble arrange men ts to handle f reir.hter ope ratioruo. wh ich has also
 
been audited and cleared by OIirlin es for commen cemen t of th eir lr eighter Operatl ons. Th e Old Dcmestic
 
Term inal has been refu rbished 10 specially cater to freig hter handling operat ions and I h i ~ has beenshown
 
in person to DACAAI dele r.ates dur ing thei r vish to Celebl on Nov 30. 2022 .
 

Provisio n of Facilities for FFs:
 

DACAAI statem ent on facmtles is incorrect. All fadlit ies includ mg pub lic arrenities like iouets, drinkmg
 
wate r, seati ng area etc, for staff of shipper and agelll :\. arc already in place at bot h of our do mestic
 
term inals.
 

lhls was exp lained duri ng DACAAJ's delegation visit 0 Nov 30. 2071 and actual 
I 

pictures of facrhues I 
pro vided we re shown. 

~ 
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Annexure - II 

APPROVED TARIFF RATE CARD FOR CELEBI DELHI CARGO TERMINAL MANAGEMENT INDIA PVT. LTD.
 
PROVIDING CARGO HANDLING SERVICES, INCLUDING AFS CARGO, AT IGIA, DELHI
 

FOR THE THIRD CONTROL PERIOD [FY 2022-23 TO FY 2024-25)
 

Revised Tariff is effective from 16.01.2023
 

I. (A) Tariff for Export Cargo Handling 

Price (INR) Maximum rate per applicable 
unit;

S. No. 
Subject to Minimum Charge wherever Rate applied on Levied On 

applicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

General 2.20 
General Minimum Charges 345.28 
Special 3.94 
Special Minimum Charges 598.00 
Valuable 3.94 
Valuable Minimum 

598.00 Pre Deposit 
Charges 

Per Kg Acco unt 
Hazardous 5.68 (PDA) 
Hazardous Minimum Terminal Storage & 512.72 
ChargesProcessing (other than 
Pharmaceuticall AFS Cargo) 5.68
Perishable
 
PharmaceuticallPerishable
 

511.68 
Minimum Charges 

Express Delivery* : 25% more than the rate for the category the cargo falls 
under. _ "'- 
Minimum Charges: 25% more than the m i niri\U~Or the category 
the cargo falls under. I~ "" ' ,~::-\ 

/ ~ ,.,~", . ..~ . 

\ 'V ~ '1'; / 

, ::: , . ,.(\ ~ 
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General 1.54 
Minimum Charges 

24 1.70 General
 
Special
 2.76 
Minimum Charges 

4 18.60 
Special
 
Valuable
 2.76 

Air Freight 
Minimum Charges  Per Kg 

418.60 Stat ion (AFS) 
Terminal Storage & Valuable 

2 Processing (for AFS Hazardous 3.98
 
Cargo)
 Minimum Charges

358.90
Hazardous
 
Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable
 3.98 
Minimum Charges 

358.18
Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable 
Express Delivery*: 25% more than the rate for the cate gory the AFS 
Cargo falls under. 
Minimum Charges:25% more than the minimum charge for the category 
the AFS Cargo falls under. 

Per Kg per day, Free 
2.14	 Period of 12 Hrs for PDA 

Agent 
3 Minimum Charges Demurrage-General 360.88 

Per Kg per day, Free 
2.60	 Period of 36 Hrs for Airlines 

Airlines 
3.63	 Per Kg per day, Free 

Period of 12 Hrs for PDA
598.00 Minimum Charges Age nt 

Demurrage-Special4 Per Kg per day, Free 
5. 19	 Period of 36 Hrs for Airlines 

":-. ---_. Air lines 
-: ~ii"'<'" l 'lf": l,hj;:..... 6.07 Per Kg per day , Free ./ A:-" - '- • • 

Period of 12 Hrs for 

.1\	 
PDA Demurrage-Valuable 5 »: ~A'. 589.68 Minimum Charges ~ -it~ ~~	 Agent 

I 

I 

1;:' .' ,g; i1! ~ " . i	 ~ 
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Per Kg per day , Free 
5.19 Period of 36 Hrs for Airlines 

Airlines 

6 
Demurrage-Perishable / 
Pharmaceutical 

3.63 Per Kg per day, Free 
Period of 12 Hrs for 

Agent 
PDA

Minimum Charges 598. 00 

5.19 
Per Kg per day, Free 
Period of 36 Hrs for 

Ai rlines 
Airlines 

1.57 
Per Kg Airlines7 X-Ray Machine Charges 

Minimum Charges 189.28 

8 
X-Ray Screening & 
Certification Charges 

1.57 
Per Kg Airlines

Minimum Charges 189.28 

General 2.05 

Per Kg Airlines9 Unitization Special 2.05 

Bulk 1.18 

10 
Documentation and 
supervision services 

2.52 Per Kg Ai rlines 

* Cargo Acceptance & Loading within 4 hours from ETD for RFC (ready fo r carriage) A WBs. 

Notes: 

1.	 Demurrage charges indicated above are also app licable to Cargo pertaining to approved AFS. 
2.	 Free period applicable to demurrage charges will be 12 hrs. for Agents & 36 hrs. fo r Airlines or as per Govt. ofIndia Orders in this regard. issued 

from time to time. 
3.	 TSP and Demurrage Charges are applicable on Gross Weight or Chargeable weight, whichever is higher. 
4.	 Facilitation Fee/Customs) merged with TSP Charges w.ef 16.01.2023 
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(B) Tariff for Other Export Cargo Handling Services (for both scheduled and Non-scheduled operators) 

S. No. 
Price (INR) Maximum rate per 

applicableunit; Subject to Minimum 
Charge wherever applicable 

From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

Rate applied on Levied On 

Minimum Charges per 
39.47

Airway Bill 
PDA 

Repacking Packaging 1Re-packaging 

I charges per package (lots of 19.73 PDA 
50) per shipping bill 

2 

For the weight difference of mo re than 2% and up to 5% of the declared 
weight, penal charges double the applicable TSP charges will be levied. 
For variation above 5% of the declared weight, the penal charges will be 

Weight Difference 5 times the applicable TSP charges of the differential weight. 
No penal charge will be levied for variation up to and inclusive of 2% of 
the declared weight. 
This will not be applicable for valuable cargo 

3 
DGR/Live Animal 

5,332.08 
Acceptance Fee 

Per Check list PDA 

4 
DGD Preparation and 

10,665.20 
Acceptance Fee 

Per Checklist PDA 

5 Pet Assistance 1,973.92 Per Checklist PDA 

6 ULD Cleaning Charges 9,438.00 Per UL D Airlines 

7 
HA WB Consolidation 1,138 .80 
Charges 

Per HAWB PDA 

8 
Dry Ice Acceptance 1,384.24 
Check 

Per AWB PDA 

9 

10 

II 

Miscellaneous Activity 1,573.52 .-' ~~Charges" ··,'-"' ''l it.i «: 
Miscellaneous Packing J? ~~., 157.04 
Charges" 
Miscellaneous Packing I -I ' .'il\ 315.12 
Charges - Metal * 

· 5 . A;: 
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12 

13 

ULD Building-
rebuilding Charges 
ULD Customization 

2.05 

3,947.84 I 
Per Kg 

Per ULD 

Airlines 

PDA 
14 SKID charges 653.12 Per SKID PDA 
15 Empty Pallet Stack 944.32 Per Stack Airlines 

16 

17 

Withdraw Shipment 
(X-Ray) 
Withdraw Shipment 
(Dernurrage) 

Minimum Charges 
1.57 

189.28 

2.60 

I 
Per Kg 
Per Kg 

Per Kg per day 

PDA 
PDA 

PDA 

"Not Covered Elsewhere 

Notes: 

1.	 Consignment ofhuman remains, cojfins including baggage ofdeceased & Human eyes will be exempted from the purview ofTSP and demu rrage 

charges 
2.	 TSP charges are inclusive of forkl ift use inside the terminal. No additional f orklift charges will be levied 
3.	 Charges will be levied on "gross weight" or the "chargeable weight" ofthe cons ignment, whichever is higher. Wherever the "gross weight" and (or) 

volume weight is wrongly indicated on the A WB and is actually f ound more. charges will be levied on the "actual gross weight' or the "actual 

volumetric weight" whichever is higher. 
4.	 Special cargo consists ofperishable and temperature sensitive products. live animals, hazardous goods, valuables and/or any other such cargo 

which requires/has special handling/storage instructions 
5.	 Valuable cargo consists 0/gold, bullion, currency notes, securities, shares, share coupons, travelers' ( heque, diamonds (including diamonds f or 

industrial use), diamondjewelry & watches made ofsilver, gold, platinum and items valued at USD 1000 per kg and above. 
6.	 All invoices will be rounded offto nearest ofRs. 5/- as per lATA TACT Rule book vide Clause No. 5. 7.2, rounding offprocedure . when rounding off 

Unit is 5. 

'. ~ 
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II. (A) Tarifffor Import Cargo Handling 

.
 

Price (INR) Maximum rate per 
S. No. applicable unit; Subject to Minimum Rate applied on Levied On 

Charze wherever applicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

General 11.10 
General Minimum Charges 291.20 
Speci a l 19.63 

Special Minimum Charges 518.96 

Valuable 19.63 

I 
Terminal Storage & 
Processing (for other 
than AFS Cargo) 

Valuable Minimum Charges 
Hazardous 

Hazardous Minimum 
Charges 

5 18.96 
19.63 

518.96 

Per Kg PDA 

Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable 19.63 
Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable 
Minimum Charges 

518.96 

Express Delivery* : 25% more than the rate for the category the cargo falls 
under. 
Minimum Charges: 25% more than the minimum charge for the cate gory 
the cargo falls under. 
General 7.77 
General Minimum Charges 203.84 

Special 13.74 

2 
Terminal Storage & 
Processing (for AFS 
Cargo) 

Special Minimum Charges 

Valuable 
Valuable Mini mum Charges 
Hazardous 

363.27 
13.74 

363. 27 
13.74 

Per Kg AFS 

Hazardous Minimum 
Charges 

.:~~ ~ 
. ' .~~ ...:-""----"":' .." 

363.27 

Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable .€" J' 
,~ ;) 

:" ~ 

: \ 

. (l'~c<o. 
~§..":!; 

., 
',:~. 

cv1 "j ~ 
~ ,
Il ~ . ~ 

13.74 
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Pharmaceuticals/ Perishable 
Minimum Charges 

363 .27 

Express Delivery* : 25% more than the rate for the category the AFS Cargo 
falls under. 
Minimum Charges: 25% more than the minimum charge for the category 
the AFS Cargo falls under. 

Minimum Charges 

3.29 

763 .36 
Per Kg per day, Up to 96 
Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 

3 Dem urrage-General 
6.60 

Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per kg 

PDA 

9.82 Beyond 696 hrs 
6.6 0 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 

Minimum Charges 1,486.16 Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 
4 Demurrage-Special 

13.10 Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per kg 

PDA 

19.61 Beyond 696 hrs 
13.10 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 

Minimum Charges 2,933.84 Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 
5 Demurrage- Valuable 

26.19 

39.32 

Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per k.g 

Beyond 696 hrs 

PDA 

6 
Demurrage-Perishable/ 
Pharmace utical 

Minimum Charges 

13.10 
2,933.84 

26.25 

Per Kg per day, Up to 96 
Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 

Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per kg 

PDA 

39.32 Beyond 696 hrs 

7 De-Stuffing Charges 
Minimum Charges 

2.05 

4 17.04 
Per Kg Airl ines 

8 
Documentation and 
Supervision Services I < . 

2.52 Per Kg Airlines 

Notes: 
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1.	 TSP and Demurrage Charges are applicable on Gross Weight or Chargeable weight. whichever is higher. 
2.	 Demurrage charges indicated above are also applicable to Cargo pertaining to approved AFS. 
3.	 Calculation of free period would start from segregation time refl ected in ICEGATE till generation ofthe Gate Pass. 
4.	 The 'Free Period' would be 48 hours or as per Govt. 0/ India Orders in this regard, issuedfrom time to time. 
5.	 Prevailing business hours remain unchanged. 
6.	 Number ofhours applicable for demurrage will be calculated as time between segregation time rejlected in ICEGATE and the "Time 0/Issue 0/ 

Gate pass ". Each 24 hrs cycle will be 01 day and any part thereofwill be counted as fu ll day. 
7.	 Ajier expiry ofthe stipulated free period, next 48 hours will be charged on 'per kg per day non-cumulative basis ', inclusive of holidays, provided the 

consignment is cleared within 96 hours fro m segregation time reflected in ICEGATE. 
8.	 After expiry ofthe stipulated free period i.e., 48 hrs, if the total time between segregation time refl ected in ICEGATE and generation ofthe Gate 

Pass exceeds 96 hrs, Demurrage Charges will be levied on cumulative basis inclusive a/holidays/ rom the date and segregation time reflected in 
1CEGATE. 

9.	 The tariffcharged will be applicable as per the tari./Jprevailing at the time a/invoicing. 
10. Facilitation Fee (Customs) merged with TSP Charges w.e.f 16.01.2023 
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(B) Tariff for Other Import Cargo Handling Services (for both Scheduled and Non-scheduled Operators) 

S. No. 
Price (INR) Maximum rate per applicable unit; 

Subiect to Minimum Charze wherever annlicable 

From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 
Rate applied on 

Levied On 

I 

2 

'"J 

Packing Charges 

Delivery Order Charges 

HA WB Deconsolidation 
Charges 

26.63 
2,470.00 

1,234.48 

3 14.60 

Per Packet 
PerMAWB 

PerHAWB 

Per HAWB 

I PDA 
Airlines/PDA 

Airlines/P DA 

PDA 

4 Pet Assistance 1,973.92 Per Checklist PDA 

5 

6 

7 

Offloading (Destuff 
Cargo) 
Miscellaneous Activity 
Charges 
Post Delivery Holding 
Charges 

Minimum Charges 

2.25 
417.04 

1,887.60 

3.78 

Per Kg 
Per Kg 

Per HAWB 

Per Kg per day 

Airlines 
Airlines 

Airlines 

PDA 

MAWB = Master Air Waybill: HAWB =House Air Waybill 

Notes: 

1.	 Consignment ofhuman remains, coffins including baggage ofdeceased & Human ey es will be exemptedfrom the purview ofTSP and dem urrage 

charges 

2.	 TSP charges is inclusive offo rklift use inside the terminal. No additional fo rklift charges will be lev ied 

3.	 Charges will be levied on "gross weight" or the "chargeable weight" ofthe consignment, whichever is higher. Wherever the "gross weight " and (or) 

volume weight is wrongly indicated on the A WB and is actually found more, charges will be levied on the "actual gross weight' or the "actual 

volumetric weight" whichever is higher. 

4.	 Special cargo consists a/perishable and temperature sensitive products. live animals, hazardous goods. valuables and/or any other such cargo 

which requires/has special handling/storage instructions. 

5.	 Valuable cargo consists ofgold, bullion, currency notes, securities. shares. ~~.velers ' cheque. diamonds (including diamonds for 

industrial use), diamondjewelry & watches made ofsilver, gold, platin um~, ller ll a I _ '{jSD 1000 per kg and above. . ~	 . 
6.	 All invoices will be rounded ofIto nearest ofRs. 5/- as per lATA TACTp'wl book ij laus ~ 5.7.2, rounding offprocedure, when rounding off 

Unit is 5. j i 'f. ~ 
{ ~ . S ~ . 
~.a	 '" • 
~ ~ -..-:\ , ~ '$ .! 
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III. Tariff for handling Transshipment Cargo 

S. No. Price (INR) Maximum rate per 
applicable unit; Subject to Minimum Rate applied on Levied On 

Charze wherever annlicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

3.29 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 
Minimum Charges 763.36 Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 

I Demurrage-General 
6.60 Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 

per kg 
9.82 Beyond 696 hrs 
6.60 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 

Minimum Charges 1,486 .16 Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 

2 Demurrage-Special 
13.10 

Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per kg Airlines 

19.60 Beyond 696 hrs (Ap plicable on 
13.10 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 International to 

Minimum Charges 2.933.84 Hrs, Free period ofA8 hrs Domestic TP) 

3 Demurrage- Valuable 
26.20 

Between 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
per kg 

39.32 Beyond 696 hrs 
13.10 Per Kg per day, Up to 96 

Demurrage- Minimum Charges 2,933.84 Hrs, Free period of 48 hrs 

4 Pharmaceutical! 
26.20 

IBetween 96 hrs to 696 hrs 
Perishable per kg 

39.32 Beyond 696 hrs 
Per Kg per day, Free Airlines, 

5 Oemurrage-General 2.60 period of 36 hours for (Applicable on 
Airlines International 

~ 
Per Kg per day, Free to 

. I 9.; .... 

6 Demurrage-Special 
Airlines t~~ 

5.19 period of 36 hours for International 
& Domestic to 

: 
y)~ lI 

-. 

. \ ;-:: ~. . i 1 .1 
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--

7 Dem urrage- Valuable 5.19 
Per Kg per 
period of 36 
Airlines 

day, Free 
hours for 

Intemational 
TP) 

8 
Demurrage-
Pharmaceutical/ 
Perishable 

5. 19 
Per Kg per 
period of 36 
Airlines 

day , Free 
hours for 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

Sector Charges 
Quick Ramp Transfer 

Carting charges 
Transshipment 

Ramp to Ramp Loose 
(Incoming Loose and 
Outgoing Loose ) 

TP De-stuffing Charges 

Minimum Charges 

Minimum Charges 

2.36 
3.78 
3.54 

243.36 

189.28 

2.05 
417.04 

Per Kg 
Per Kg 

Per Kg 

Per AW B 

Per Kg 
Per Kg 

Airlines 

Notes: 
1. TSP and Demurrage Charges are applicable on Gross Weight or Chargeable weight. whichever is higher. 
2. The 'Free Period ' would be 36/48 hours to Airlines or as per Govt. ofIndia Orders in this regard, issuedfrom time to time. 

,, 

'1\1 
~;. , 

Q ' -

.e~\/ 
....:.: '-'g::ratC'f'j ...../-
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IV. Other Exceptional Charges (for both Scheduled and Non-Scheduled operators) 

Price (lNR) Maximum rate per 
S. No. applicable unit; Subject to Minimum Rate applied on Levied On 

Charge wherever applicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

I Bag handling Charges 
2.4 6 Per Kg 

Minimum Charges 880.88 Per Kg 
Airl ines 

Segregation charges (All 
amendments 1 HA W B 

2 
feeding 1 Re-weight of 

1,07 1.20 Per HAWB PDA
import consignmentsl 
HAWB 

Deconsolidation) 

3 
Overtime Fee for Gate 

1,071.20 Per gate pass PDA
Pass Generation 

4 
Electricity Charge for 

2,283.84 Per Container per day Airlines
RKN container 

5 Charges collect fee 991.12 Per AWBI HA WB PDA 

6 Ramp to Ramp Transfer 786.24 Per ULD Airlines 
10 ton Forklift 4,719.52 

05 ton forklift 2,359.76 

03 ton forklift 1,534.00 

Equ ipment/ Manpower 
Crane 9,438.00 

7 16 ton forklift 9,438.00 Per Hour Airlines 
Charges 

Additional Staff(Blue 
Co llar) 

786.24 

Security 1,573.52 

Gunman 2,35 9.76 

8 Gola Charges . ~ -........ 10 1.92 PDA• - _'..; --liS ;,., 

Wrong Markingl Minimum Charges - ~,9 1,085 .76 Per AWB PDA
Labeling Maxim um Charges r". ..~~\ 

~l) 
."' ; ' .A--./Ii '-' 
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10 
Damaged shipments "not 
in ready to carriage 
condition" 

4,247.36 Applicable TC charges 

11 
Security Escort Service 
(Within the Airport) 

1,973 .92 
Per Manhour or part 

hereof Airline/ PDA 
12 Cool Dolly Charge 2,965.04 Per Dolly per Trip 

Notes: 

1.	 Consignment ofhuman remains, coffins incl uding baggage ofdeceased & human eyes will be exemptedfrom the p urview ofTSP and demurrage 

charges. 

2.	 TSP charges is inclusive offorklift use inside the terminal. No additional forklift charges will be levied. 

3.	 Charges will be levied on "gross weight " or the "chargeable weight " ofthe cons ignment, whichever is higher. Wherever the "gross weight" and (or 

volume weight is wrongly indicated on the A WB and is actually f ound more, charges will be levied on the "actual gross weigh t' or the "actual volumetr ic 

weight " whichever is higher. 

4.	 Special cargo cons ists ofperishable and temperature sensitive products, live anim als, hazardous goods, valua bles and/or any other such cargo which 

requires/has special handling/storage instructions . 

5.	 Valuable cargo con sists ofgold, bullion, currency notes, securities, shares, share coupons, travelers ' cheque. dia monds (including diamonds for 

industrial use) , diamond j ewelry & watches made of silver, gold, platinum and items valued at USD 1000 per kg and above. 

6.	 All invoices will be roun ded offto nearest ofRs. 5/- as per lATA TACT Rule book vide Clause No. 5.7.2, rounding offprocedure, when rounding off Unit 

is 5. 
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v. (A) Tariff for Inbound Domestic Cargo 

s. 
No. 

Price (INR) Maximum rate per 
applicable unit; Subject to Minimum 

Charge wherever applicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

Rate applied on Levied On 

General 1.59 

I 
Terminal Storage and 
Processing - General & 
Couriers 

Special 
Couriers 

Minimum Charges per 
AWB 

3.15 

1.59 

39.32 Per Kg 

PDA 

2 

3 

Handling Charges 
Documentation & 
Supervision Charges 

1.4 1 

2.52 
Airlines 

(B) Tariff for Outbound Domestic Cargo 

s. 
No. 

Price (INR) Maximum rate per 
applicable unit; Subject to Minimum 

Charge wherever applicable 
From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

Rate applied on Levied On 

General 1.59 

Terminal Storage and Special 3.15 
I Processing - General & Couriers 1.59 PDA 

Couriers Minimum Charges per 
AWB 

39.32 

2 

3 

Handling Charges 
Documentation & 
Supervision Charges 

1.4 1 

2.52 

Per Kg 

4 

5 

X-Ray Machine Charges 

X-Ray Screening & 
Certification Charge 

Mini mum Charges 
.,,~ _ 

~.;;.' " 

'7 * J"' f. . ~ 
~ I a5; 

7~ 

........ ':.";> -,-

\~. , 
, . . 

.kA 
.:l : 

~i : 

1.57 

150.80 

1.57 

Airl ines 
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(C) Tariff for Other Domestic Cargo Handling Services 

Price (INR) Maxim um rate per 
applicable unit; 

Levied OnRate applied onSubject to Minimum Charge whereverS. No. 
applicable
 

From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025
 

Transshipment cargo &
 
1.57 Air linesI Per Kg

Oftloaded cargo
 
General
 1.4 1 

Per Kg per day. Free Airlinesl2.822 Oem urrage charges Special 
period of 24 hrs. PDA 

1.4 1 
Per AWB subject to
 
maximum of20 pieces per
 

Couriers 

2,516.80
DGR acceptance check 

AWE.3 Air lines 
Additional pieces will be 

100.88
charged per additional piece
 

Dry ice acceptance
 1,573 .52 Per AWB Airl ines4 
checklist
 
Live animal acceptance and
 2,823 .60 per AWB Air lines5 
handling
 

6
 1.73 I per Kg Airlines 
Miscellaneous Activity 
Unitization 

1,573.52 per AWBI packet Airlines7 
Charzes"
 

IMiscellaneous Packing
 157.04 per AWBI packet Airlines8 Charges"
 
9
 1,001. 52 per AWB Airlines 

Withdraw Shipment 

Valuable handling 
1.36 

Per Kg PDA10 
(Oem urrage) 31.20Minimum Charges 

2.52 per piece PDAPacking Charges - SmallII 
12
 _ . _--- y/~, ".
 per piece PDA 

13 

3.78Packing Charges - Medium 
per piece PDA~~\ 8.8 1Packing Charges - Large 

* Not covered elsewhere. 'l\}. I ..\ ~~011 .~~ 
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VI. Tariff for EICI Terminal 

Price (INR) Maximum rate per 
applicable unit; 

Subject to Minimum Charge wherever Rate applied on Levied On 

applicable 
S. No. From 16.01.2023 to 31.03.2025 

I X-RA Y Machine Charges 1.76 I Per Kg 

2 
X-RAY Screening & 
Cert ification Charges 

1.76 Per Kg 

" j 
Handling Charges-
Outbound 

2,304.64 

2,233.92 

Per Ton Up to 1000 
Tons 

Per Ton for more than 
1000 To ns 

Airlines/ 
PDA 

~ 

Minimum Charges 189.28 

4 
Handl ing Charges 
Inbound Minimum Charges 

1, 6 ~ 1.52 

189.28 

Per Ton 

5 Access Control 2.52 Per Kg Airlines 
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